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32 How is a scientist made?

sY CHR1s EDwARDs

Undergraduate biology majors Brooke Brehm ('08), Alexis Gonzales-Black ('07) and Seth
Thompson ('08) spend eight to 12 hours a week in the lab analyzing and problem solving.
For a biology major conducting independent research, says professor Jon Monroe, "The level
of commitment is not unlike that required of a varsity athlete." This rigor is what caused the
2007 Americas Best Colleges guide, published annually by U.S. News & World Report, to recognize
JMU for excellence in "undergraduate research/creative projects."
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4 22807 Your Letters
6 Contributors
7 Directions

40 Expressions
In Madison s newest department, read the creative work of student poets in Laurie Kutchins'
Intro to Poetry course, view stellar student photography and see artwork by alumni artists
Robert Stuart ('84M) and Robert Yoder ('84). The Madison staff is counting on your submissions, so the magazine can showcase your creative expressions.

JMU President Linwood H.
Rose on "engaging undergraduates in the academic
discovery process"
ON THE COVER:
Photograph of Seth Thompson and
Louise Temple by Evan Dyson ('08)
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Conference, and JMU partners with leading research firm SRI
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2006 Homecoming Gala awardees, Madison campaign
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Virginia Professor of the Year psychologist Joann Grayson, C Different Foundation founder Mace Miller ('98) and AOPA Pilot
managing editor Julie Summers Walker ('80)
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Peretich ('06) discuss significant advantages afforded JMU undergraduate
researchers
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Biology professor Stephen Bocskey inspired independence
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a Madison family heirloom, Back in the 'Burg: Countercerrorism scholar
Mike Tucker ('82,'99M) talks about Iraq

61 Tidewater's Take on Homecoming

Kelly Stefanko ('94) and
Alison Cooper ('93) detail the Tidewater Chapter's take on the big day
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BY CHRIS Wooo ('07)
How the College of Business Mentorship Program helped me find my path
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It was exciting to open up my issue of
Madison [Winter 2007] chis morning and find the article and pictures on
James Madison University's role in the
Harrisonburg Court Days Festival. Very
well done. I made myself late for work in
order co read it. It is really an honor to
have exposure in such a fine magazine. I
am graceful for the opportunity. Thank
you and keep up the great work.
KAREN LEE

]MU Information Software
and Court Days Committee chair
Bridgewater, Va .
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MARILOU JOHNSON (interim)
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Madison is an official publication of James Madison
University and is produced quarterly for alumni. parents
of JMU students, faculty and staff members, and
friends of the university. It is produced by the Division
of University Advancement. Editorial and advertising
offices: JMU, MSC 3610. Harrisonburg. VA 22807.
JMU does not discriminate on the basis of race, color.
national origin, religion, gender. age. veteran status.
political affiliation. sexual orientation or disability
(in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities
Act) with respect to employment or admissions, or in
connection with its programs or activities.

Mudslinging
I always enjoy reading Madison, and
the story in the Fall 2006 edition [the
Madison Century department] about
JMU's urban legends caught my eye, in
particular the one called "The Hillcrest
Showers." In fall 1972 I met my future
husband, Bill Kane ('75). As a geology
major, he and some friends enjoyed
exploring the nearby caves. I was caking
a photography class from Steve Zapton.
I cook chis black and white picture when
they returned to campus, just before the
dining halls closed. They had no time
for showers, so we all went to dinner,
the guys in their muddy attire. Knowing
that there is usually a grain of truth in
any urban legend, it occurred to me chat
chis could be the source of the legend of
the Hillcrest Showers {a group of muddy
men asking then-President Ronald E.
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Is it true? Could
these "dirty Dukes,"
above, be the inspiration behind an
infamous Madison
urban legend? Post
spelunking, circa
1973, are (1-r) Stuart
Mercer ('75), Bill
Kane ('75), unidentified, Jeff Smith ('74)
and Mike Smith
('74). At right, avid
Madison reader and myth debunker Judy
Kane ('73) with her husband, Bill ('75), in
Geneva, Switzerland, in May 2006.

Carrier's wife, Edith, if they could use
her shower).
Bill and I married in May 1975. He
continued his education, earning master's and Ph.D. degrees in civil engineering from Va. Tech. He taught civil
engineering and engineering geology at
the universities of Alabama-Huntsville,
Tennessee and Pacific before starting his
own engineering consulting business,
KANE GeoTech Inc. in Stockton, Calif.
I graduated with a B.S. degree in biology in 1973 and received a B.S. in horticulture in 1979 from Va. Tech. I ran a
small home-based herb growing business
for 20 years before joining Bill as vicepresident of our company.
P.S. In regards co another JMU myth,
I remember running through the Madison tunnels one night, but encountered
no murder or suicide victims.
JUDITH "Juoy" KALBFLEISCH KANE {'73)

Stockton, Calif
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Keep your
subscription
up to date
To receive Madison, keep
your address up to date
with JMU. See the inside
back cover or visit:
www.jmu.edu/madisononline/
madison/subscribe.shtml

And stay in
the know
Also, subscribe to Madison
Century News and be in the
know on the latest campaign
and university developments.
Sign up by visiting:
www.jmu.edu/madisoncentury/
subscribe.shtml

Annual James MadisonWeel~ Events
March 13-18) 2007
MARCH 13

MARCH 14

11 a.m.
Guest lecturer David
S. Robarge , historian
with the Central Intelli gence Agency, speaks
on "Secret Revolution:
Intelligence and the
American War for
Independence" (Taylor
Hall 404)

10:30 a.m.
Wreath laying ceremony
at James Madison Statue

12:15 p.m.
Faculty Recognition
Luncheon (Festival
C onference and Student
Center Ballroom)

11:30 a.m.
Scholarship Luncheon
(Festival Conference
and Student Center
Ballroom, by invitation)
2:30 p.m.
James Madison Day
Ceremony; Keynote by
John Casteen III, president of the University of
Virginia (Wilson Hall)

5 p.m.
James Madison Commemorative Debate
final rounds and presentation of the Madison
Cup (Resolved: That
our nation needs Affirmative Action now more
than ever) Wilson Hall

MARCH 18
11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
2007 jMubilee Madison
Festival, community
invited (Godwin Field)

Undergrad
research lakes
heart, brains
and stamina

U

.S. News and World Report's recognition of the quality ofJMU's
undergraduate research offerings
inspires this issue's focus on the
lives of students who choose to conduct and
learn research with a faculty mentor.
While JMU President Linwood H. Rose
and College of Science and Mathematics
Dean David Brakke make compelling intellectual cases for the vital role of undergraduate
research at JMU, a more personal treatment
beginning on Page 32 helps demonstrate just
how much heart - as well as brains - go
into an undergraduate's research.
Biology department head Louise Temple
allowed Madison to follow several of her
undergraduate researchers throughout the fall
semester as they conducted their research into
the poultry pathogen, Bordetella avium. These
three - Brooke, Seth and Alexis - welcomed a Madison writer and photographer
fully into their lives outside of the lab - their
other academic obligations, service projects,
paid jobs, intramural sports, social lives, etc.
The commitment and enthusiasm of these
students is readily apparent. For instance,
Alexis explains that she opted to give up
sleep when a professor counseled her to
choose between undergraduate research and
debate - one or the other - because of the
vast time and energy required by each.
The students' mentors, Temple and postdoc Nathan Beach, are contributing to a
research blog along with additional students
who continue their pursuit of the elusive
bacteriophage that feeds on B. avium.
The U.S. News recognition also mentioned creative projects in the same breath
with undergraduate research. Anyone who
understands the scientific mind knows that
creativity is an integral part of the scientist's
process of inquiry and discovery. On balance, in this issue, Madison also showcases
another, more traditional side of creativity
with the introduction of some student and
alumni works of art and literature.
"Expressions" will be a standing department and will welcome submissions of art,
photography, poetry, and (very) short fiction
by students, professors, alumni and parents.
As always, the Madison staff invites you
to express yourself. Please send a letter, an
article, an idea, even a poem.
PAM BRO CK,
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Juniors Laura Goodwyn, Amanda Cassiday and Michael Hall impressed English
professor Laurie Kurchins with their work in
her Intro to Poetry class last fall. The trio of
poets' original work appears in the Expressions department on Page 44. Cassiday is
a political science and philosophy doubl e
major from Fairfax. She was one of only two
American students to attend rhe 2006 Global
Citizenship and Peace Conference in Hiroshima, Japan, which inspired her to write
Tribute to Hiroshima. Goodwyn's poetry has
been published in A Celebration of Young Writers and Falling for the Story collections. She is an
English and psychology double-major from Woodbridge. Hall, who has written poetry since
he was 10, is a junior English and sociology double-major from Luray, Va.
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Diane Elliott ('00) is director of photography services at JMU. The

beach and bluegrass fan attended Madison from 1968 to 1970 and later
completed her B.S. in 2000. She also studied photography at the University of Alabama. Elliott has served JMU Photography Services for
more than 25 years, and her works appear in permanent exhibits on
campus, including Alumnae Hall. She has contributed many valuable
photographs ofJMU activities to the media, enhancing newspaper and
magazine articles featuring Madison. Elliott reaches photography classes
and workshops, and has served Shenandoah Valley businesses and institutions for decades as a freelance photographer. Her work can be seen
at www.shenandoah2000.com/ and has been recognized by CASE, the Universiry Photographers Association, the Staunton Fine Arcs Association and the Virginia Business Association.

Katie FitzGerald ('07) served as a Madison magazine editorial
intern for two semesters. She is currently an editorial assistant for
the journal ofMine Action and a wri rer for the school yearbook,
the Bluestone. After graduation in May, she plans to move to Denver and work for a magazine. Her profiles of JMU's historic Bueler
family legacy and Suzanne Trow ('OO) appear in chis issue on Pages
68 and 76.

Centennial Duke Evan Dyson ('08) is a regular contributing photographer to Madison and photo editor for the student newspaper, The Breeze. His work has been published in The New York
Times and the Richmond-Times Dispatch, and picked up the by the
Associated Press. This summer he will intern with the Daily NewsRecord in Harrisonburg. Lase semester, Dyson followed fellow students and undergraduate researchers along their busy days, and his
work appears in the undergraduate research feature on Page 32.
View more of his photography at www.evandyson.com/.

For address updates: www.jmu.edu/alumni

To contact the magazine staff:
www.jmu .edu/Madison0nline
E-mail: madisonmag@j mu.edu
Voice: (540) 568-2664 .,. Fax: (540) 568-7913
Madison, the magazine of James Madison University
MSC 3610, James Madison University
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
Correction: An attribution in the letter to the editor by
Sharon Whittle ('70) [Winter 2007] should have read:
Thanks for the good article by Ashley Atkins, Pamunkey.
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A former broadcaster and public relations manager, Jamie Marsh
joined the Office of Media Relations in 2006. In addition to
Madison, she is a contributing writer for Shenandoah Living, In &
Around Harrisonburg, Rockingham Routes and Harrisonburg Downtown Renaissance. She writes frequently about JMU's College of
Business and the College of Graduate and Outreach Programs. She
is married to JMU video producer Nathan Marsh ('Ol) and spends
her free time spoiling a beagle/lab mix named Andi.
POETS BY CASEY TEMPLETON (' 06 ); ELLIOTT BY RON ELLI OTT;
FITZGERALD , DYSON AND MAR SH BY BRIAN DILLEN SNYDER ('08)
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DIRECTIONS

An early edge for undergraduates
Engaging students in scholarly research
ver the last century, the
American university has
assumed many different
responsibilities - from
providing a liberal education to educating the
workforce to fostering economic development. As we consider the role of the
21st-century universiry, I believe the great
universities will be those that engage society and prepare students to transform the
power of knowledge into practical solutions. This is exactly what we are doing at
James Madison University.
Last summer, U.S. News & World
Report featured JMU as one of 35 universities across the nation with a solid program in undergraduate research. Scholarly research is not something reserved
for graduate students at JMU, but rather
is a significant part of the undergraduate
experience. While this may be viewed as a
somewhat novel and innovative approach
to student pedagogy at many academic
institutions, it has been an integral facet
of Madison's culture for some time.
Engaging undergraduates in the academic discovery process is
one of the hallmarks of a JMU education. We are a community
committed to preparing students to be educated and enlightened
citizens who lead productive and meaningful lives. As such, we
understand the value of involving our students in the creation of
new knowledge to address the "big problems" of our time: energy,
environment, poverty, disease and global conflict.
On the JMU campus, research is not the pursuit of knowledge
for knowledge's sake. Grounded in our commitment to "Be the
Change," we are using our expertise and resources to find solutions for the pressing issues of society, not just those of intellectual
interest. JMU research efforts
in alternative energy, health
care, K-12 education and
information security are a
few areas where we are leading groundbreaking resear~h
efforts that have the potennal
to improve the qualiry of life
across the globe.
The university's new partnership with SRI International, a California-based
research institute, will enable
JMU professors and students
to collaborate on state-of-the-

'Research is not
the pursuit of
knowledge for
knowledge's sake.
... We are using
our expertise
and resources to
find solutions for
pressing issues
of society.'

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2007
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is

a hallmark of ]MU

art pharmaceutical research. Once SRI's
new facility is completed in Rockingham
County, there will be the potential for
additional collaborative research in areas
such as biothreats and homeland security, engineering, nanotechnology, energy,
information technology and education.
Benefits to undergraduates who take
part in these research experiences are
invaluable. Students are able to build solid
one-on-one mentoring relationships with
faculty members who are on the leading
edge of their disciplines. They learn the
value of collaboration firsthand and have
access to state-of-the-art equipment most
students don't experience until graduate school. They have the opportunity to
present their research at academic conferences and, in some cases, co-author with
faculty members. The bottom line is that
JMU students are exposed to and involved
in the world of academic scholarship years
before their peers at other universities.
If you ask JMU faculty members,
they will tell you that involving students
in their research benefits them as well.
Nothing is more gratifying to an educator than interacting with
students who want to be actively engaged in the learning and discovery process.
Because Madison undergrads actively participate in creating
new knowledge, they learn firsthand how university research can
be applied to solve issues that abound in today's society. Perhaps
more importantly, they begin to understand and appreciate the
significant part they play in that process.
Our commitment to engage students in meaningful research
that will have a lasting impact on society will continue to be a
defining feature in Madison's next century. This commitment,
coupled with our service focus and high-quality curriculum, will
distinguish James Madison University as one of the great universities of the 21st century.

H. ROSE
President
James Madison University
LINWOOD

SPRING

2007
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Keep

Dream in color
]MU and Target Corp celebrate diversity
through poetry BY JAMIE M ARS H
n Marcin Luther King Jr. Day, Target Corp.
launched "Dream in Color, " a yearlong campaign
to encourage the celebration of diversity, with a
curriculum designed at James Madison University
to advance the genre of African-American poetry.
In partnership with celebrated poet Maya Angelou, the Poetry Foundation and JMU's Furious Flower Poetry
Center, Target invites students to enliven their creative voices
through its online curriculum.
Joanne Gabbin, executive director of Furious Flower; Elizabeth
Haworth, assistant director; and Julie Caran, editorial assistant, studied the works of nine poets suggested by Target. "They wanted us to
use poems by Paul Lawrence Dunbar, Gwendolyn Brooks and Langston Hughes, " says Haworth. "We also discovered new voices. We
included a poem by Kyra Bennington, an 11-year old student from
Harrisonburg who participated in JMU's Summer Poetry Camp."

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss2/1
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On Jan. 15, the curricula were published online at www. target.
com/dreamincolor. Angelou made speeches around the country
while Target sent posters to 108,000 schools, hosted a Poetry
Cafe at the AOL Black Voices Web site, placed ads in major
newspapers and delivered the curricula to politicians and influential people.
"I admire Target for doing this, because we owe it to our young
people to help them see they are loved and find the inspiration to
raise their voices," says Angelou. "I am still inspired every day to
find my creative voice, and I challenge all of us to pledge to one
another the commitment to rescue our youth. Encourage them to
take life by the lapels and say, Tm with you kid. Let's go.' Then,
all their conscious energies will be devoted to the deliberation of
the human mind and spirit, beginning with their own. That's
what dreaming in color means to me."
Target also sponsored the Jan. 15 Oprah Winfrey Show, which
included an announcement directing the show's global audience
to go online and learn about the "Dream in Color" project.
"It's so cool," says Haworth. "We were handed the mechanism
to achieve our mission of advancing the genre of African-American
poetry. The opportunity to work with these people is an honor,
ffl
and it may help propel Furious Flower into new projects.''

PHOTOGRAPH BY DIANE ELLIOTT ('00)
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[Apple Awards]

Wide awake
and speechless
Students win inaugural film
festival sponsored by Apple

T

B Y COLLEEN DIXON

hink you've had a rough day?
A team of five JMU students
won the jury prize for the
short film they wrote, shot
and edited in one day. The
2006 Apple Insomnia Film Festival is the
first-ever film festival requiring students to
write, shoot and edit a short film in just
24 hours.
Nathan Burns, Peter Dwyer, Robert
Kramer, Lauren Meyer and Sierra Neal
didn't let the short time frame keep them
from coming up with an outstanding
piece. Their entry, Speechless, earned the
Judge's Award, one of two top awards
presented. Ninery universities, some wellknown for their film programs - Marymo un t, NYU, MIT, UCLA and USC
among them - submitted 216 entries.
The ]MU winning video, shot in downtown Harrisonburg, is based on the premise that digitalization has replaced communication. The students - known as
Team Kramer Colony- met a few days
before the actual event to brainstorm possible scenarios. "We didn't know what we
would be given, but we asked ourselves, 'If
this happened, what would we do?"' says
junior Robert Kramer.
Junior Lauren Meyer adds, "The group
talked about big issues we deal with on
a daily basis, things our audience could
relate to." They talked about e-mail and
instant messaging. When Peter Dwyer sug-

'The group talked
about big issues we
deal with on a daily
basis, things our audience could relate to.
It comments on our
generation's ability to
deal with technology.'
L AU R EN MEYER

('08)
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gested text messaging, "it just clicked," says
Meyer. "It comments on our generation's
abiliry to deal with technology."
Kramer says, "It was Lauren's idea to
use a sepia filter, which gives an antique
look to film. We wanted to combine an
old style of filming with the modern concept of technology."
In addition to the extremely short time
span allowed for the project's completion,
students had to adhere to several character,
prop and technical requirements to qualify
for the competition. The team chose the
character name Alex Kona; the dialogue line,
"No, you don't understand what it's like
growing up here;" and a bag of ice as a prop.
The main actress, theater major McLean
Fletcher, was in place before scripting
began. "We wrote the script around her,"
says Meyer. "The production crew had
cameos in the film ." Kramer adds, "Our
friends were really great. We called everyone
we knew to play roles in the film or be part
of the crew. It was a Friday night, so it was
hard to drag people away. Everyone stayed
up for long hours, even in the cold."
School of Media Arts and Design Professor John Woody is an Apple Distinguished
Educator and a certified Apple Final Cut
Pro trainer. "The students were extremely
dedicated and talented," he says. "I supported and helped as much as possible."
Although selected as the only educator
to judge the national competition, Woody
recused himself from judging the JMU
entries. "It was so hard not to talk about any-

Winners of the inaugural film festival
sponsored by Apple include Peter Dwyer,
Sierra Neal, Lauren Meyer, Nathan Burns
and Robert Kramer.

thing. I'm sure the team members wanted to
ask me what I thought about different parts
of their project, but they stuck to their guns.
Once I saw the completed Speechless entry, it
was difficult not to tell the team, This is a
fantastic piece of work.' I had to work hard
to keep my nonverbal communication lowkey. Their film included all the elements of
filmmaking - great post-production and
editing, and great effects.''
Team Kramer Colony say they owe special thanks to Kendall Wadsworth, who
helped throughout the entire process, and
Josh Schmidt, who not only acted in the
film but also helped compose the music.
For their winning efforts, Apple awarded
each of the five members of the team versions of Final Cut Studio and Shake (two
types of editing software) and an 80-gig
Video iPod.
Three other teams from the School of
Media Arts and Design submitted entries
to the festival: Giana Appleman, Andrew
Bikowski, Tosh Endres and Dylan Love
submitted Gourmet Hamburgers; Greg
Brandon, Paul Gleason, Sarah Masters,
Connor Mullaney and Rob Reinders submitted Grand Theft Bravo; and Colin
Greene, Keelan Kobler and Andrew Pham
ffl
submitted The Escape.

....

I

* See the winning film at: http:!/streaming.
smad.jmu.edu/insomnia/Speechless.mov
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[New Degrees]

Students can
now opt for two
new programs
Engineering and Chinese
business studies offered

T

....i

he JMU Board of Visitors approved an engineering major and a
Chinese business studies minor.
T he Scace Council of Higher
Education in Virginia approved
JMU's new engineering program Jan. 9. "This will be one
of the most significant undergraduate programs added to the
institution in che past 10 years,
says JMU Provost Douglas T.
Brown. "It's the most innovative
program in che state because it
foc uses on the area of sustainability. There is no ocher program framed chis way. It's a truly
cross-disciplinary program. Most
engineering programs are highly
specialized, and the addition of a
business component will make
the students highly marketable."
The program wi ll include
classes in J MU 's Co ll ege of
Business, College of Science
and Ma thematics, and College of In tegrated Science and
Technology. Brown adds chat
the engineering program will fie
well with JMU's new partnership with SRI International, the
Silicon Valleybased independen c research
and technology deve lopment firm chat
announced in
December its
plans to build
a scace-ofRon Kander:
ch e-arc phar"We're really
m ace u c i cal
filling a niche."
research center
in Rockingham County.
Fall 2008 wo uld be the engineering program's earliest possi ble startup, says Dary Erwin,
associate vice president of academic affairs for assessment and
public policy. JMU muse first

That SUMS it up
Second-annual undergraduate
math conference is ivell attended

A

bo u t 200 students fro m uni versities th rougho u t the country participated in the seco n d
ann ual Shenandoah Undergraduate Mathematics and Scaciscics
Conference in October. The conference, held
in JMU's Health and Human Services Building, feat u red both oral and poster presentations by undergraduates.
Featured speakers were Edward B. Burger, a
professor of mathematics at Williams College
in Massachusetts, and Tim Chartier, professor at Davidson College in North Carolina.
Burger spoke on "Conjugate Co upling: The
romantic adventure of the quintessential quadratic," while Chartier spoke o n the role of
mathematics behind movie special effects.
JMU mathematics professors Laura Taalman and Elizabeth Theta Brown served as coorganizers of the conference. "A key benefit
of the conference is showcasing the types of
mathematics research chat can cake place at
the undergrad uate level," says Brown.
hire seven ro eight engineering faculty, find space for three
laboratories and purchase lab
equipment. Once fully implemented, the program capacity
will be 200 students.
"We're really filling a niche, "
says Ronald Kander, head of
the Department of Integrated
Science and Techno logy and
a member of che committee
chat designed the program.
"This does not dup licate Virginia Tech or U.Va. or VCU or

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss2/1
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Math professors and conference co-organizers
Laura Taalman (center) and Elizabeth Theta Brown
represented JMU along with Madison undergrads.

JMU student speakers included J ul ianne
Coxe, who presented "PascGalois: Pictures
and Patterns;" Jason Fox, who spoke on
"The Aeroacouscics of Turb ul ent Coanda
Jee Flows;" Benjamin Leard, who presented
"Population Dynamics of Two Competing
Species;" and Laurence A. Lewis, who spoke
on "The Determination of Relative Concentrations of Hydrogen Isotopes."
Twenty-three undergraduate speakers from
around the country participated and represented schools like the College of William and
Mary, Thiel College, Ohio Scace University,
Virginia Tech, and the universities of Georgia, Mary Washington, North Carolina at
Greensboro, Richmond and Wake Forest. ffl

any of the ocher schools in the
state," he says. "JMU's program
will offer a general engineering
degree." While the program
will not be tied co a specific
discipline, it will be accredited
by the Accreditation Board for
Engineering and Technology,
and it will have a specific theme:
sustainability, sustainab le systems, sustainable societies.
The Chinese business studies minor is designed for any
student at JMU. Students learn

about China's history and culture; learn about the nation's
political, social and economic
systems; become familiar with
China's government and its
economic role in Asia and the
world. The minor is earned
exclusively through participation in che JMU Study in China
program. Read about Madison
intern Kacie Kellogg's experience in the China program in
the Transformations departffl
ment on Page 53.

KANDER PHOTOGRAPH BY DIANE ELLIOTT ('00);
SUMS BY BRIAN DILLENSNYDER ('08)
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inscicu~ion
co receive
Science on a Sphere, a 3-D Eanh
visualization cool developed by
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. The
JMU's Science on a Sphere
room-sized global display system
teaching tool will open to the
uses computers and video projecpublic this summer.
cors co display planetary data into
a 6-fooc diameter sphere. The animated display is located in Memorial Hall and was created for people of all ages and scientific interests.
Similar systems have been installed in science centers and museums.

5

In their first appearance in the Universal Dance Association's College National Championships, the Dukettes
danced their way co the 5th-place national tide in hiphop and the Sch-place tide in jazz.

Always a
fan favor·
ite, the
Dukettes
are now
nationally
ranked.

2

JMU is putting a dent in
the statewide shortage of
Earth science teachers. Federal No Child Left Behind
laws require high-school teachers to
have a bachelor's degree in the subject
they teach. No Virginia schools offered an
Earth science major until lase fall, when JMU
and George Mason began programs.

14 ~Ye~~:

;~~;e

Corps' cop 25
list, but this
time in the "large schools"
category. With 54 alumni
serving as volunteers,
JMU is ranked No. 14
in the nation among large
schools - those with more
than 15,000 undergraduates. Last
year, JMU ranked second in the nation in
the medium-size school category. Lase fall,
JMU enrolled 15,653 undergraduates.
SPHERE. DU K ETT ES A N D DUKE DO G PHOTOGRAPH S
BY DIANE ELLI OTT ("00); COW GILL BY CATH Y KU SHNER (' 87 );
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JMU ranks No. 21 in che
nation in the Kiplinger's
Personal Finance magazine annual listing of "cop
100 best values" in public colleges
- schools chat offer a first-class education at affordable prices. JMU is one of
,..__ ,....., ........- . five Virginia public
universities ranked
in the cop 25 for
RICH
providing students
?;:l\')')
"the most bang
for their education
bucks." Kiplinger
looks at student-faculty ratios, admission
and graduation races, coses and financial
aid, and average student debt.

KiP.linger's:a:!.

RETIRE ~-

~::t'

JMU is the first univer·
sity to offer an onllne
MBA program with
an information secu·
rity concentration
(through the College
of Business). To date,
JMU is the only public
university offering
such a program.

25

How old is chat in dog years? Duke
Dog cums 25 chis year. JMU's
caped-canine debuted Nov. 28,
1982, when the Dukes courted VMI
in the first game played in the Convocation Center. The popular mascot was
the brainchild of former vice
Eight feet of
president for university relacanine fun is
brought to life by tions Ray Sonner, who was
anonymous stu· behind the bulldog mascot and
dent scholarthe Duke Dog cartoon. Sonner
ship winners.
commissioned a professionally
made outfir to be worn by student volunteers.

...
I

2400

Every time iiaseball player
Michael Cowgill stepped up
co the plate last season, he had a
No. 1 fan in the stands. Cowgill's parents, Bill and Michae- Twins draftell
lene, logged 24,000 miles co
Michael Cow ill
attend every weekend game
after a spect cuplayed by their sons - Michael lar 2006 seafon.
at JMU and Collin at the University of
Kentucky. The couple made the 800-mile
round trip co JMU about a dozen times
co watch Michael finish second nationally
in home runs (23). Though the Dukes
must overcome the loss of Cowgill and
three ocher heavy hitters, JMU has been
predicted to finish fifth in the 11-team
CAA this year.
1
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[International Scholars]

[Partnership]

Foreign language conference
draws international scholars

N

JMU partners with leading
research firm
SRI to establish ma;or research institute in Virginia

S

RI International, one of the world's
leading independent research and

View the news conference featuring
SRI president Curtis
Carlson and JMU
President Linwood
Rose at http://
media.jmu.edu/.

teehnoIogy deveIopment organizations
based in California's Silicon Valley, has
selected Rockingham County as the site for its
new Center for Advanced Drug Research, or
CADRE. The new center will partner with JMU and other Virginia
institutions in state-of-the-art pharmaceutical research.
SRI plans to add other high-technology programs in such areas
as biothreats and homeland security, engineering, nanotechnology, energy, information technology and education after it locates
in the Rockingham Center for Research and Technology north of
Harrisonburg on U.S. Route 11.
When completed the CADRE project will create more than 100
new jobs with an average annual compensation of$85,000. SRI officials made the announcement in a joint news conference at JMU's
Festival Conference and Student Center. Michael A. Breeden, chair of
the Rockingham County Board of Supervisors, and Curtis R. Carlson,
SRI's president and chief executive officer spoke at the news conference. Officials of the City of Harrisonburg and Rockingham County
as well as members of the local legislative delegation and representatives of area economic development organizations also attended.
The Virginia Economic Development Parrnership worked with
the Shenandoah Valley Partnership, Rockingham County, City of
Harrisonburg and JMU to prepare the state's proposal to secure
the project for Virginia. The commonwealth appropriated $15
million to initiate the project. Gov. Tim Kaine supports the General Assembly's appropriation, which is the first installment of a
$22 million commitment to SRI.
SRI International, founded in California as the Stanford
Research Instirute in 1946, is a nonprofit research institute that
performs client-sponsored research and development for government agencies, commercial businesses and private foundations. In
addition to conducting contract R&D, SRI licenses its technologies, forms strategic partnerships and creates spinoff companies.
Read Gov. Kaine's news release about the SRI partnership at
ffi
www.sri.com/news/releases/ 121406.html.

....i

I

early 200 college and
high-school educators
representing 20 states,
the District of Columbia and
seven foreign countries were on
campus Oct. 12-14, for the 56th
annual Mountain Interstate Foreign Language Conference.
The conference, a forum for
scholars and teachers to exchange
ideas and advance scholarship in
foreign language studies, is held
each fall at a university in Kentucky, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia
or West Virginia. JMU Spanish professor Carmenza Kline is
the current president of the
MIFL conference.
David T. Gies, Commonwealth Professor of Spanish

at the University of Virginia,
presented the keynote address,
"Thomas Jefferson wants
YOU to learn Spanish. "
Gies is an expert on the literature of Enlightenment and
Romantic Spain and contemporary Spanish film. He edits
Dieciocho, a journal of Spanish Enlightenment study, and
has received grants from the
Guggenheim Foundation ,
National Endowment for the
Humanities, American Philosophical Society and Spanish
Ministry of Culture.
Conference participants presented papers in multiple sessions
and their papers will be printed
in the MIFLC Review, the annual
m
journal of the conference.

[In Memoriam]

Former VP,
business prof
remembered

T

homas Stanton of
Florence, S.C., died
on Oct. 9, 2006. The
ordained minister was
a Vietnam veteran and career
military officer. He was awarded
the Purple Heart for service in Vietnam and retired from
active military service in 1972. Stanton served in Iran as a
senior financial management adviser to the Imperial Iranian
Armed Forces. He began his teaching career at Tehran University in an English-language master of business administration program that he developed. Stanton won the 1975
Association of Government Accountants annual Author's
Award for the best article on financial management. His
articles on the state of the economy, business prospects and
accounting procedures were published frequently in professional journals. Stanton joined Madison's business faculty in
1976 and taught business administration. He also served as
vice president for academic affairs at JMU. In 1983 he was
named president of South Carolina's Francis Marion University and served until his retirement in 1994.
ffi
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College for Kids'

Local middle-school students
can get a taste of college through
a new program offered by JMU
and the Harrisonburg Children's
Museum. From Jan. 20 to Feb. 24,
fifth- through eighth-graders put
their interest and ability into practice at the "College for Kids." The
curriculum of music, art and techArea middle-school children get a taste
nology offers experiences such as
of college life at JMU.
steel drumming, painting, sculpting and mechanical engineering using Lego robots. Carol Fleming,
coordinator of outreach programs in JMU's College of Graduate and Outreach Programs, explains
the benefits of the "college." "It's a chance to explore interests in a fun way and in a college environment." It is also a great use of Memorial Hall, says Lisa Shull, who directs Harrisonburg's hands-on,
interactive museum for children. "Memorial Hall not only provides additional space; the building
is also a connector between the community and JMU." Learn about more educational opportunities
offered by the College of Graduate and Outreach Programs at http://www.jmu.edu/ cgop/

Youngsters between the ages of9 and 14 have a new opportunity to learn
how to put the bow to strings thanks to the JMU School of Music. The
Madison String Academy offers group class instruction in the orchestral
stringed instruments - violin, viola and cello - to beginning string players. Classes, held on the JMU campus, are open to the local community
and are "very affordable," according to Lisa Maynard, JMU's professor of
string education. Maynard is the class instructor, and upperclassmen in the
School of Music's string education program work with her as teacher apprentices.
The academy utilizes a new method book
created by a team of four nationally recog- Madison String Acadnized leaders in strings, including Robert
emy cellists await the
downbeat.
McCashin, JMU director of orchestras
and administrative director of the academy. Contact Maynard at maynarlm@jmu.edu or (540) 568-5125.
http://www.jmu.edu/ music/faculty_areas/ music_education/

.. .

Think feminism is just for women? Sister Speak: A f!emmtst ~tterary
Journal wants to change your mind. An amalgam of mfor~auon. that
educates readers, the journal regularly explores the econ?~c, environmental, ethnic, racial and sexual interconnections of feIDIIllsm. Explore,
learn, share - Sister Speak invites you to turn the page. T ~ learn more,
contact the journal's editor Claire Rooney at rooneyce@imu.edu.
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* Brightening the Lights ofMadison
monthly e-newsletter, to subscribe:
www.jmu.edu/alumni/newsletter

WEB

* JMU's front door www.jmu.edu

* Everything alumni www.jmu.
edu/alumni

* Madison: Download pelfs of the
print magazine: www.jmu.edu/
madisononline

* Madison Channd: live and archived
video and audio coverage ofJMU
activities and events http:!/media.
jmu.edu/

* Be the Change: Meet and

*

Madison Scholar: Online journal
of research and applied learning
www.jmu.edu/madisonscholar/

TELEVISION

* WVPT: Students intern at the PBS
affiliate fur Central V uginia, Shenandoah
Valley and Northeastern West Vuginia,
(540) 434-5391: www.wvpt.net

RADIO

* WXJM: Student programming,
news, talk and music on FM 88.7
www.jmu.edu/wxjm/listen

Madison Siring Academy

http://www.jmu.edu/womenstudies/sister.html

to subscribe: www.jmu.edu/
madisoncentury

jmu.edu/bethechange

As a founding member ofJMU's Technology Alumni Group, Tom Carr ('85)
knows how to make a difference. TAG promotes communication among students, alumni and employers about opportunities in the technology sector. The
group has contributed more than $250,000 in financial and equipment donations to JMU, and in 2004 "unplugged" the campus by introducing wireless
access. Carr also works on the College of Business Executive Advisory Council,
allowing him to invest in JMU's future in a special way. "Being a council member has allowed me to present in the classroom. Nothing is better at rekindling
the JMU experience than participating with students." TAG awarded scholarships for 2006-07 to JMU students Dean Gakos, Michael Lam and Stephanie
Marino. How can you be the change? www.jmu.edu/BeTheChange/

Sisler Speak

* Madison Century Updau e-newsletter,

nominate World Changers: www.

Be the Change

Tom Carr ('85)

HEADLINES AND
RIGRLIGRTS

....

I

* AM 1610: Tune in when you roU
into the 'Burg.

* WMRA: NPR, local news and
music programming. WMRA,
WMRY, WMRL, WMLU at 90.7,
103.5, 89.9 and 91.3 FM.

PRINT

* Madison Century News: Quarterly
news about the capital campaign and
university advancement updates.

NEWSLETTERS

* Biology, chemistry, education,
geology, history, music, nursing,
physics, political science, theater and
dance publish once or twice a year;
some will snail mail, others will e-mail.
Call (540) 568-2664 for yours.

SPORTS

* www.jmusports.com

* JMU Sports Bulletin, news to
order: www.jmusports.com
* Pawprint: the Duke Club
Newsletter, (540) 568-6164
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Microscopic plant has researchers thinking big
Algae oil seen as viable alternative to p etroleum

BY ER1c GoRTON ('86)

ronmental chamber, where carboninteresting enough .
dioxide levels can be manipulated,
A glass cylinder filled
where nutrients can be evaluated,
with bubbling water
where the water temperature can be
sits on the left, briladjusted and where acidity levels can
liantly illuminated by
be altered - all in hopes of finding
six florescent light bulbs. There are
the perfect growing condicions.
some buttons and gauges on a panel
"As long as it has the right nutrito the right of the cylinder, and a
ents, water, CO2 and sunlight, or
hose links the contraption to a cargrow light, they'll grow," Bachmann
bon-dioxide tank a few feet away.
says. "And these algae grow very
Chris Bachmann, professor of intequickly, with each individual algae
grated science and technology, and
cell dividing into two daughter cells.
his students would be much happier
They double every time they divide,
with the machine - a bioreactor,
so if you start with one, you'll get
to be more precise - if that cylintwo; then four, then eight, 16, 32,
der was so full of green algae that it
until eventually you have millions
blocked the light.
If all goes well, that's how it will ISAT professor Chris Bachmann hopes to grow algae in more algae with each division. Once
a contained area of a saltwater fish tank to show t hat
you get cultivation up to a critical
look by the end of the academic year, it could be cultivated at sea to help create biodiesel.
when seniors Ryan Geary, Andrew
mass, you can pull out large quantiFlatness, John Kauffman and Billy Broas are ready to present ties of algae at the same rate at which they are growing, providing
their senior thesis project at the annual College of Integrated a continuous source of biomass for fuel production."
Science and Technology Senior Symposium. By late April, they
It's those quick-growing qualities and high-oil content chat make
hope they will be able to discuss the finer points of successful algae such ideal candidates for producing biodiesel, even better than
other oil crops of much larger stature, such as soybeans, sunflowalgae cultivation.
But the project is about so much more than growing algae. ers, oil palms and peanuts, all of which require much more growing
Years of research by the federal government, other universities, space and which yield much less oil per acre. "Most of these plants
and even private companies have proven algae to be a good source concentrate their oil within their seeds, which are produced only
of oil - oil that can be used to produce biodiesel, a clean-burn- during a specific part of the plane's life cycle," Bachmann explains.
ing alternative to petroleum diesel.
"These seeds represent only a small fraction of the plant's overall
The emphasis of algae-biodiesel research these days is on find- mass. With algae, you are not limited to a specific harvest period,
ing which species of the fast-growing microscopic plants produce and you are utilizing the entire plant, which may be up to 50 percent
the most oil, discovering ways to make them produce even more oil. High oil and fast growth race means potential for more fuel."
and learning the best ways to grow them.
In addition to using the bioreactor, Bachmann and his students
From 1978 to 1996, the U .S. Department of Energy's Office are experimenting with growing algae in a saltwater fish tank.
of Fuels Development funded a program to develop renewable "One of the things that we want to look at is whether or not
transportation fuels from algae. The project involved producing these algae could be cultivated offshore, to save valuable land area
biodiesel from high-lipid content algae grown in ponds, utilizing needed for housing and current food production practices," he
waste carbon dioxide from coal-fired power plants. The research says. "But, in order to do this, you must ensure you can do it in
concluded that algal biodiesel is one of the only avenues available a contained manner, so that the algae do not disrupt the environfor producing biofuels while also absorbing carbon dioxide gener- ment. Offshore algae farms have the potential to absorb signifiated in power plants - marrying the electric utility industry's cant amounts of CO2 and produce substantial amounts of bioneed for carbon disposal with the need for clean-burning alterna- oil. But algae plumes could alter entire ecosystems if they cannot
tives to petroleum in transportation. The open-pond system was be properly contained .. . . In certain conditions, fertilizer runoff
less than ideal, however, being subject to such issues as tempera- can lead to large-scale algae plumes so thick they block sunlight to
organisms below the surface that need it."
ture fluctuations, evaporation and contamination.
Closed-loop bioreactors that simultaneously reduce industrial
Under the right conditions, Bachmann is confident algae and
exhaust gas emission and produce high-value biomass feedstock other aquatic species can provide enough biodiesel and ethanol
for producing biodiesel are being developed, and there is much to have a noticeable effect on the amount of oil the United States
interest in identifying specific types of algae to produce the high- imports from other countries.
Bl
est yields. Thus, Bachmann and his students are busy designing
Go more in depth with ISAT's algae-biodiesel research at www.
tests for 15 algae strains. Many of the tests will be conducted in jmu.edu/madisonscholar/

*
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SPECIALREPORT

Collaboration + Innovation
+ Scholarship = Strong Society
BY

....i

ANDY PERRINE

n her first public address as
Harvard University's new
president, Drew Gilpin
Faust said in February that
her main goal for Harvard
was to eliminate the barriers
between academic disciplines and insist
on more collaboration at the university, setting an example she hopes will
spread through higher education.
Collaboration across disciplines is a
terrific idea for higher education and
it is affirming ro hear Harvard's president proclaim its importance because
Madison has been at it for years.
In fact, recent news about the new
partnership between James Madison
University and SRI demonstrates that
we've long since arrived at the promised land of collaboration.
Virginia Gov. Tim Kaine, in
announcing the JMU-SRI deal in
December said, "SRI liked what they
saw, not only in research capacity, but
in the model of research that JMU has
used, where they have really focused
on cross-disciplinary research."
Len Polizzotto, corporate vice president for SRI said, "Collaboration
between the functional disciplines is
at the core of SRI's exceptional ability
to innovate. This same collaboration goes on at JMU at a level
that I've not seen anywhere else in higher education, especially
at the undergraduate level. This
1
is why SRI is so attracted to a
partnership withJMU."
It is good news for Madison
students that their faculty collaborate across disciplines and
encourage undergraduate student
participation in research because
it gives students a head start on
their peers who do not typically
encounter research partnerships
with faculty until the graduate
level. Read David Brakke's essay
(Page 51) on the status and history of undergraduate research
and applied learning at MadiLEN POLI ZZOTTO, SRI
son. You'll discover that JMU

This same collaboration goes
on atJMU at a
level that I've
not seen anywhere else in
higher education, especially
at the undergraduate level.'
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is - and has been - more engaged in
these areas than you knew.
The acknowledged superiority
of collaboration and undergraduate
research at Madison plays an important
role in how the university's first capital
campaign is unfolding. It was one year
ago this March that JMU kicked off
the Madison Century campaign. Actor
Richard Dreyfuss and alumnus Steve
Leeolou delivered stirring addresses
(full video at www.jmu.edu/madisoncentury/kickoff.shcml) that launched
what has become a very successful elevation of private philanthropy at Madison. In this fuse year, scholarships have
proven to be the most popular kind
of gift to the campaign. More donors
want to fund scholarships to help students acquire the Madison experience
than want to help fund any other university initiative.
If you've heard or seen President Linwood H. Rose speak lately on Madison's
future, you'll understand why collaboration across disciplines and undergraduate
research combined with scholarships is
such a potent blend. Rose's message on
Page 7 describes how JMU will become
one of the great universities of this century because it is educating students in
a new way to solve the "big problems" of society and mankind; the
particular balance of liberal arts, collaborative undergraduate research
and programs that instill a strong sense of citizenship among students
creates a JMU alumni poised to change the world for the better.
In this way, scholarship donors actually can realize a multiplier
effect with their investment; scholarship gifts not only enable the best
and brightest students to choose Madison for their studies, they also
help to fill the next generation with bright and capable citizens who
understand how to truly be the change in important ways. Scholarship donor Tom Dingledine, who endowed the Dingledine Scholarship with one of the largest gifts in the university's history, put it
aprly when he said, "It's paying it forward. My gift is helping that
process. I do it because it hits me that it is the right thing to do."
There are numerous scholarship giving opportunities at Madison
- from endowed funds like Dingledine's to alumni chapter scholarships like the Tidewater, Metro Dukes and N.Y./N.J. chapter funds.
Giving to JMU scholarships is an investment not only in individual
students and Madison as an institution, but it is an investment in
the future of a strong American and global society.
ffl
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JAMES MADISON UNMRSI1Y.
Please help us keep your information current!
Affiliation: 0 Alumni

O Parent O Friend O JMU Employee

Prefix: 0 Mr.

0

0

Mrs.

Ms.

0

Miss

O Dr. 0

other

Name
Last

Middle

First

Home Address
______ State

City

ZIP

Phone (H) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (W) _________ _
Preferred No.: 0 Home

Cell

O Work O Cell

E-mail (H) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (W) ________ _
Employer-----------------Job T i t l e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Business A d d r e s s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ZIP

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State

Yes, I want to support JMU! Please accept my gift of

0

$1,000

0

$500

0

$250

0

$100 Other $_ _ _ __

Please designate my gift to the following purpose(s):

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Geton the bus
It's spirit like Roger's that helps make James Madison
University great. In fact, 35 percent of Roger's colleagues at
JMU made a gift to Madison last year, while just 11 percen~
of JMU alumni did so. Imagine how great Madison could
be if 35 percent of alumni give to JMU this year.

Please
give.Commons,
Help Madison
Published by JMU
Scholarly
2007Be the Change.

Madison Fund (for use where the need is the greatest)
Faculty Development
Scholarship(s)
Parents Fund
College of Arts and Letters
College of Business
College of Education
College of Integrated Science and Technology
College of Science and Mathematics
College of Visual and Performing Arts
College of Graduate and Professional Program
General Education Program
Edith J. Carrier Arboretum
Carrier Library
Student Affairs
Athletics Scholarships (Duke Club)
Other

$ _ __

$,_ __
$._ __
$._ __
$ _ _ __

$._ __
$ _ _ __
$ _ __
$ _ _ __
$ _ _ __
$ _ __
$ _ _ __
$ _ __

$._ __
$ _ __
$ _ __
$ ___ _

(Your gift is tax deductible to the fullest extent of the law.)
Please accept my payment:

0 Enclosed is a check, payable to the JMU Foundation
0 Charge my credit card (please circle one)
VISA

Card Number

Signature

MasterCard

Discover

American Express

Expiration Date
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Collaboration + Innovation
+ Scholarship = Strong Society
BY ANDY PERRINE
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You don't have to put a man on the moon.
Although a Madison graduate has done that.
You don't have to cure cancer.
Although Madison graduates are conducting
disease research right now.
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You don't need to publish a bestseller.
Although Madison authors, screenwriters and poets
are publishing far and wide.
You don't need to have your own TV show.
Although some Madison graduates have done that too
Meet them at www.jmu.edu/bethechange/.
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You just need to do your thing
and help Madison change the world.
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Please make a gift to JMU.
Your gift of any amount goes a long way at JMU.
You can support academic programs, undergraduate
research, student scholarships, athletics and more.

That's how Madison changes the world.
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BE the CHANGE
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CELEBRATING THE MADISON EXPERIENCE

....i
Madison Century on lhe move
The Madison Century campaign is on the road, with President Linwood H. Rose
making stops around the country to share his vision for the future ofJames Madison Universiry. After initial outings and receptions in Virginia, the campaign has
moved beyond the commonwealth to include alumni and friends in Charlotte,
L.A., Newport Beach and San Francisco.
The Leeolous (right)
have pledged a second seven-figure
gift to the campaign.
Back in 1999, they
were the first alumni
in Madison history to
give $1 million outright to JMU.

Making the trip to attend the
Leeolous' reception are JMU
administrators as well as North
Carolina alumni and friends,
including former Dukes football
star and Athlete of the Year Delvin
Joyce ('01), Russell Hammond
('03), above, Joe Ryan ('77) and
Lawrence Keating ('75), right.
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West Coast
School of Media Arts
and Design donors Don
('82) and Kate Rhymer
('81) host an event in
Beverly Hills for alumni
in the Hollywood area.
Joining screenwriter
Rhymer (Big Momma's
House 1& 2, Santa

Clause 2, Deck the
Halls) are fellow donor,
screenwriter and author
Karen Lutz ('88), below,

(Legally Blonde, 10
Things I Hate About
You) and her husband,
Walter ('85).

Among the Newport
Beach guests are (Ir) J_MU development
o!f1cer Tassie Pippert,
K_1rby Cramer Jr. ('84),
Lisa Chester and
host Craig Williams
('79), Marie ('57) and
Bob White, Deborah
Mc~illiams ('82) and
Judith and Lin Rose.

Lisa Chester and host J. Craig Will iams
('79) welcome alumni and friends to a
reception at Williams' Newport Beach
law firm . He has established the J .
Craig and Todd Williams Scholarship,
an endowment in j ustice studies.

Lou ('79) and Sharon P
~- ~ose to the cit b t arrague ('80) welcome President Linwood
v1s1on tor the fut Y Y he bay, where the president shared h is
ure of Madison with alumni and friends.

Published
by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2007
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Kevin O' Brien ('77) and S~ott Crawford ('86) speak with College of
Business Dean Robert Reid . The San Francisco gathering was part of
the Madison Century campaign tour in California that included stops
in

L.A. and Newport Beach.
S P R I N G
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Left: Carrier achievement award winner and
Smithsonian scientist Carole Baldwin ('81)
receives congratulations from her date Michael
Long and Sharon Spaulding ('80) (far right).
Below: Journalism professor Alan Neckowitz
speaks with Distinguished Service Award winner
Hillary Wing-Richards and her husband, Clint.

1

Homecoming Gala
It was a night of celebration for alumni and friends of Jam es Madison University as the alumni association conferred its annual
awards on Madison honorees. The awards include the Ronald E. Carrier D istinguish ed Alumni Achievement Award, the Inez
Graybeal Roop D istinguished Service Award , the Distinguish ed Faculty Award and the Distinguished Service Award.

Above: Student Affairs VP Mark Warner shares
the spotlight with Roop Service Award winner
Matt Miller ('98), who was celebrated for his
work in support of blind athletes and his featurelength documentary, Victory Over Darkness.
Read more about Miller and find the link to his
film at www.jmu.edu/bethechange/miller.shtml.
Above: Carrier achievement award winner Baldwin ('81),
here with interim College of Visual and Performing Arts
Dean Marilou Johnson ('80), was honored for
her l~ad scientist role on the IMAX Galapagos film and her ongoing work in promoting
science education. She regularly receives
mail from little girls who sign their letters
" future marine biologist."
'

Right: New York alumni chapter leader and charter President's Council member Mike Keown ('05) catches up with
alumni association board members Dawn Smith Barnes
('93) and Josh Pringle ('95), fellow charter President's
Council members.
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DUKESTURF

Can James Madison topple a monarchy?
Meredith Alexis leads women 's hoopsters to Top 25 and 011er Old Dominion Monarchs
BY MI C HELL E HI TE

n January the JMU women 's basketball team
moved into the Associated Press Top 25 Poll at
No. 25. The AP poll rank was the team ' s first
since the final poll of the 1987-88 season, when
the Dukes ranked 14th.
On. Feb. l , the Dukes proved AP pollsters correct and handed the 15 consecutive year CAA champs their
worst loss ever (79-50). JMU served up the Old Dominion
Monarchs' 16th defeat in 251 CAA regular-season games.
The Monarchs exacted their revenge Feb. 25 using a home
court advantage to beat the Dukes 62-57.
ODU has dominated the CAA and has never lost a
tournament game. But is chis the year James Madison
can topple the monarchy in tournament play?
At the magazine press date, the Dukes had flirted with
No. 22 on the AP Poll only to drop out of the rankings
after losses to ODU and Delaware. The team ended the
regular season on a high note, though, with three players
scoring in double figures during the final regular season
game. The Dukes defeated Towson 62-42 on March l.
JMU ended the season 25-4 overall and 16-2 in CAA
play. The final home game, Senior Night, was JMU's 26th
consecutive win at
home , the longest
current streak in
NCAA Division I.
The women also set a
school record with 25
ESPNMagaregular-season wins
zinenamed
and tied a team record
senior basketwith their 13th win at
ball player Leshome chis season.
ley Dickinson
Fifth-year h ead
to the 2007
coach Kenny Brooks
Academic
('92) has what some
All-District Ill
call
the most domiWomen's Basnant
player in che
ketball
Second
Lesley Dick·
CAA, Meredith Alexis.
inson,ESPN Team. Dickinacademic
If you hold a JMU
son, a psycholhonoree
scoring or rebound
ogy major with
record; forget about it. Alexis
a minor in business, won
the honor for the second
has shattered it - including
straight year. Athletes for
Holly Rilinger's all-time scorthe team were nominated
ing mark of 1,607.
from Division I schools in
Alexis scored a game-high
District Ill, which includes
21 points when JMU trounced
Virginia, Florida, Georgia,
the Monarchs on Feb. I. She also
North Carolina and South
leads JMU in scoring, rebound
Carolina. District mempercentages and rebounding.
bers of the College Sports
She has been named a CAA
Information Directors
Player of the Week a leagueselected the team.
leading five times in 2006.

(' 88 )

....

I

ESPN Magazine
honors hooP.ster
for academics
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Meredith Alexis holds so many JMU records she's lost count. Her
career records include game starts, field goals, rebounds, double·
figure rebounding games and career points. She is the only JMU
women's player to amass both 1,000 points and 900 rebounds.

"Meredith may well be the most dominant player in the CAA,
but chis ream cakes things one day at a time," says coach Brooks.
"To get che national recognition this year is well-deserving of how
hard che players have been working .... What ODU and their
coach, Wendy Larry, have done is tremendous. They have put the
CAA on the map and have always represented us well. "
Cheer on the Dukes in CAA Tournament play (March 8-11)
at JMU Spores Audio at www.jmusporcs.com/Audio.asp .
ffi
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DUKESTURF

DisaGarner
named Coach
of the Year
Three players tapped fo r
all-state team

a

.I

MU head volleyball coach Disa
Garner is rhe 2006 Colonial
Athletics Association Coach of
the Year, and the Virginia Sports
Information Directors Association also honored her as the 2006
Virginia University D ivision Volleyball
Coach of rhe Year. Garner led rhe Dukes
to a 19-9 record overall and a 13-5 mark
in chis year's conference play. The volleyball ream finished the season second in
the CAA after a sixth-place finish last year.
The stare Coach of rhe Year honor is rhe
first for Garner, who recorded her 100th
victory at JMU in August. Her overall
JMU record is 116-79 in seven seasons .
Junior libero Jena Pierson was selected as
an honorable mention for 2006 Libero of
the Year by Collegiate Volleyball U pdare,
making her one of the top five at the position in all of NCAA Division I. She also
was named co the VSID all-scare first
ream. The CAA named Pierson the 2006
Defensive Specialise of rhe Year. She was
an Honorable Mention All-Region selection by rhe American Volleyball Coaches
Association, and became the first libero
ever selected CAA First Team All-Conference. Pierson led the CAA and ranked
11 ch nationally with 6.24 digs per game,
which set a school record. H er 655 digs for
the season also established a JMU record.
In addition to her digging prowess, Pierson was strong on service receptions with
just 38 errors on 938 attempts for a .959

Jena Pierson, VSID all-state
volleyball first team

reception percentage. She currenrly holds
the JMU career record for dig average and
sirs just 79 digs shore of rhe career coral
record with a current rally of 1,491.
Pierson joined junior middle blocker
Allyson Halls as an honorable mention
on the 2006 Collegiate Volleyball Update
Stellar Spiker teams, which feature the
cop 80 players in rhe country as identified
by CVU. Halls also was named co the
VSID All-Scare first ream. Sophomore
setter Lauren Miles earned VSID second
ream honors. Three Dukes earning AllScare honors ties for the most since rhe
2002 volleyball squad also placed three
players on the ream.
ffi

Allyson Halls, VSID all-state
volleyball first team

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss2/1
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Lauren Miles, VSID all-state
volleyball second team

Women's volleyball coach Disa Garner
racked up her 100th win and 2006 CAA
and VSID Coach of the Year honors.

Chuck Suppon signs
with CFL Alouettes
The Canadian Football League's
Montreal Alouettes
signed senior Chuck
Suppon of Shavertown,
Pa., to a one-year deal.
Suppon, a defensive
tackle and member of
JMU's 2004 National
Championship team,
inked a $55,000 deal,
which is above the
Chuck Sup·
CFL minimum salary.
pon signs
The Alouettes were
with CFL.
the 2006 CFL East
Division champions. The contract
won't prohibit Suppon from getting . /
a chance to make an NFL roster, if
he is selected in the April NFL draft
or signs as an undrafted free agent.
This past season, Suppon racked
up 34 tackles, was second on _the
team in sacks with 71/2 and third 1n
tackles-for-loss with 10.

GAR N ER PHOTO GRAPH B Y CASE Y TEMPLETO N ('06)
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DUKESTURF

QB Rascali plays in All-Siar game
enior quarterback
Justin Rascaci joined
se nior offen s ive
cackle Corey Davis
in play at the Texas
vs. the Nacion college all-scar football game at the
Sun Bowl in El Paso, Texas. The
game was televised live Feb. 2 by
College Spores Television. Players
fro m T exas made up one roster
while Davis and Rascati competed
for a squad chat includes players
fro m throughout the remainder
of the nation.
The national team beat TexasEl Paso 24-20. An 11-yard completion pass from Rascaci
bro ke a 17 -1 7 tie with
9:25 to go in the game ,
pro pelling the Nacion
squad to victory.
Tex as-El Paso coach
Mike Price directed the
Texas team and former
NFL coach Buddy Ryan
led the national squad.
Davis started in all but
one JMU game at offensive cac kl e during four
seasons wi th the Dukes

Justin Rascati and Corey Davis top
off their careers with play in the
national all-star game.

and in 2006 was a fir t-team AllAmerica honoree by che Walter
Camp Foundation, second team
by The pores ecwork and third
team by Associated Press.
As pose-season all-scar game
participants Rascaci and Davis
join former JMU players in
defensive lineman Steve Bares
(1989 Blue-Gray Classic), punter/
placekicker Nelson Garner (1997
Blue-Gray Classic), tailback Curtis Keaton (1999 Blue-Gray Classic, Hu la Bowl), and eight end
Tom Ridley (2004 Hula Bowl).
Rascaci holds JMU records for
season touchdown passes (20 in
2006), career touchdown passes
(51), season passing percentage
(69.6 percent in 2005), career
passing perce n cage ( 66. 9 percent), career pass efficiency racing
(154.9) and career comp letions
(487) . During the 2006 season,
he completed 153 of 231 passes
(66.2 percent) for 2,045 yards and
20 to uchdowns and ran 114 times
for 518 yards and five scores. He
was a second-team choice co the
All-Atlancic 10 Footba ll Conferm
ence team.

....

I

Football team finishes 9-3
Dukes knocked out in first-round ofplayoffs

T

he Youngstown Scace Penguins rallied a pair
of fourth-quarter scoring drives to beat JMU
3 5-31 in the opening round of the NCAA
Division I Football Championship playoffs in
November. JMU closed 2006 with a 9-3 record after
eying its mark for regular-season wins.
Fo ur fo otball players were named to the Associated
Press Division I-AA All-America Football Team. Senior
linebacker Akeem Jordan, junior safety Tony LeZo tte
and senior defensive end Kevin Winston were named
to the second team. Senior offensive tackle Corey Davis
was a th ird-team honoree. The four selections are the
mos t JM U has placed on the AP's combined first, second and third All-America teams in a season.
Jordan also was the defensive player of the year in
the Atlantic 10 Football Conference and named to the
American Foo tball Coaches Association Division I-AA
All-America Football Team.

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2007
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Akeem Jordan was a finalist
for the 2006 Dudley Award,
(Virginia's most-outstanding Division I player).

at North Carolina
New Hampshire
Virginia Military lnscicuce
Coastal Carolina
Villanova
at Northeastern
at Rhode Island
Richmond
at Delaware
at William f5 Mary
Towson
Starting times TBA
www.jmusports.com

Sept. 1
Sept. 8
Sept.15
Sept. 22
Sept. 29
Oct. 6
Oct.13
Oct. 27
Nov.3
Nov.10
Nov.17
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The professors stu lents

and alumni 111ho shine i 11
[Joann Grayson]

Virgini.a's Professor of the Year
never intended to be a champion

Madison s cons/ !lation

B Y J AM I E MAR SH

'It is hard to imagine how any faculty member could have greater impact
on her students. From her classes, students know how to identify maltreated children, and••• how to help them.' - MIC HAEL STOLOFF, head of the psychology department
Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2007
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BRIGHTLIGHTS

[Julie Summers Walker]
flew over that quarry, I looked down and said,
'Take me back.' I'll never live that down.''
According co Walker, it isn't unusual for
pilots to fear heights. 'The personality is
controlling and exacting; with heights there
is a certain loss of control," she says.
Walker is feeling the fear and conquering it.
She thinks she'll take that first solo flight soon.
"The air is so smooth and calm during the winter without all of the summer thermals causing
turbulence. This winter, I should be ready."
Walker has another reason for not soloing;
she hasn't taken a lesson in four years. "I had
cancer and was sick for a while," she explains.
"It really affected my way of looking at the
world. I've been cancer-free for two years,
Managing editor of and have just felt like
AOPA PilotmagaI'm coming on the
zine Julie Sumother side of things in
mers Walker ('80)
the last six months."
is overcoming her
Meanwhile, Walker

fear of flying. She's
learning to pilot a
Beechcraft A36
Bonanza (background) owned by
her editor in chief,
Thomas 8. Haines.

is enjoying her role as
managing editor of an
award-winning magazine. AOPA Pilot just
received a gold Eddie
Award from Folio
magazine. AOPA was one of260 finalists out
of 2,000 submitted for editorial excellence
- the same awards program chat includes
Fortune, National Geographic and Newsweek.
At 410,000, AOPA is enjoying its highest
is where Walker is now the managing editor membership/circulation ever.
of AOPA Pilot magazine.
"Last year after the AOPA Expo in
"I ran into this guy wandering around Tampa, Tom Haines [AOPA editor in chiefj
saying, 'Hey, don't you want to go flying?' I flew me across the state co visit my son in St.
kept saying, 'No.' He kept asking, and finally Augustine. We found John Travolta's estate
I said, 'Yes.' I don't know why; I'm afraid of ... Very cool," Walker says.
everything," Walker says.
Walker stepped out of her comfort zone
'The airplane was a World War II tan- when she cook the job atAOPA. "I wanted to
dem with an open cockpit. It was beautiful, make my mark when I came here," she says.
but its struts were old. He landed on grass; "I was the only female. All men, all pilots and
the struts busted on a groundhog hole. We me. At a staff meeting, I said, 'One thing you
pitched forward, the propeller disintegrated; might want to do is co not always have the
it was really jarring."
people in the photos staring at the camera.'
Fast forward to 1998 when AOPA needed What I didn't realize was chat these people
a production manager for AOPA PikJt. Walker are flying formation - often only 45 feet
had no interest in flying or the industry, but the apart, so you have co keep your eyes on the
camera. The first time they cook me out on
salary increase was amactive. She took the job.
"In my division, just about everyone is a a formation flight, they cook a picture of my
pilot," Walker says. "Forry-three percent of face. No one will ever see that picture.''
Walker often writes for the magazine, and
AOPA employees are pilots."
Walker loves flying now, but it took a she notes with irony chat one of her recent
while for her to overcome her fear. "As soon articles was tided, "How to become a pilot."
as you taxi down the runway here, you go She'll be reading up on that herself. ffi
over a quarry," Walker says. "The first time I * www.aopa.org/pilot/

Pilots' magazine editor
overcomes her fear of flying
BY SANDE SNEAD

W

('82)

hen Julie Summers Walker
('SO) first flew, not only was
she with a complete stranger,
but the airplane crashed.
Now Walker is learning co fly and has 65
hours under her belt. "Most people solo at
25 hours," she says, "but I'm a big chicken."
On the day of that fateful first flight, Walker's
then-husband, Todd, cook their 3- and 5-yearold-sons to watch airplanes at Frederick Municipal Airport where Walker was co meet them.
The airport is headquarters for the Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association, which

He landed on grass;
the struts busted on
a groundhog hole. We
pitched forward# the
propeller disintegrated;
it was really jarring.
1

1

-

J ULIE SUMMERS WALKER

('SO)
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BRIGHTUGHTS

[Matt Miller]

Empowering
blind athletes
BY ERI N PE T TIT

W

('05)

hen Matt Miller ('98)
decided he wanted to make
a difference, he set his
sights on changing people's
perceptions of the visually impaired. The
founder of the nonprofit C Different Foundation uains blind athletes to compete in
triathlons and other sports events. This current endeavor is in stark contrast to Miller's
former career as a model and actor.
The marketing major imagined confinement to a desk job when his JMU girlfriend
sent his picture to a teen magazine for its
"Best Hunk" contest. But Miller scored
a modeling contract - a dream career at
first - but not entirely satisfying.
"I was not expecting to win," Miller says.
"But, I got to live all over the world Europe, Japan - I saw a lot of the world
most people don't get to see."
After modeling and traveling for a few
years, Miller moved to Los Angeles and added
acting to his resume. The modeling and acting
scene was fun for a while he says, but everything was based on how he looked. "When
you get older and realize you've got a college
education from a good school, you say, 'I've
got more to offer the world than what the
world thinks.' I wanted to make a difference."
As a former JMU swimmer and elite amateur triathlete, Miller decided he would help
blind people participate in athletics. Since
the organization's inception about five years
ago, he has encouraged numerous athletes to
actuafue their potential, and has helped build
recognition for the unique and significant
contributions they make to society through
the common language of sports. Miller and
the C Different staff are the trusted guides
for these determined triathletes.
"Helping the athletes compete in a triathlon is mentally draining and physically
tough," Miller says. "I'm basically doing the
race twice. The swim takes two hours versus
45 minutes. You are the eyes of that person
and you must, under all circumstances, be
alen. If you falter or crash, they don't finish. There's a huge amount of pressure."
Miller and the C Different Foundation
also created a resource center - a safe
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haven for blind people to feel welcome to
participate in athletics. The group has initiated programs at several colleges and universities to create comfortable social atmospheres for these athletes to excel.
C Different is a commitment that Miller
makes in addition to his career as a national
sales manager for a contracting company.
"My whole reason for doing this is to inspire,
educate and change. I want to inspire other
able-bodied people" to help those people
who have obstacles. He wants these visually
impaired people to be pan of something.
JMU has recogniz.ed Miller with the 2006
Distinguished Alumni Service Award and as
a world changer on the Be the Change Web
site (www.jmu.edu/bethechange}.
Miller shares his philosophy in his fea-

Matt Miller ('98) assists the world's first
female blind triathlete Heidi Musser, a
veteran of 20 triathlons. She says her passion is to "inspire others."

ture-length documentary, Victory Over
Darkness, which chronicles the extraordinary lives of four blind triathletes with
whom he has worked closely. "Their stories
are just remarkable," he says. "This is something not everyone can do. People don' t
fully grasp how incredible it is for these
blind athletes to compete in triathlons .. . .
We go through life and are given opportunities to do great things; but, too often,
we're too scared to help out. I'm proud that
C Different has changed lives." fll

*Learn more about Matt Miller at
wwwJmu.edu/bethechange
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BETHECHANGE

Integrating
research, leaching
and advising
]MU gives undergraduates handson lab experience and professors the
flexibility to try something new
hemistry professor Gina MacDonald and Michael Peretich ('06) have
a lot to say about current research,
"Be the Change" and the significant
advantage undergraduates enjoy in
scientific research atJMU. "Dr. Mac"
caught up with her former student at Homecoming 2006, and the two world changers discussed
their current work and the future.
Gina: Currently, I'm teaching biochemistry and
doing research; and we had an active research summer. A couple of students graduated, so I'll be looking for my next group.
Madison: Can you tell us more about your
research and its implications?
Gina: I have a couple of projects. The major
focus of my research group is figuring out how
certain proteins work. This is important because
proteins do almost all the jobs in cells; they are
the workhorses. We're looking at several proteins:
one repairs DNA; the other is a protein involved in
metabolism. As we figure out how they work, we
learn how to use that knowledge, and that helps
us understand other proteins. We use techniques Chemistry professor Gina MacDonald and Michael Peretich ('06) discuss significant advantages afforded JMU undergraduate researchers.
like infrared spectroscopy to get a handle on how
proteins' structures change while doing their jobs and how they
trying something totally new is one thing I can do at JMU that I
are regulated by other molecules.
probably couldn't do at a strictly research institution.
Understanding how proteins work is extremely relevant. For
Madison: How so?
instance, the Rec-A protein is similar to a protein in humans that
Gina: At JMU we have more flexibility to try small new projhas been linked to breast cancer. Many new drugs can be proteins, ects. Even if a project doesn't result in a publication immediately,
and many drugs target proteins in order to control or cure disit may be suitable for undergraduates who are learning new techeases. The more we understand about various proteins, the more niques and new ways of thinking.
information we have to use in designing new drugs. Basic research
The ultimate goal is still publication, but we have more flexin these projects can also be used for other things that we may not
ibility due to the fact that we are working with undergraduates
understand at this point in time.
whose ability to graduate is not directly linked to their publicaI've started another exploratory project where we are trying tion record.
to modify existing methods for quantitating neurotransmitter
Madison: What does that mean for students?
metabolites in blood. This small-scale project arose from learning
Gina: They get to tty something new and learn quite a bit by
about how behaviors and diseases correlate with different levels of taking something from ground zero and trying to get it to work.
neurotransmitters. Ultimately, we would like to find collaborators
Madison: You've embarked on a new facet of life, right?
who are interested in behavior in order to expand this project.
Michael: Yes, I graduated last May, got married in June, moved
Madison: Is it exciting to engage in work outside your field?
in early July and started grad school in August.
Gina: Yes, it's very exciting. A couple of people are helping me;
Madison: Congratulations! Where are you going to grad school?
we'll see where it goes. It's been challenging for us so far; we're
Michael: The University of Tennessee to pursue a doctorate
hoping we can get it to take off. Changing directions like that,
in chemistry. In my research at JMU, I was trying to use solids
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to remove harmful, volatile organic compounds or gases from the environment
and turn them into more environmentally
friendly compounds like carbon dioxide
and water. That work has several applications. One possibility could be producing
hydrogen or hydrogen fuel cells. A group
I might join at UT is hoping to use these
types of catalysts to create biodiesel, which
ISAT is also doing.
I'm interested in catalysis - speeding
up reactions, making them actually go
forward. There are two approaches. In the
first approach, you know exactly what you
have, but you don't know what it's going
to do. With the second approach, you
know exactly what it does, but you don't
know what you have.
My work at JMU was in the second
approach. At UT, I think what I'll be doing
is utilizing the first approach. I'll know
exactly what I have and work on seeing
if we can use it to solve problems. That's
where I'm headed. I'm in the process of
picking an adviser; it's a long process. Dr.
Mac says, "They' re not your adviser for four
or five years; you're with them for life."
Madison: How is that?
Gina: Your adviser will play an important role throughout your career. If you
want to stay in science, you need a research
adviser to write recommendation letters ...
nominate you for awards ... You really
need a solid relationship.
Michael: Absolutely.
Madison: Sounds like you're going
through a very intense interviewing process.
Michael: Yes, I have to interview seven
faculty members. One interview took more
than 90 minutes.
Madison: So, they're trying to entice you?
Gina: He's highly coveted. He's got
research experience; he's got everything
the faculty adviser wants.
Madison: Gina, why did you become a
scientist?
Gina: I became a scientist because of my
undergraduate research adviser. I went to
an honors seminar where my undergraduate research adviser gave a talk about biophysics, and that was that. I went to work
in his lab. I washed dishes - did it for
two years - banging my head against the
wall for a research project. I decided that
I loved it, even though I got nowhere. So
he is really the reason I ended up going
to graduate school. That is why I feel so
strongly about undergraduate research.
How about you Michael?

'... at so many schools
not everyone gets into
the lab ... the opportunities our students
have for research
experience results in
many of them going
on to get a Ph.D.'
-

GINA MACDONALD

Michael: When I was a senior in high
school, my sister was taking organic chemistry. On her first day of class, Dr. Leary
said, "You have a younger brother, and
he's going to come to JMU." From that
day on, it was a sort of a push to get me
down here. That year, I e-mailed Dr.
Leary and Dr. Amenta 15 or 20 times to
ask about all the opportunities.
You know how Dr. Mac said she started
out cleaning glassware? That was one thing I
found out, undergrad students at larger universities like UT or the University of Illinois
spend a whole semester cleaning glassware.
They don't get to touch an instrument or
think about a project; they just do glassware.
Then, if they're lucky and professors like
them, they get to start. As a JMU freshman,
I started right in the lab, and by day two I
was touching an expensive instrument.
Madison: You were hooked?
Michael: Yes, terrified, but hooked.
Madison: Gina, what attracted you to
JMU?
Gina: It was a good opportunity. JMU
was in a unique place, because they were
focused on undergraduates. There was
no graduate program, but they had a lot
of research activity, a lot of instrumentation and an infrastructure in place. They
were very supportive of students being
active in research. Every professor I talked
to seemed very collegial, real team players.
They really wanted someone to come in,
do research and work with undergraduates
on a one-on-one basis. The university had
a unique combination of people focused on
integrating research and teaching. There
wasn' t a separation; research is teaching,
and teaching is research. It just seemed like
it would be a good place to be.
Madison: What advice can you give on
how to "Be the Change" to those just starting their undergraduate career?
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Gina: I'd advise freshmen to work hard
at whatever they want to do and realize that if they are persistent they will get
there. They should realize that if they tell
themselves they can't do it - it's never
going to happen. Negativity can kill you.
Whatever people say can't happen, I guarantee it won't happen for them.
Nobel Peace Prize winner Muhammad
Yunus recently said, "Poverty in the world
is an artificial creation. It doesn't belong
to human civilization, and we can change
that." This is true, if everyone decides we
can do it. I think students need to think
like that - no matter what they want to
do. First, they must believe they can do it;
second, they must decide to work hard to
get there. With that combination, they can
be successful. That's my advice for life.
Michael: My advice to undergraduates
is to take advantage of the opportunities
they have at Madison. For instance, I had
the opportunity the first summer to present
at a regional meeting; and at the meeting I
just introduced myself to professors at the
University of Tennessee. They all jumped,
because I was a sophomore who said I was
interested in physical chemistry, and their
whole physical chemistry division was in
attendance. The result was that all the professors I'm with now, I met years before I
got there. It all started with the opportunity of doing research my first summer.
Gina: In fact, that's why most scientists
are scientists. If you poll scientists who
have gone on to get doctorates, you will
find that a huge percentage did undergraduate research. The scary thing is that
at so many schools not everyone gets
into the lab. That's the great thing about
JMU, the opportunities our students have
for research experience results in many of
them going on to get a Ph.D. JMU ranks
ninth in the number of graduates earning
Ph.D.'s in the physical sciences. And, no
doubt, our ranking among Ph.D. producers will rise in the future.
Madison: Where do you see yourselves
in the future?
Gina: I do like what I'm doing, but I
also like to try n ew things. If the new
project allows us to study the correlation
between neurochemistry and behavior
while meeting and working with new people, that will be an exciting addition to our
major research projects studying protein
structure-function relationships.
Michael: I'm just starting. In the next
five years, I hope to have a Ph.D.
fll
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The life of an undergraduate
researcher at Madison is intense,
time-consuming and worth it
- and these students attack
it with gusto

BY CHRIS EDWARDS
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How is a scientist made?
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First comes a spark, the kind Brooke
Brehm recalls: "I became very interested
in science when I was about 3." Next
comes a mastery of available knowledge
and singling out a specialty for in-depth
focus, which will inevitably be followed
by a quest to discover the undiscovered.
In JMU's biology department, students
embark on such quests.
Independent research for an undergraduate biology major, says professor
Jon Monroe, means, " ... student and
mentor head down a road no one has
been on and see where it goes." Though
it involves no deadlines or tests, Monroe
advises possible student research applicants viewing the biology Web site, "The
level of commitment is not unlike that
required of a varsity athlete."
Of the approximately 700 majors,
about 150 annually accept that challenge.
Monroe recalls that in posting the varsity
comparison, "I think we were just trying
to convince studenrs that they shouldn't
take on doing research unless they are
really committed and have the time to do
it well." Biology department head Louise
Temple adds, "It is sort oflike a training
program. You practice the techniques with
someone hovering over you, but then you
have to do it on your own . You understand how you, personally, work best, and
tty to fit that into the physical and menral
challenges. It is sort of a competition, like

athletics, but with yourself and the truth
that you want to discover. "
When selecting an area of study, the
student also must select and be accepted
by a mentor - the professor whose
research falls in that area. Brehm is one
of a group of those who have chosen to
work in Temple's lab, studying certain
bacteria that attack birds and viruses that,
in turn, attack those bacteria. (Temple
characterizes these microscopic relationships as, "Big fleas have little fleas.")
In addition to reading and seminar
attendance, these students each work
eight ro 12 hours per week in the lab
for their two credit hours. They set their
own hours, based on what the work and
other demands of their busy lives entail.
These are hours of successes, failures,
"Eureka" moments and trudging returns
to starting points.
Typically, these students hope to make
research their career. Many will. Yet
whatever the future may bring, Temple
comments "It's a wonderful skill, to be
able to dissect a problem and look at it
from all directions."
Temple describes how the "scientific
method" these students are acquiring can
apply to any area of life: "You've got a
problem of some kind. You tty to understand the problem thoroughly (research,
observation, reading, etc.). You think
about possible explanations that might
explain the problem. Then you try on

Name: Brooke Brehm Year: 2008
Home: Fredericksburg Major: Biology
Research Topic: Sequencing rhe genome of
the bacteriophage, BA-7
JMU Activities: Alpha Sigma Tau; Best Buddies; part-rime job at Sbarros, an on-campus
dining facility
Other Activities: Member, American Society
for Microbiology; for fun, "Reading, movies,
hanging out with friends."
Future Ambitions: Continuing education and a
career in research - perhaps generic counseling.
My Favorite Thing About JMU: "Sirring on
the stairs of Wilson (Hall) . In the winter they're heated, and in rhe spring
you can look out onto the Quad and see everyone hanging out, playing
Frisbee or doing work. Thar building is an icon ofJMU and from it you
can see what JMU is really about, a small community at a big school."
My Dream Come True: "To graduate from JMU and get accepted into
a graduate program for either genetics or generic counseling."
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those explanations for how reasonable
and likely they are, and you devise a few
solutions. You change only one thing at a
time, so that you can really understand,
when you are done, what the issue was.
Hopefully your problem is solved."

From Brooke's Journal:
11/9/06: It's another day in biology lab. Today is the second day I have had to
be in Burruss at 8 a. m. to measure growth curves. Two days ago for microbiology lab and then today for research; 8 a. m. 's are torture, that's why I don't
sign up for them. So, why am I here? It's a gorgeous day outside though; maybe
I'll sneak out for a little while between my half hour readings of optical density for the growth curve.
The last two weeks have been stressful weeks for everyone; it feels like I have
a midterm or project due every other day. This week has been calmer, thankfolly. I know it's just the lull before the storm though, professors will cram in
as much as they can before Thanksgiving break. Which p.s., I am so looking
forward to. I need a little turkey and pumpkin pie in my life!
It seems whenever I have a break from school my other activities seem to
pile up. My sorority's initiation is this Saturday, and I've been working all
week on welcome baskets for my "little sisters. "I've also had to pick up a job to
help pay for everything (yah, dining services - that was some sarcasm ifyou
couldn't pick up on it). I can't complain too much; they let me work when I
can (which is almost never), and I don't have to work weekends!
OK, back to work now!
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'You understand how you work best, and try to fit that into the physical
and mental challenges. It is sort of a competition, like athletics, but with
yourself and the truth that you want to discover.' Lou1 sE T EMPLE

Of course, undergraduate research happens on top of regular course work inside
and outside a student's major, extracurricular activities, part-time jobs, and whatever
time these energetic, multifaceted young
people find for socializing and sleep.
"The way we live every day is like work
hard, play hard. I'm on campus from
7:30 a.m. to 10 p.m ., but I do get time
to have fun," says researcher/senior Alexis
Gonzales-Black.
Junior Seth Thompson, an avid intramural soccer player, writes in a journal,
"Last night we tied 3-3. You win some,
you lose some; and every now and then
you tie, which really sucks." He dreamed
of higher soccer glories until injuries left
him with screws holding one ankle intact.

In Temple's lab, chis biology/biotechnology major found a new dream: locating
Bordetella avium bacteria for the first
time outside the birds it infects.
Interest in avian flu started Thompson on the path to studying chat lesserknown pathogen that is Temple's focus.
Like Thompson, Brehm - a junior
- and Gonzales-Black chose the Bordetella ("B. ') avium for their research, with
Temple as mentor, bur they're studying
bacteriophage (or "eaters of bacteria,"
dubbed "phage") - viruses that are parasites of B. avium.
With an electron microscope, GonzalesBlack, debate team captain and JMU's sole
debate scholarship holder, hopes to view a
phage species chat has never been seen.
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Sorority and service projects keep
Brehm running. Yet she intends to finish
sequencing the genome of another phage
- obtaining for that relatively obscure
virus the same information the Human
Genome Project recently provided on
our species. She calls phage an opportunity-rich field: "There are more phages in
the world than ch ere are stars."
Will she, Thompson or GonzalesBlack reach their goals before they graduate? Temple thinks they can - if not,
their progress can contribute to the body
of knowledge, while the journey shapes
them into scientists.
"They experience research from the
initial frustrations of getting an experiment started to the excitement of pre-
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Throughout the sem ester,
senting their work at a national
team dynamics em erge T uesscientific meeting," she says.
day afternoons when Temple
Looking across her departand postdoctoral fellow N athan
ment, Temple adds, "We do
Beach meet with the eight stueverything from assessing fish
dents researching in T emple's
health in streams, to testing for
Burruss Hall lab.
mercury, to studying the fine
"Sometimes I come through
points of genetic regulation, to
like a tornado and throw out
determining which genes are
everything that's not identified,"
turned on and off in developTemple warns. (That happened
men t, to understanding how
when Gonzales-Black left biothe growing neuron finds its
logical materials unlabeled.)
correct synapse, to how womThe group discusses papers,
en 's feet carry weight differ- Alexis Gonzales-Black begins a process to test the efficiency
ently than men's" .. . all aided of labeling by blotting a probe onto a membrane and looking for
addressing not only science but
chemiluminescence - the emission of light.
writing and career issues. Examby student initiative.
Collaboration is key. Monroe notes,
junior Travis Wilson learns techniques
mmg a 1980s report on attempted bird
"Students need faculty mentors to learn
immunization, Gonzales-Black finds data
from Gonzales-Black.
how to do research, and faculty mentors
discrepancies: "They present it like it does
Students typically spend two or three
need students to do the research ." T h e
work. It would be better if they fessed up."
years in independent research, earning
"Good job. You got it," says T emple.
process rem inds him of his father's early
up to nine credits as they advance, from
years as a carpenter's apprentice: "In buildM ean ing, Brehm reflects, "W e didn't
lab techniques and literature review to
ing houses, there is so much to learn."
get it."
proposing and working on one or more
Appren tice scientists not only learn
T he next week, T emple and Beach get
independent projects.
from faculty men tors, they also learn
critiqued. With a grant renewal proposal
from each oth er. Temple encourages
A semester in three lives
d ue, T emple says their writing remains
relatively experienced students to mentor
"wobbly," and requests feedback. M umick
It's the fall of 2006; we are spending a
newer peers. Sophomore Rachel Mutnick
hesitan tly suggests prefacing a "begun"
semester following the lives, discoveries
assists Thompson's search for B. avium;
and interactive dynamics of a small group.
with "have;" T emple thanks h er. Later,

Name: Seth Thompson Year: 2008
Home: Franklin C ounty
Majors: Biology and Biotechnology
Research Topics: Locating B. avium bacteria
in a site other than the bird cells it infects, and
studying turkey tracheal cilia and their attachment to other cells.
JMU Activities: Intramural soccer (indoor and
outdoor), intramural basketball, Virginia Biotechnology Association member
Other Activities: Part-time research job at
Virginia College of Osteopathic M edicine (at
Virginia Tech), isolating RNA from human blood
cells, American Society for Microbiology member
Future Ambition: Working in infectious disease
research
My Favorite Things About JMU: "I love the social scene here and how
the majority of people are really into meeting everyone and not all about
forming cliques and separating themselves. It's nice having all the apartment complexes within a pretty reasonable area to visit friends and party as
opposed to other schools like Virginia T ech. I'm also from a small area, so
being here at school with a high concentration of people is great because all
the food places deliver really late, which I take a big advantage of - "pizza,
Chinese, etc." (He wishes JMU had an outdoor pool and that H arrisonburg had "a really nice downrown area to walk around. "
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My Dream Come True: 'Tm an extremely curious person and I love to
learn new things that fascinate me, which science is able to do. I'm also a
believer that life should be more about the journey than the destination; so
with that said, I guess being in the kind of place I am at JMU that greatly
assists me exploring several different avenues in life and feeding my curiosity
is about as close to a dream come true as I could hope for at the time being."
From Seth's Journal:
11/ 12/ 06: "Research is going great, grades are still fine, nothing really new in
the love life. . .. so everything is still pretty boring and the same.
We actually won our soccer game last M onday, so now we're 1-1-1
. I
scored two goals which was a nice change. I guess I just felt bad [about} making Scott do all the work every game ...
Last week was mainly research focused. I didn't have too much going on
academically, so I took the chance to catch up with my research. Unfortunately, the only academic thing that was somewhat busy was my advanced
molecular lab. So ifI wasn 't doing research, I was still in a biology lab doing
something. Believe it or not, that 's actually a huge bummer. I really don't
enjoy doing bio all the time. It's just something I guess I'm pretty good at and
understand; so it's j ust kind ofnatural for me to do it. I'd much rather be
watching college football though; which, thankfully, I normally don't have
any interference with, or ifI do I just put it off I feel like I'm one ofthe few
biology majors, though, who do this sort ofthing. So reading this I don't want
people to start thinking being a biology major is easy. M ost ofmy friends and
p eople I know of that are in the same major as I am don't go out on weekends
or make time for a lot ofthe things I do.
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'Here in the lab, I get to be in my own world. You get this whole little
microscopic world to manipulate. It feels very serene.'-

ALEXI S GONZALES -B LACK

Temple has students rewrite a passage in
a paper she's co-authoring: "We know too
much to make it clear." Thompson says
such efforts "Help me some; writing is . ..
not my strong point."
Senior James Kokorelis gives a PowerPoint presentation on his E. coli research,
based on a collaboration beyond Temple's lab. Kokorelis also has participated
in bioinformatics and biochemistry
research at VCU, where Temple collaborated with his mentor.
When Temple returns from presenting an abstract at a Paris conference, she
brings French candy and news of the
international Bordetella research world.
In this centennial of the discovery of
Bordetella pertussis (the whooping cough
bacterium, a cousin to B. avium), "They
made a lot out of the number '100,' since
whoo ping cough was often called the
'disease of 100 days."'
"A hundred days, a hundred years,
oh man," T hompson groans. When
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he inquires about contacting overseas
researchers, Beach encourages him by
noting, "They're not rock stars." Soon,
Thompson touches base with German
scientists who isolated a Bordetella in a
bioreactor. Gonzales-Black calls such connections "a cool aspect" of a small field.
On Sept. 15, after working most of the
day in the lab, Gonzales-Black had nearly
completed an RNA extraction when she
placed her solution in the wrong tube.
She writes, "All my results were ruined.
Looking back, I'm pretty sure my distraction was due to the fact that I was scheduled to get my third tattoo at 4 p.m."
Yet her enthusiasm is infectious as she
describes that project, using crepe paper
strips to demonstrate. Pinching off a middle section, standing for a dormant phage
inside a bacterial chromosome, she.says,
"This thing is getting, like, the best of all
worlds. It's sitting in there letting the host
do all the work. I'm testing to see if repressor genes are located there."

co7)

She opens a computerized enlargement
of a B. avium cell, shaped like a lumpy
sponge, stuck with bits of phage resembling pushpins . With its head on the
outside, she explains that an active phage
sends DNA through its tail into the bacteria, making multiple copies of itself.
Those can burst the hose cell; think Alien.
Last summer, Go nzales-Black got her
current projects under way working fulltime in the lab. Now, chose plus debate
tournaments and her course load make
life a whirlwind. Ac 3 p.m., in the hallway before entering the food-prohibited
lab , she bolts down lunch - cheese
Combos, chips, a soft drink. Breakfast
was a N erds Rope.
Yet she takes time to organize a friend's
birthday party where, true to habit, "I
will probably be on a table dancing."
In a rush as usual, she received a ticket
on I-64 on Oct. 13. "My debate coach said
'you have to give up something.' I won't
give anything up except sleep,'' she says.
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On Oct. 3 1, Thompson
Gonzales-Black notes debate,
picks
up 10 turkey trachea from
like biology research, "is touted
the Virginia Po ul try Growers
as graduate-level research for an
Co-op west of Harrisonburg.
undergraduate. The two sides
Removed from their subof my life are split down the
sandwich - sized bag, each
Quad." Intellectually, she finds
windpipe unfolds to 12 inches.
them equally demanding, but
Thompson slits one lengthwise;
"Debate for me is more emotionthen, with a toothbrush, careally exhausting. It's incredibly
fully removes cilia - microfast, incredibly loud. I go nuts."
scopic, hairlike cell attachments
She reflects, "Here in the lab,
that aid movement. Cilia work
I get to be in my own world.
so efficiently, he says with a hint
You get this whole little microof wonder, that if a bead of liqscopic world to manipulate. It
Temple and a gloved Thompson work at the sterile bench in the
uid is set on a flat, slit trachea,
feels very serene."
back of the lab to purify cilia from the turkey trachea.
it will float from where the traBrehm cuts DNA into
chea was connected to the lungs upward,
"big/little" events ("big" sisters befriendpieces to look for overlapping patterns.
simulating the clearing of cilia.
ing "little" pledges) demand he r time.
Moments after she places a gel containing
Several researchers will use these traOne week, Brehm says "I forgot a sister
her phage in a scanner to view multiple
chea, including Thompson, who will folvisit and stood her up. I felt horrible."
copies of these fragments, the desired
low up on cilia-attachment studies begun
A sign on the lab door reads "Beware
DNA bands appear on her screen.
here by 2000 graduate Kevin Louder
of Attack Turkeys." Temple, who
Using a technique called "primer-walk(now a biochemist with Canon US Life
researched B. avium in New Jersey for
ing," Brehm sends her findings to a comSciences). Temple calls such "Adopt-A10 years before arriving at JMU in 2004,
pany that computes results. Progress is slow
Projects" common: "It's rare that a single
on this project begun in "May-mester"
calls bringing her work to the turkey
student, in a year or rwo, can really wrap
industry-rich Shenandoah Valley "a pure
2006. Brehm says 'Tm too impatient," yet
she hopes to complete sequencing by May
coincidence," but a lucky one. It's openup a project."
Thompson suspects he's one of few biol2007, and then start identifying genes.
ing up collaborative opportunities, startMeanwhile, Alpha Sigma Tau's many
ing with access to materials.
ogy majors who spend time watching foot-
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Name: Alexis Gonzales-Black Year: 2007
Home: Chesapeake Major: Biology
Research Topic(s): Isolating phage repressor
proteins to rest for the presence of protein-encoding messenger RNA, determin ing where attachment
occurs on phage and bacterial host chromosomes,
and using electron microscopy to view a neverbefore-seen bacteriophage.
JMU Activities: President of the debate team,
debate coach assistant and the sole student now
attending JMU under a full debate scholarship.
Member ofTriBeta biological honor society and the
American Society for Microbiology, administrative
assistant in the School of Communication [Studies).
Other Activities: Part-time job at Caesar's Restaurant. For fun, "I like
dancing, hanging out with friends and relaxing ... I love tailgating and
going to JMU football games when I can."
Future Ambitions: Teaching biology in an inner-city school, followed
by graduate study and then perhaps a pharmaceutical drug research career.
My Favorite Thing About JMU: "The people, faculty and students alike.
Being from a military family, I'm used to leaving a place afrer three or four
years, and I can honestly say no amount of moving has prepared me for leaving
this place. I feel like this is my extended family. People look out for me, and I
have experienced an unprecedented amount of support to pursue whatever it is
that I am interested in. At JMU it is really true that if you seek you will find."
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My Dream Come True: "That will be when I get to be on the other side
of the equatio n. To be a mentor to people [and to) encourage them to
pursue their goals. I want to be a living example that you can have everything you want, that you can be a scientist, an advocate for social change,
a mother, and have a successful and fu lfi lling career."
From Alexis's Journal:
11/7/06: I took a three-hour nap in place ofactual sleep tonight. This is neither the
first nor the last ''all nighter" ofthe semester. I'll admit some responsibility, but I did
run a debate tournament from 7·30a.m. to 9:30 p.m. all weekend which left me little
time to study for this exam. Sure I could have started last week, but last week had its
own set ofproblems that pushed this task to the side. I had a presentation in microbial
ecol.ogy on the flora ofthe gut tube. I also was in a public debate on Thursday on school
desegregation. So far two people from the audience have stopped me on campus to
tell me how much they enjoyed it and how good I was. It's nice to know people were
impressed enough to say something. One girl even told me I had a "gift" and asked if!
was planning on debatingfor a career. I said I may go to law school which is a lie, but
it's easier than explaining why a public debater wants to be a molecular microbiol.ogist.
12/ 1/06: I am hosting a high-school debate tournament at ]MU this weekend to try and recruit high schoolers from around the region to come to ]MU
and apply for debate scholarships like the one I am on. Should be fan. On Saturday, I am going to D. C. to meet with people at Cannon Life Sciences, which
is a research facility in Rockport, Md. An old fiend from Dr. Temple's lab
works there and invited me to the Christmas party. Should be a good opportunity to meet people with careers similar to the one I plan on having. Having
fan and networking at the same time, multitasking should be my middle name!
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We do everything from assessing fish health in streams, to testing for
mercury, to studying genetic regulation, to how women's feet carry
weight differently than men ... all aided by student initiative.'- Lou,sE TEMPLE
ball. In November, just after a win for his
soccer team, he writes, 'Tm a HUGE Michigan fan and the anticipation for chis Saturday's Michigan vs. Ohio Scace game is literally killing me." Ohio wins, but Thompson
enjoys seeing his "best friend." (She attends
Queens University in Charlotte.)
Acting silly one Saturday with my buddies, we ended up shooting each ocher
with BB guns, he reflects. "You can only
be chis stupid for a while in your lifetime;
luckily I'm at chat point. "
Yet Thompson celebrates his birthday
(Nov. 28) moderately, not neglecting a biochemistry exam. He's delighted when his
B. avium proposal gees accepted without a
glitch, frustrated when a session preparing
bacteria is wasted by smeared plates wet
from "the fridge," but hopeful oflocating B.
avium in water - perhaps Newman Lake.

>>>>

At the final seminar in early December,
Gonzales-Black jokes with a photographer,
"Take a lot of pictures - I cook a shower
today. " Setbacks force her to postpone a
research report she'd hoped would lead to
an American Society of Microbiology presentation. Then, when her long-awaited
time slot arrives on a University of Virginia electron microscope, her "mystery"
phage fails to appear. She'll look for a better way to prepare it and cry again. For
now, however, she's heading to California
for holiday-week debate tournaments.
As the break begins, the students attend
a party at Temple's home near campus.
Over tacos and mulled cider, they play a
gift-exchange game with parcels including a rubber turkey, neck massager, disco
ball and "Worst Case Scenario" calendar.
Uproar ensues as they legally "steal" each

other's treasure.
In mid-January 2007, they're all back
in the lab.
After Brehm "hie a wall" with primerwalking, Beach spent much of the winter
break helping her find a fresh approach.
Thompson and Gonzales-Black have also
begun trying new techniques on stalled
projects, while Gonzales-Black has added
an independent study of "the rhetoric of
women in science."
Meanwhile, opportunity knocks: A poultry company veterinarian contacts Temple,
who announces, "He urgently wants us to
help him find BordeteNa avium on some of
his farms - where it is and how co gee rid
of ic." Students begin heading out to a local
farm to swab throats in an ailing flock.
Temple says, "We have quite the mission now!"
ffi

See more photos of Alexis, Brooke and Seth's activities at www.jrnu .edu/news/slide-show.htrnl

Read journals by Alexis, Brooke and Seth at www.jmu.edu/madisonscholar/undergrad-journals.shtml
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Madison, MadisonOnline and Brightening the Lights all
featured reports of JMU's recent top 35 national ranking
for "undergraduate research." The 2007 America's Best
Colleges guide, published annually by US. News & World
Report, lists JMU among 35 academic heavy hitters - like
Carnegie Mellon, Cornell and MIT - for offering academic
"Programs to Look For" in undergraduate research. Beyond
the ranking, the well-regarded survey of U.S. colleges also
spotlighted Madison (one of 12 public colleges among the
35 institutions overall) for excellence in "undergraduate
research/creative project" opportunities for students earning
bachelor's degrees. Some of Madison's creative project
opportunities for students occur in Laurie Kutchin's Intro
to Poetry class. Works from three of her top students are
featured here along with photos of artwork by alumni artists
Robert Stuart ('84M) and Robert Yoder ('84) . The alumni
duo's work was featured in JMU's Sawhill Gallery Jan. 22 to
Feb. 15. JMU offers three galleries where students, professors
and alumni showcase their creativity and learn from each
other via their original works and gallery talks.
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To be featured in Madison, submit your original art or literary work, or let the magazine

staff know of your upcoming exh ibic. Send poetry, shore stories, photography or artwork to madisonmag@jmu.edu, or mail it to: Madison,
]MU, 220 University Boulevard, Suite 2200, Harrisonburg, Va. 22807. Authors and arrists will retain rights to their original works.
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Robert Stuart ('84M) and Robert Yoder
('84) presented their artwork in the exhibition, Gestalts, Jan. 22 to Feb. 15 in Sawhill
Gallery. The duo presented a gallery talk
on Jan. 22. Yoder, right, earned his B.F.A.
from JMU. Since 1989, he has shown his
works nationally in numerous solo and
group exhibits and in national publications. He has earned numerous awards and
the Washington State Arts Commission
recognized him with an artist fellowship.
"The focus of this Sawhill exhibit is on
abstraction, and the fact that both Stuart
and Yoder work in abstraction and have
national reputations made them natural
choices for this exhibit," says Stuart Downs,
director of Sawbllt Gallery. "As Importantly,
the differe~ & ~ Yoder's explosive
style dd ~
111a:tM:-~ made

,he~lblf~

PN!'IQCatlvi,
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EXPRESSIONS

PLANTAIN GIRLS
AND BEST SONS
By La ura Goodywn (' 08)
The cab driver is asking us,
in the sharp-edged broken English of the streets of Ghana,
who we want to win the game today.
We smile very hard, our cheeks hurting with social graces.
We answer him with a shriek of, "G hana! "
in the too-loud language of furious nodding
that one reserves for foreigners.
Bur we are the foreign ers here.
I'm embarrassed every time someone finds out I'm white.
I'm embarrassed by the thick stack of my father's money in my wallet.
It bulges like a full belly.
We pull up to a noisy traffic light
Graceful, cloth headed women are walking in between cars
Selling golden plantain chips,
With their sleeping open-mouthed babies tied to their strong backs.
Young smooth-faced men in dirty old coca-cola and I love new york t-shirrs
parade vigorously in front of car windows in hopes of selling a pen or a piece of taffy.
I wonder secretly if they are their mother's best son,
the one who brings home the most cedis from a hard days work
Or if they are the town heartthrob
who when the sun goes down ,
blows all his cash on palm wine for the prettiest plantain girl.
I think (i Africa, you are just trying to survive like the rest of us.
My romantic musings are broken
as a dark ghost of a man pushes his wheel chair
to my open window.
The corner of my eye <11 scans his withered leg 'i. tucked up under him unnaturally
thin and taut is 'll the skin around the knee '¥ his ribs are like
curved piano keys ' his teeth a broken 11 battered fence
his eyes cloudy '!i buttonholes.
I feel cold 'il and hard 'ii as I plant my face forward
my mother's middle class words about "the homeless"
nnging in my ears.
His arm is extended out to me
His hands, a cup " and I'm looking away
just like we have always looked away.
Embarrassment hotter than this noon day Ghanaian sun
creeps into my white cheeks
like the ancient blood of plantain girls and best sons
and as our cab speeds off,
I know, q that I will always know,
that I didn't give when it really mattered.

Laura Goodwyn's poetry has been published in collections such
as A Celebration of Young Writers and Falling for the Story. She is a
junior English and psychology major from Woodbridge. This poem
was inspired by her Study Abroad experience in Ghana, Africa.
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TRIBUTE TO HIROSHIMA
(A Haiku Series)
By A manda Ca ssiday ('08)

Walking dead, seared skin,
Outstretched arms,
Begging for water.
Humanity in ashes.
A shining city
Falls co dust,
Bleak and dismal
From petty brawls of men.
Sunrise awakens
Man-kind from its early grave.
We must salvage peace.
A new city, built
From the ash,
Shines again,
With scars from years past.
These scars still burnA reminder of War's malice.
Dove's flight cools the sting.
Tell your children tales
Of petty men and
The city of ash
So peace may rise with the sun.

Junior Amanda Cassiday is a political science and philosophy double major from Fairfax. She traveled to Hirosh ima lase summer co
attend the Global Citizenship and Peace Conference, which was
sponsored by the International Network of Universities. JMO is
the only U.S. university represented in INU. JMU student Jessica
H ines joined Cassiday on the trip, and the duo immersed themselves in Japanese cul ture. "We heard prominent speakers in the
in ternational field who talked about the past, current and future
state of our world," says Cassiday.
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IT STARTED WITH
A PHONE CALL
By Michael H all (' 0 8)

It started with a phone call
My parents,
their voice signaled a familiar picture
sitting on my nightstand.
Every time they call I look at that picture
its like I'm two years younger
and chatting with them in our living room.
The conversation concludes,
My father will be visiting.
From the years I lived with my family
The days seemed to pass without change.
They never grew older remaining forever encapsulated
in my youthful memory.
I was always getting taller,
more handsome,
"Becoming such a nice young man,"
They' d say.
But they forever remained the same.
On the phone,
my mother had said how he was doing,
"Not so well," but he wanted to make the trip.
So the days rolled by unti l that Friday morning.
His car pulled up, I stepped outside into the
warmth of summer to greet him.
The car door opened and my father stepped out
Cane in hand.

Michael Hall is a junior English and sociology double major from
Luray, Va. "Writing is the most fluent form of self-exposition," he
says. "Ir's pleasing to create feelings in someone from words. This
poem is centered on my dad, bur its more generally about how fast
life changed for me once I became involved in college."
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PROFESSORSYOULOVE

Ahead ol his lime
Even his pop quizzes didn 't stop us from loving him

B Y M ARYON SMnH CRou sE

('54)

Biology professor Steurely, some still remember him. My freshman year so well that I remember most of the phen Bocskey visits
lessons
to
this
day.
And
there
were
and my Madison Experience would not have been
with Madison College
the little perks that he shared. A break students on the Quad by
the same without him.
Quiet, humble, unpretentious Stephen Bocskey from lab to smoke a cigarette (it was Wilson Hall just before
commencement (circa
never wore his mortarboard when faculty members OK then), Cokes from his personal 1950s). "Professor Boesor
the
personal
chats
with
refrigerator
donned their robes and academic finery to walk to
key pushed us to be indeWednesday assembly. But like his beautiful personality, the a real college professor. What a great pendent," says Maryon
Smith Crouse ('54).
golden tassel on his academic robe showed through - reveal- beginning to my college career.
When I was reaching, I would often
ing his position as professor of biology, respected member of
stop, think and cry to remember just what it was chat motivated
the Madison College science department and beloved teacher at
chis art major to become so turned on by an unassuming science
Madison in 1951.
If I close my eyes and listen, I still hear his gentle voice nudg- teacher. I can find no answer. I truly believe professor Bocskey
ing me and my classmates to always do better. We all enjoyed his was a gift from God, given to those of us who were fortunate
enough to be in his classes.
"down-home philosophy."
I wish I could find words to express what a difference he made
"Now girls," he would say. "Just don't sit around all day eating
in che lives of my fellow freshmen - and probably in chose freshchocolate bonbons." In 1951, Mr. Bocskey's constant push for
female independence was quite a bit ahead of the times. We hung man classes char followed mine. I wish I could write it in one big
on his every word, his every suggestion; and we learned, oh how book and ride it How to Teach: A Method that Works. Then and
only then, would I be able to share the gift of Stephen Bocskey
we learned.
ffl
with the rest of the world. He was the best.
A quiz every Thursday - complete with its bonus question ····
······
··
···
·············
···
····
·····
···
··
···
·····
···
··
···
···
···
······
···
······
was a new phenomenon for us freshmen. The only bonus quesAbout the Author: Maryon Smith Crouse ( '54) ofAltamonte Springs,
tion I remember was for 10 extra points. "What is the difference Fla., is a retired art teacher from the Crea/de School ofArt in Winter Park, Fla.
between a jackass and a maple tree?"
·· ··· ··· ······ ······ ··· ··· ········ ··· ······· ····· ·· ····· ····· ···· ·· ···· ········ ···
I really thought I was a smart young lady when I answered, About the Professor: Stephen Charles Bocskey taught biology at Madison College from 1947 to 1960. He left M adison to teach at Ferris State
''I've never been taught by a maple tree!"
University, where he taught until he died in J 964. He also taught at Notre
I got my 10 bonus points.
Dame (his alma mater) and Chicago Teachers College. The professor spent
Professor Bocskey had a wonderful sense of humor. I never many Madison summers teaching at the nursing school at the C&O Hospital
even thought about cutting his class. I might miss some interest- in Clifton Forge. Bocskey 's son, Charles, who is married to Rebecca "Becky'
ing something from his biological world taught in his logical way. Lee Bocskey ('64), says he remembers his father laughing heartily and sharing
His introduction to the mysteries of the human body were taught Crouse's " JO bonus points story"for years.
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ESSAY

Side by side al the bench
Teaching and research are coequal partners in Madison 's
educational mission BY D AV ID BRAKKE , PH.D.

I
ecencly
in their own Madison expeU.S.News
riences. JMU's emphasis on
and World
undergraduate research began
Report recwith its traditional honors
ognized
theses and original faculty
James Madresearch projects . Departison University for the high
mental honors theses began
quality of its undergraduin 1962 and by 2002 had
ate research and creative
developed into a universityprojects. US. News selected
wide Honors Program with
Madison and 61 ocher insci1,087 completed undergraduate theses across the univertu ti o ns, including many
sity. Carolyn Abitbol ('67) a
high-ranking private schools.
Of the 24 public universities
pediatric nephrologist at the
listed, nearly all were major
University of Miami Medical
School, wrote the first honors
research universities.
thesis in chemistry in 1967.
This puts Madison in
a special spot. Today at
In a fall 2005 Homecoming
presentation to students, she
JMU, it is common to see
explained that her early work
undergraduates working on
led to her research today.
research projects in conjunction with faculty mentors.
A blend of teaching and
While research outcomes
research also began to emerge
also through the initiative of
are of intrinsic interest, this
individual professors or small
kind of experiential learncollaborations which tied facing alongside a master is a
ulty scholarship to undergradcenturies-long educational
uate research, with mutual
tradition, but today is one
benefit. In the sciences, those
more commonly associated
efforts began in 1976 when
with large research universithe chemistry department
ties and limited to graduate
held its first departmental scistudents. At Madison, proence undergraduate research
fessor and undergraduate
together produce research It is common to see JMU undergraduates working on research projects in colloquium.
The first student research
results while the student conjunction with faculty mentors. The undergraduate research emphasis
grew out of Madison College's traditional honors theses and original
symposium in biology was
develops analytical and
faculty research projects.
held in 1992. The Biosymcomputational skills and an
posium, modeled after a scientific meeting with oral presentations
understanding of the process of inquiry and research.
While many alumni remember their alma mater primarily as and poster sessions, offered students a professional experience and
a teaching college, JMU's mission has deepened as it has grown. a realistic perspective on the conduct and implications of the life of
In the words of JMU President Linwood Rose, the strategic research. Approximately 100 students are the authors of presentavision for JMU is to meld the best aspects of a small private lib- tions involving more than 30 faculty mentors. The keynote speaker
eral arts college with the diverse and sophisticated research and will be Carole Baldwin ('81) of the Smithsonian Institution. Baldcurriculum opportunities traditionally found at a larger research win is an internationally recognized systematic ichthyologist and
universiry. It's the best of both worlds.
the most recent recipient of the Ronald E. Carrier Distinguished
Alumni will be proud to note chat chis endeavor has its roots Alumni Award. See Page 22.

I

The strategic vision for JMU is to meld the best aspects of a small
private liberal arts college with the diverse and sophisticated research
traditionally found at a larger research university.
PHOTOGRAP
S BY DI
A N E ELLI OTT
('00)
Published
by HJMU
Scholarly
Commons,
2007
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Summer research was another important
1
stage in the development of undergraduate
research at JMU. T he program has mushroomed since 1990 when the National Science Foundation for Research Experiences
for Undergraduates fun ded the chemistry department's first organized summer
research program. An NSF-funded materials science REU was added in 2000. A year
lacer came programs in mathematics and
biology along with a National Institutes of
Health Bridges to che Baccalaureate Program and a National Science Foundation
Undergraduate Mentoring in Environmental Biology Program. Additional support has been received by research projects
funded by NASA, NSF, NIH, Research
Corporation and American Chemical Society Petroleum Research Fund. In 2004, 45
faculty members from seven departments
participated in the four REUs and two
additional programs, mentoring about
100 undergraduates. Additional summer ences on undergraduate research as well
research programs have been associated as to publish their scholarly work.
Professors who mentor and support
with students from physics participating
in major projects at Brookhaven National these undergraduates are unquestionably
Laboratory, the Jefferson Laboratory in the key to our success. At JMU, we pointedly recruit teacher-scholars interested in
Virginia and CERN in Switzerland.
Today undergraduate research is a stra- working with undergraduates in research
tegic endeavor across the university. O ur because of the benefits to student learnundergraduates are pushed to achieve. We ing and development. It is of benefit to
encourage students to make presentations facul ty members and their development
at regional and national meetings of pro- as teachers, scholars and mentors. It also
fess ional societies, and regional confer- produces original research.
········· ··· ······ ····· ··· ················ ·· ··· ·········· ·· ······· ···· ·· ··· ·· ··· ···· ······· ················ ···

At JMU, we pointedly recruit teacher
scholars interested in
working with undergraduates in research
because of the benefits to student learning
and development. It is
of benefit to faculty
members and their
development as teachers, scholars and mentors. It also produces
original research.'

About the Author: David F. Brakke is the dean ofJMU's College ofScience and Mathematics. H e
received his Ph.D. from Indiana University in 1978. His research interests lie in limnology, watershed
biogeochemistry, ecosystem and watershed management; science and policy, and science and literature.
He is a columnist far the Association of Women in Science Magazine and co-editor of Teaching Issues and
Experiments in Ecology.
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Chemistry professor Kevin Caran (above,
left) leads the Caran Research Group,
which puts undergraduates to work utilizing organic synthesis to prepare novel
molecules in order to explore their colloidal and supramolecular properties. Learn
more about the research at http://csma31.
csm.jmu.edu/chemistry/faculty/caran/research/index.htm.

Now part of the Madison Experience,
undergraduate research not only enhances
student skills, it has been shown to foster
cognitive development and higher-order
chinking skills. Undergraduates can contribute to advances in research and may be
involved in work chat leads to patents and
other benefits to society. Their participation
in presentations at meetings of professional
societies and in publications leads to recognition for the university and its faculty.
Graduate and professional schools as well
as business and industry seek out Madison
students because of their experiences. Not
all universities can make that claim. Madison students begin acquiring these criticalchinking and research skills much earlier
in their academic careers. At other universities, especially large research universities, only graduate students have access to
comparable opportunities. Through their
research, undergraduates demonstrate initiative and creativity among many other
skills, which gives them an early edge.
Our studen ts go on to a wide range
of careers in science, mathematics, engineering, medicine, law, etc. They teach
at ocher universities and medical schools.
Often they cite an undergraduate research
experience as key in their confidence and
fll
development.
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TRANSFORMATIONS

Out of my comfort zone: Studying in China
My summer included everything from cultural studies to
camel riding in the Gobi BY KATIE KELLOGG ('07)

s I exited customs and began walking through the
Beijing airport, decked out in my James Madison
sweatshirt and baseball cap, I felt out of place and
lost. There were so many people bustling around;
it was overwhelming, and they were all speaking
a language I couldn't understand.
Back in October, signing up to spend seven weeks of my summer studying abroad in China seemed like a great idea. Especially
when I compared it to the prospect of spending another summer lounging around on my parent's couch and working at the
local summer camp. Yet, when I arrived at the airport in China,
I wasn't so sure. I didn't speak a word of Chinese, wasn't familiar
with Chinese culture or traditions, and I didn't know any of the
other students in the program. Standing nervously in the middle
of the airport, I briefly contemplated whether I could afford to
buy a ticket for a flight straight back to the United States.

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2007

A few weeks later, I was riding a camel in "Standing on the
the Gobi desert in Inner Mongolia. The sky legendary Great
was a stunningly pure azure, and mountains Wall of China is
one of the most
of sand stretched out before me. I realized memorable highwhat a great adventure the past several weeks lights of my lifehad been. Participating in the ]MU-China altering summer
program turned out to be the smartest deci- abroad," says Katie Kellogg ('07).
sion I ever made.
College of Business professor Ping Wang has been leading trips
to China through the JMU Office of International Programs
since 2004 when eight students participated. Since then the program has flourished, and 25 students participated in the 2006
summer program. Students had the option of studying in China
for seven or 11 weeks. All majors are encouraged to participate,
but students who opt to study in China for 11 weeks are given
the option of earning their minor in Chinese business studies.
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Clockwise from lower left: Katie Kellogg rides a camel in the Tibetan
Plateau region, shares a moment with
Brian Armstrong and Megan Kierce at
the entrance to the Forbidden City in
Beijing, sleds with a group in the Gobi
desert and chats with Angela Chung
and Joanne Chiang at the beautiful
Jiuzhaigou. A tiny portion of the Great
Wall and Shanghai at dusk are impressive architecture. (Center photo) Kellogg (red shirt) enjoys a ceremony at
a traditional teahouse in Weihai with
(1-r) Cynthia Chen, Cathleen Chen, Colin Bussert, Chris Chen, Angela Chung,
Jesse Mesich and Brandon Moore.

We rook classes three days a week in
subjects ranging from history to Tai Chi.
Our professors often went beyond what
was required of them and occasionally
skipped typical classroom lectures and
instead rook us to museums, teahouses or
stores where we could practice our Chinese. They became more like friends than
just teachers.
We traveled frequently, so I was able to
get a taste of China's physical and cultural
diversity. The landscape changed dramatically as we traveled from the mountains
of Jiuzhaigou in the Tibetan Plateau to
the desert regions of Inner Mongolia and
······ ······ ···· ············ ···· ············· ····· ···
About the Author: Katie Kellogg ('07) is
a School ofMedia Arts and Design major. She is
completing an editorial internship with Madison
and will graduate in May.

to the bustling cities of Shanghai and
Beijing. We also enjoyed several cultural
excursions like a traditional lamb roast
with a Tibetan family, as well as theatrical
and acrobatic performances.
Yet, learning about Chinese culture was
more important to me than the places we
saw. It was exciting to speak with people
outside my isolated American bubble and
to see how they viewed world events and
issues. While we were studying at Shandong University in the coastal city ofWeihai, some of us were given the chance to
speak with a class of Chinese students and
to exchange information about our homelands and backgrounds.
Despite my broadening cultural horizons, there were still a few situations I had
difficulty adjusting to. When I ate my first
dinner, I realized I should have learned to

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss2/1
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use chopsticks before leaving for China.
The language barrier was also frustrating;
even after a few weeks of Chinese class my
language skills were still extremely limited.
While in major cities like Beijing, where we
spent most of our time, there were many
people who spoke some English. But it
was still difficult not being able to express
myself as freely as I would have liked.
In spite of a few limitations, the trip
forced me out of my comfort zone and
into a culture completely unlike the society in which I was reared. Who would
have thought that a girl born and raised in
New Fairfield, Conn., would be exploring
the Forbidden City or walking along the
Great Wall? Looking back now, the trip
seems almost surreal. I was presented with
an amazing opportunity, and I'm thankful
I rook advantage of it.
ffl
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Fundamentals are slill lhe heart
of academic success
Urge your high school students to take courses that will challenge them
reparing for col1ege is nor as
mystical as some
would have yo u
bel i eve; fundamen cals still
matter. Reading, writing, verbal communication skills and
great curiosity are as important
today as they have ever been.
As JMU admissions become
increasingly competitive, parents often ask how they can
provide their students with an
edge. The focus should never
be on preparing for one particular school - JMU or even an
Ivy League. The most important factor in success as a student and beyond is co be doing
everything you can co gee yourself ready for college.
In 2006-07, students who
were compeci rive in pursuing admission co JMU had at
least one year past Algebra II
- that could be pre-calculus
or trigonometry - four years
each of science, English and
social studies, and three co five
years of one foreign language
or two years of separate foreign
languages. They were "B/A"
students, took honors courses and either international baccalaureate, advanced placement or dual enrollment courses, depending
on what was available to them. Nearly 85 percent of Madison's
2006 applicant pool was competitive with a mixture of credentials. JMU admitted about 60 percent of its applicants.
Most selective universities list a rigorous high school curriculum as their cop priority. Your high school student needs to
cake courses that will challenge them yet nor take over their
lives. For some students, that may mean focusing on college
preparatory courses, and for others, taking a few honors courses
About the Author: Michael D. Walsh is director of the ]MU Office
ofAdmissions. As a 30-year veteran in higher education, he has worked at
Michigan State, Radford University, Bowling Green University, Northwest
Missouri State and Carroll College. His diverse career includes posts in college housing, international programs and disability services. A member of the
Harrisonburg City School Board and Harrisonburg Board ofParks and Recreation, Walsh is a member ofstate, regional and national collegiate admissions
associations. He is also a frequent panelist at regional admissions gatherings.

PHOTOGRAPH BY JACK HOLLINGSWOR TH /G ETT Y
Published
by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2007
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or caking honors, international
baccalaureate and advanced
placement courses.
Communication - among
the student, you and the high
school academic adviser - is
paramount. If your student
is struggling co gee a C in an
advanced course, it could mean
that he just isn't ready for it.
On the ocher hand, a D or an F
could mean chat he isn't putting
in enough time, or char he is in
over his head.
The whole idea is co delve
into advanced courses while
keeping a close watch on the
student's progress. Perhaps char
means taking college preparatory co urses and one or two
honors courses in the student's
areas of top interest while keeping a critical eye on progress. If
a ninth-grader is doing well yet
has very little homework to do,
she is probably nor challenging
herself. Then again, if a ninthgrader has two honors courses
and is studying several hours a
day, maybe he should stay with
only honors courses. Monitoring is viral in this process.
I have known of this situation: A ninth-grader who is raking three honors courses basically
gets up, studies for an hour, eats breakfast, goes to school, does one
after-school activity, comes home, eats dinner, then studies the rest
of the night until bedtime. She is stretching herself way coo thin.
However, if your son or daughter is getting As bur has no homework, he or she is not being challenged and will be in for a rude
awakening in college.
The best guidance counselor recommendation I have read was
about a student who barely got a B in calculus. She was a music major
who took calculus on a dare. She worked her tail off, demonstrating
that she would rake on something she wasn't sure she could do.
Reading is a huge part of college preparation. One complaint I
get from parents is char their fifth- or sixth-graders don't have to
study. I urge parents to get those students co sit down and read a
book for a half-hour. Sometimes I hear, "My son doesn't like reading." Well, find a subject area such as sports or history that he likes,
and turn him loose co read about it. Urge your children to read,
ffi
write, express themselves verbally and unleash their curiosity.
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{Books}
.tOHX SAYLE 'WA'rTF.R80!'1;

The Games Presidents Play:
Sports and the Presidency
J O H N SAY LE WATTER SON; 2006. J O H NS H O PKIN S
U NIV ER SIT Y PRESS; ISBN: 0-8018 - 8425-X

J

MU history professor John Sayle Watterson
views American presidents through their inner
athlete. Looking at athletic strengths, feats and
shortcomings of U.S . presidents, The Games
Presidents Play explores not only their health, physical attributes, personalities and sports IQs, but also
the increasing trend of Americans to equate sporting
achievements with courage, manliness and political
competence. Watterson begins with George Washington, whose athleticism contributed to his success
on the battlefield and may have contributed to the
Sl-'Oti 'J'l!j A!'l.~U 'l' J-1 .E P'HNt!ilOEN<'Y
birth of the republic. Watterson moves seamlessly
into the 19th century when, for presidents like
Jackson and Lincoln, frontier sports were part of their formative years. With the 20thcentury presidents - most notably the headline-grabbing Theodore Roosevelt - Watterson shows how the growth of mass media and the improved means of transportation
transformed presidential sports into both a form of recreation and a means of establishing a positive self-image. Modern presidents have used sports with varying degrees of
success. Herbert Hoover fled Washington on weekends to the trout pools of the Blue
Ridge to escape the relentless pressures of the Great Depression. An obsessive love affair
with golf became an issue for Dwight Eisenhower in his 1956 campaign for re-election .
Richard Nixon, a former third-string college football lineman, placed a call to Washington Redskins coach George Allen suggesting a trick play in a big game. From the opening pitch of the baseball season to presenting awards to O lympic champions, American
sports culture asks the president to play an increasingly active role. Sports, Watterson
argues, open a window into the presidency, shedding new light on presidential behaviors and offering new perspectives on the office.

All in a Day's Work:
Careers Using Science
MEGAN SULLIVAN ('99); 2006. NATIONAL SCIENCE
TEAC HERS ASSOCIAT ION PRESS
ISBN: 978-1-93353-107-6

All in a Day's Work helps
science teachers give students an exciting and varied
look into the future and the
role played by an education
in the sc iences. ISAT alumna
Megan Sullivan ('99) profiles more than 30 people in
a broad range of science-related jobs - some
of the world's most fasci nating - including
the expected high school science teacher,
microbiologist and forensics technician; and
t he unexpected fire fighter, landscape architect and historical archaeologist. Profiles also
include the offbeat roller coaster designer,
perfumer and sport biomechanist. Profiles list
education requ irements for each job and Web
sites that explain related careers. Sullivan is
an associate editor of The Science Teacher.

Help Wanted
SHAWAN LEWIS ('92); 2005. JAYA LANE
PUBLISHING ; ISSN: 0-9766875-0-X

Sociology major Shawan
Lewis ('92) details the compromised and entangled
lives of four women in this
urban fiction page turner.
Help Wanted follows a
college student, an R&B
singer, a single mom and a
wife of 40 years through
vivid descriptions of each hardship, scandal
and deceit. But there is a silver lin ing. The
women's unpredictable tria ls link them to a
love incomparable to anything on Earth. Help
Wanted is unique because it infuses spiritual
elements into the plot, not typical in the urban
fiction genre. Characters endure turmoil
and face harsh reali ties, yet they ultimately
find redemption through divine intervention.
"Initially, I was uncertain how my book would
fare across ethnic, gender and cultural lines,"
says Lewis, owner of Jaya Lane Publishing in

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss2/1
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Owings Mills, Md. "The positive feedback has
reaffirmed my belief that no one is immune
from disappointment, illness, fai led relationships and stress." * www.shawanlewis.com

Hello, Duke Dog!
AIM EE ARYAL. ILLUSTRATIONS BY JUSTIN HILTON;
2006, MASCOT BOOKS; ISBN: 1-932888-50-0

It's game day: Follow
JMU's caped-canine, Duke
Dog, as he tours campus
with stops at Wilson Hall,
Carrier Library and The
Commons before heading
to Bridgeforth Stadium to
cheer on the Dukes. This
illustrated ch il dren's book
will rekindle memories of favorite spots for
fans of all ages. JMU alumni, parents and
grandparents, you'll love to share the purple
pride through this unique book.

,--a..

When a Child Struggles In
School: Everything Parents
and Educators Should Know
About Gelling Children the
Help They Need
TOM JENKINS ('91ED S):
2006, ADVANTAGE MEDIA
GROUP; ISBN: 1599320312

Educational consultant
Tom Jenkins ('91 Ed.S) stirs
up some muddy waters in
the school pond regarding
special education. He gives
a wake-up ca ll to admin istrators and teachers as he offers "how to"
advice on a subject of immense importance a chi ld's successful progress through school.
When a Child Struggles In School contains a
message for teachers, counse lors, administrators and parents. Issues such as retention
and special education eligibility/assessment
have become the focus of parent-teacher
meetings. Jenkins offers a clear and concise
explanation of a better way to help children
experiencing difficulties in an academic setting. He offers hope, suggestions and opportunities for growth, as well as an outline of
three major areas of contention: 10 testing,
achievement tests and the interpretation of
the results. A practicing school psychologi st
for 13 years, Jenkins has conducted research
studies and written articles and chapters on
a range of issues. He is listed in the Nationa l
Association of School Psychologists Expert
Database as an expert in the areas of system
change, curriculum-based measurement and
the problem-solving model.
ftl

*www.educationalconsultationservices.com
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INSIDE:
Alumnus of the Year Physics Department honors National Weather Service meteorologist Keith Brill ('77) .
Alumni News Ashley Privott joins Alumni Relations; Share your favorite Madison Moment ...
Homecoming Tailgate Contests Winners of the inaugural Homecoming Entree and Spirit Contests
Tidewater Tackles Homecoming Tidewater road trippers cake on Homecoming "rock scar-style'.'
Chapter Awards Five alumni chapters and alumni leaders cake cop honors ac Homecoming Gala ....... .
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{Alumnus of the Year}

ematics major, then added physics as a second major. "Faculty
members advised me to complete the double major and pursue
meteorology at the graduate level, " he says. "Taking chat advice
worked out very well."
BY HALI CHIET co?)
Brill earned an M.S. in meteorology from Pennsylvania State University. His first job was a contractor posiuring Homecoming weekend, the
tion at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center,
phys ics department welcomed
where
he advanced his research and programback Keith Brill ('77) and honming
skills.
He is currencly a physical scientist
ored him as Alumnus of the Year.
with the National Centers for Environmental
"I feel honored to have been selected,"
Prediction's Hydrometeorological Prediction
Brill says. "I haven't been to campus in
Center. "My work is aimed at incorporating
more than 20 years, and it's nice to see so
a plethora of model data into the forecast
much progress and improvement."
process to keep che forecaster informed and
As part of his visit, Brill, a meteorologist
capable of enhancing numerical predictions."
with the National Weather Service, presented
In 2002 , Brill was honored with the NWS
the seminar: "Whether or Not Weather Is In
Isaac M . Cline Award for his contributions
Your Future." He spoke about using the laws Physics department head Steve Whisnant
to the advancement of the science of weather
b d
d
h
d
f
h
o P ysics to pre ict wear er. He escri e
talks with meteorologist Keith Brill ('77).
forecasting, specifically his work on winter
the complexiry of making National Weather
Prediction models, what the models often get right and wrong, and weather forecasting and probabilistic forecasts of heat index.
"My hope is that a couple of students saw something today that
what must be done to improve these models.
will
motivate them to pursue meteorology and contribute to the
While Brill says meteorology was an early childhood interest,
ffl
advancement
of weather prediction," he says.
thought
of
it
as
a
career.
He
entered
JMU
as
a
mathhe never

Physics department honors
Keith Brill ('77)

D
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{Alumni News}

What is your favorite
'Madison Moment?'
JMU begins its yearlong 100th
birthday celebration this
month and the Centennial
Office is looking for your help
in identifying the signature
events that created JMU as
we know it today. These "Madison Moments" will list individual occurrences or continuing trends that have formed
James Madison University.
Examples might include: the
institution's founding, the
long tradition of athletics, the
continuing importance of the
teacher education program,
musical groups, etc.

The Centennial Celebration officially kicks off on James Madison Day, March 14. Beginning
this fall, when major centennial
observances begin, one Madison Moment will be announced
every several weeks. A description of the moment will appear
on the Centennial Web site.
The summary will describe
the event and key players and
include appropriate photographs. The spring 2008 issue
of Madison will feature all of
the top Madison Moments,
which will be chosen by a
JMU defeated Ohio State in
the first round of the 1982
NCAA tournament and just
barely lost to eventual national
champsUNC.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss2/1
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special committee composed
of professors, staff members,
alumni, students and local
leaders, subject to approval
by the university's leadership .
Submit your favorite Madison
Moments, or make suggestions for the list by e-mailing
madisonmoments@jmu.edu.

Ashley Privott
named alumni
relations director
Ashley Privott joined the Office
of Alumni
Relations as
director in
January. She
coordinates
alumni chapter
activities and
functions and
Ashley Privott
serves as liaison to the JMU Alumni Association. Privott graduated from Old
Dominion University in 1997. She
worked for the annual fund at
North Carolina State University
at Raleigh before returning to
ODU as director of the Dominion
Fund (ODU's Madison Fund).
Prior to joining JMU, Privott
was senior director of ODU
Alumni Relations. Steve Smith,
JMU associate vice president of
constituent relations, says, "Ashley has managed a budget of
S500,000 and a full-time staff
of five, and she has directed
communications, special events

and alumni outreach. She struck
our search committee as a very
strong leader and as someone
good at building relation ships."

Alumni reunions are
now double the fun
The JMU Office of Alumni Relations has expanded the alumni
reunion programs to two major
annual events. The longstanding
spring fete still honors alumni
from the Madison College era
and those celebrating their 50th
reunion. Bluestone Reunion
weekend is April 20-21, and the
registration deadline is April 13.
Alumni from the Classes of 1932,
1937, 1942, 1947, 1952 and 1957
are invited to campus for tours,
luncheons, the Bluestone Induction Ceremony and the infamous
Madison Confessional.
Classes of 1962, 1967, 1972,
1977, 1982, 1987, 1992, 1997 and
2002 are invited to campus Sept.
7-9 for Fall Reunion Weekend.
Registration details will be online
this summer. Alumni are invited
to the Fall Tailgate at the JMU
vs. University of New Hampshire
football game, as well as other
reunion events.
Want to help organize your
reunion weekend, write about
your reunion for Madison magazine, or register for reunions?
Contact the alumni relations
staff at (888) JMU-ALUM, or
e-mail alumni_link@jmu.edu. ffl

NCAA TOURNAMENT PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF SPEC IAL COLLECTIONS
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JMU HoMEcoM~N.G
Best Tailgate Sp1r1t

;a. I

"Lights, Camera, JMU"
t. 21, 2006
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2006 Tailgate Spirit Contest winners
Above: Ann Simmons, who works in the University Health
Center, and the "P Lot Gang" took top honors in JMU's
first Homecoming Tailgate Spirit Contest. Get your purple
and gold ready for Homecoming 2007, Oct. 26-27. Below:
Black Alumni Chapter tailgates show their alumni spirit.

PHOTOGRAPHS
CAROL SWINEHEART
Published
by JMUBYScholarly
Commons, 2007
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{Homecoming Tailgate}

Forks full
of fun
Four Dukes dominate
the first Tailgate
Entree contest

T

hese Dukes know how
to dish it up. Their

purple passion is even
pleasing to the pal-

ette. Meet the winners of the first
Homecoming Tailgate Entree
Contest. And, JMU foodies: Get
your recipes ready for Tailgate
2007, Oct. 26-27.

I
....
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E
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What a hard job! JMU Director of Development for College and University Programs Tassie Pippert, WHSV TV-3 sports anchor Joe Downs
and alumni relations graduate assistant Liz Cady ('06) sample alumni
delicacies during the Homecoming Tailgate Entree Contest. At right:
Cady, who also served as director of the 2006 Homecoming Tailgate
Spirit Contest, presents first prize to Colleen LaMotte ('04).

st Tailgate Entree
ights, Camera, JMU"
'--~~ C>ct.21, 2006 ~

.

Homecoming Tailgate Entree recipe winners:
Isl Place
Collegian's Creation Stuffed Purple Peppers
and Au Gratln Purple
Potatoes
COLLEEN LAMOTTE

('04)

Stuffed Purple Peppers
3 purple bell peppers
5 cups boiling water, salted
1 lb. ground beef
1,4 cup onion; chopped
V2 cup celery; chopped
8 oz. tomato sauce
1 tsp. salt
1/, tsp. garlic salt
1 tsp. Worcestershire sauce
V2 cup instant rice; uncooked
V2 cup water
Preheat oven to 350°. Cut each
bell pepper in half lengthwise.
Wash the insides and outsides
of the peppers after removing
the seeds. Cook peppers in the
boiling salced water for five
minutes, drain and set aside.
Cook and stir the beef, onion
and celery in a large skillet over
medium high heat uncil beef
is browned. Drain off excess

fat. Stir in half of the tomato
sauce and the remaining ingredients, bring to a boil, then
reduce heat and simmer for five
minutes. Place the peppers, cut
side up, in an ungreased 9x9
baking pan. Spoon beef filling
into pepper halves evenly and
cover with aluminum foil. Bake
for 25 minutes and top with
remaining tomato sauce. Bake
an additional five minutes.
Makes 6 servings.

Au Gratin Purple
Potatoes
1 carton heavy whipping
cream
V2 cup parmesan cheese,
grated
5 purple potatoes, peeled and
thinly sliced
2 golden potatoes, peeled and
thinly sliced
dash salt
dash pepper
Neatly layer half the potatoes
in the bottom of a buttered
pan. Spread rest of potatoes.
In a bowl, mix cream, par-
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mesan, salt & pepper. Pour
over potatoes. Cover with foil
and bake for 45 minutes at
350°. Uncover, and bake for
25 minutes at 400°. Makes 6
servings.

.....................

Nice Rack sauce. Cook until
heated through.

.....................
3rd Place
Duke It Out Chicken
"THE DIRTY DoGs"
LED BY KENN PICARDI

('82)

2nd Place
Nice Rack BBQ Sauce
and Ribs
('88)
('88)

MIKE FUNKHOUSER
AND CLIFF WooD

4 large chicken breasts, skin
removed, and cut in to large
chunks

Marinade
BBQ Sauce
3,4 cup ketchup
1,4 cup sugar

2 tbsp. cider vinegar

1 tsp. salt
tsp. red pepper flakes
2 tsp. chili powder
1/,

Mix sauce ingredients and
simmer on low heat until
warm. Place in container and
save until tailgate day. Boil
ribs in la rge stock pot until
cooked through. Chill and
cransporc to tailgate with
sauce. Place ribs on grill over
medium heat and slather with

1 cup oil (vegetable , canola)
V2 cup fresh lemon juice
1Vz tsp. salt
1 tsp. paprika
2 tsp. onion powder
2 tsp. (dry, crushed) basil
V2 tsp. (dry, crushed) chyme
Vz tsp. garlic powder
Place chicken in shallow
pan, cover with marinade
and refrigerate overnight.
Remove from refrigerator one
hour before grilling. Grill
12-15 minutes, basting with
marinade and turning often.
Makes 6 servings.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY DIANE ELLIOTT (' 00 )
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{Road Trip}

Tidewater alums arrive in style
'Rock star ' bus rolls into Homecoming
7:50 a.m. - Coolio's Fantastic
1
Voyage is pulsing through my head
as I pull up in front of the Norfolk
home of Buddy ('93) and J en ny
Kelsey Gadams ('92) . "Come along
and ride on my fa ntas t ic voyage." The lyrics seem fitting, not
just because it reminds me of the
early '90s which I spent at JMU,
but also since the road trip ahead
has been anticipated with as much
enthusiasm as rhe destination. The
Homecoming chariot awaits - a p imped our charter bus complete with TVs, couches and pull-down beds. (Nor char anyone
is planning to use chem; there's no napping at Homecoming!)
8:19 a.m. - The on board fridge and cooler drawer is stocked as
the last of the 12 passengers and spouses arrive. JMU people are notoriously friendly, so instant connections and conversations spring
up among those who only moments ago were complete strangers.
My quick assessment of the group yields a mental thumbs-up as
we seem to have a really cool cast of characters. We pull onto the
road, and the adventure begins. Soda and coffee are the drink of
the hour. Apparently we're not as young as we used to be.

BY KELLY S TEFANKo

('94)

8 :45 a.m. - Spoke too soon.
Nor even th rough the Hampton
Roads Bridge run nel and champagne is popped. Mimosas! I never
realized before how hard it is to
mix drinks on a moving vehicle.
Coolio is right - "slide, slide, slippiry-slide." Buddy misses the cup
and OJ saturates the leg of Alison
Cooper ('93).
8:52 a.m. - Maternal guilt sets
in and spreads contagiously. This
"adul ts-only" trip has orphaned a total of 14 kids for the day,
and the moms are swapping digital images and stories. Alison
and I, the two non-moms, agree all the kids are cute but secretly
toast our bachelorette-hood, especially since we're headed to eye
candy heaven.
10:02a.m. - We rake a temporary detour from I-64 to pick
up four more in Richmond. As the rock scar bus idles in front of
the home of Mike ('93) and Bech Siewers, I imagine the neighbors peeking through the windows at the odd scene. A few fans
of real plumbing hop off the bus to rake advantage of the last
"real" bathroom before the 'Burg.

The Homecoming chariot
awaits - a pimped out charter bus complete with TVs,
couches and pull-down beds.
(Not that anyone is planning
to use them; there's no napping at Homecoming!)'

~
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2006 Homecoming rock star road trippers: Becki Shuford Simpson ('93), Clark Simpson ('95), Chris Jones ('93), Suzanne Wilson Jones,
('93), Beth Roller Williams ('92), Ron Williams, John Lynch ('91), Liz King Lynch ('91), Frank (Buddy) Gadams ('93), Jenny Kelsey Gadams
('92), Alison Cooper ('93), Kelly Stefanko ('94), Gary Sartwell ('86), Shannon Sartwell, Michael Siewers ('93) and Beth Siewers.

PHOTOGRAP
S BY ALISON
COOPER
('93)
Published
byHJMU
Scholarly
Commons,
2007
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5:01 p.m. - With che game in hand,
even che most faithful fans can relax, except across che field in che student section's ocean of purple. Alison and Becki
Shuford Simpson ('93) decide che purple
wigs they spot on a few overzealous fans
are a muse-have. They take off for the
Bookstore, and the purple hair instantly
morphs che schoolteacher and homemaker inco punk rockers. They proudly strut
their stuff back to che bus.
6 :00 p.m. - Bus captain Gadams tries
to gather the gang for departure. This is
harder than you'd chink since our group has
spread out co the far corners of campus.
6:15 p.m. - We've checked to make
sure that we don't have any stray kids. It's
a steady stream of taillights exiting campus. We stop ac one of the Pore Republic
gas stations (with the infamous lace night
hoc dogs) co restock for the trip home.
There's a rocking Forest Hills party happening across the busy intersection.
6:43 p.m. - As we hit I-81, the remnants of the purple and golden day silhouette che mountains. My mental hallmark
moment is shore-lived though as the stereo
gets cranked.
7:09 p.m. - After a day filled
Above, Becki Simpson
with picture caking you'd chink
('93), Alison Cooper ('93),
we'd have che posing down, but
Kelly Stefanko ('94) and
the long day has taken a coll on our
Suzanne Wilson Jones
reflexes. As Alison reaches back,
('93). At right, Purple
pride gone wild: Becki
Becki leans in and accidentally gees
Simpson ('93) and Alison
slapped in the face. A contact pops
Cooper ('93) strut their
out, and the eye waters. A real Kopurple stuff.
dak moment; pictures are banned
for the rest of che trip.
2:43 p.m. - Drinks
9:39 p.m. - Dropping off che
get refreshed and bladRichmonders,
the energy level precipitousders relieved back at the "rock star ranch."
Gotta love a tailgate with a toilet. A friendly ly fades. Back in the day, Saturday night
but feisty "dog fight" breaks out as Alison wouldn't even be in full swing yet. I'm reand Chris Jones ('93) whack each other with ally feeling old chinking about how I can't
newly acquired, oversized sponge dog bones. wait co crawl in bed. New cule, if you' re
3:00 p.m. - The hallmark of Home- caught yawning, you do push-ups. Lots.
10:20 p.m. - A sure sign chat the party
coming has always been the game. The
Marching Royal Dukes still rock, but it's is ending - talk turns co next year. We vow
not just about the half-time show any- to come back to the 'Burg for a rock star
more; the fans are here co see football and reunion. As a reminder of a youth chat has
long since passed, Homecoming, especially
the Dukes deliver.
its end, is always bittersweet. The annual
4:21 p.m. - Halftime; the bus has
pilgrimage
has served its purpose though
turned into a carnival. Where did all these
people come from? Is someone charging in stoking the flames of affinity and reafadmission? There are kids watching car- firming the connection co something that is
toons and eating chips. What, there's a amazingly enduring. JMU is not about any
one person, building, time or even place.
line for the bathroom?
Through the people we reconnected with,
········ ···· ····· ··· ····· ··· ·· ··········· ················ ······ ········· ·································· ···· reminisced about, and even met for the first
About the Author: Kelly Stefanko ( '94) is deputy city auditor for the City ofNorfolk. She is co-chaptime, the Madison Experience lives.
fl1
ter leader ofthe Tidwater Alumni Chapter and serves on the ]MU Alumni Association Board of Directors.

The Siewers' kids and
babysitter wave from che porch as we
pull away. More maternal guile; more
Mimosas. Tidewater is "represencin" on
che sound system as our own Missy Elliot
gees cranked.
10:20a.m. - Everyone has quickly acclimated co the luxury of the coach. Rock
star Alison is madly texcing away on her
cell phone in one of five simultaneous
conversations she's having. It's a cough
life having groupies.
11:38a.m. - Charlottesville and Afton
Mountain's foliage is breathtaking. For
beach people, the mountains are an instantaneous trigger co Madison memories.
12:20 p.m. - This year's Homecoming theme "Lights, Camera, Action," is
custom made. We feel like rock stars as
we arrive on campus. Tailgates are in full
swing, and all eyes turn curiously towards
us. I'm kicking myself chat we didn't enter
the Tailgate Spirit Contest.
12:30 p.m. - JMU has rolled out its
customary purple carpet with fresh mulch
and flowers. Campus is beautiful, and we've
lucked out with picture-perfect weather.
Exiting the dark bus into the blinding sunlight is like stepping into heaven. The crisp
mountain air is immediately countered by
the sunshine and nostalgia's warmth. It's a
great day co be a Duke.
12:40p.m. - First stop, the Bookstore;
aka, JMU Gap. Those chat haven't been to
the 'Burg in a few years marvel at the new
Godwin lot locale. Retail at Valley Mall
was never this nice. I beeline for the bathroom, thinking I'm outsmarting the traditional Homecoming ladies room queues,
but everyone has the same thought. I work
on my patience in the first of many long
bathroom lines.
1:04 p.m. - The smell of charcoal wafts
through the air as we meander through
pockets of tailgacers in Hanson, P lot and
Godwin field. Equivalent co front row seats,
these are the upper echelon cailgaters with
season tickets, and who by the looks of their
spreads, earn plenty of grocery money.
1:55 p.m. - Bizarre. With more than
an hour co go before kickoff, there is a
line waiting co get in Bridgeforth Stadium. Back in the day, we were lucky to
get fans co break from their tailgates on
time, lee alone be early. JMU football is
officially big time.
10:18 a.m. -

I
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'Exiting the dark
bus into the blinding
sunlight is like stepping into heaven. The
crisp mountain air is
immediately countered by the sunshine and nostalgia's
warmth. It's a great
day to be a Duke.'
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Atlanta Alumni Chapter
Atlant a chapter leader Melissa Palladino Roberts ('98) and her fellow Dukes
part ied down at the chapter's annual
holiday event Dec. 10 at Jocks and
Jills in Brookhaven. Atlanta Dukes also
cheered on the men's basketball team
Jan. 20, as the Dukes slipped by Georgia St ate 59-52. www.jmuatlanta.com/

Spotlight on the Black
Alumm Chapter
BY CO LLEEN DI XON

The Black Alumni Chapter offers a
number of programs to keep alumni
of all ages engaged in Madison. The
Pathways to Success Mentoring Program gives JMU students the benefit of
alumni's work experiences. Alumni mentor students studying such diverse subjects as computer science, marketing,
management and psychology. Students
keep in regular contact with their mentors through phone calls, e-mail and
one-on-one meetings. Mentors and student s work together on both academic
and professional development topics.
Alumni give advice on developing and
updat ing resumes, creating personal
stat ements for graduate school, job
searches, networking strategies and
tips fo r job interviews. The Pathways
to Success newsletter keeps students
up to date on scholarship, internship
and job opportunities, and highlights
alumni's professional careers.
Helping build more campus diversity is
a main foc us of the BAC. Chapter members work with the admissions staff to
ensure prospective and current students have the support they need. JMU
President Linwood H. Rose spoke about
the changes, challenges and accomplishments of JMU's diversity initiatives
at t he 2006 BAC Reunion Weekend.
Rose challenged alumni to be proactive
in t heir diversity efforts and to consider
developing a mentoring program for
middle school students. The chapter
accept ed the challenge and is working
on a mentoring program for eighthgrade st udents t o prepare them for the
rigor s of college life.
Black Alumni Reunion Weekend coincides with April's CHOICES Weekend,
when prospective and accepted stu-

'The game was
fantastic, the streamers were flying, and
we had some noisemakers. The tailgate
was great.'
-

(' OO) ,
Boston Alumni Chapter
sp orts coordinator

R O NN I E GOLD ST EI N

dents visit campu s. Last April, Students
for Minority Outreach co-spon sored an
alumni talent show, and chapter leader
Vanessa Evans ('93, '97M) joined six
alumni leaders in a panel discussion to
give students advice on resume writing,
preparing for job interviews and campus life experiences.
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Boston-area alumni fans enjoy JMU's
trouncing of UNH, 42-23, on Oct. 14.

Boston Alumni Chapter
Ronnie Goldstein ('00), sports coordinator for the Boston Alumni Chapter, coordinat ed a road trip for about 50 alumni
t o cheer on t he Dukes at the UNH vs.
JMU game last fall. "The game was
fantastic (J MU 42-23 over UNH); t he
streamers were flying, and we had some
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noisemakers," he says. "The tailgate was
great, and we were honored to spend
some time with JMU Athletics Director
Jeff Bourne and Duke Club Director
Scott Koskoski before the game.

Chicago Alumni Chapter
The Chicago Dukes held "Purple Thursday" happy hours on the second Thursday of each month at various locations throughout 2006. Other chapter
events included Cubs games, weekend
barbecues, concerts at Ravina and
football viewing parties. The chapter
kicked off the New Year with its second annual bowling event at Lucky
Strike Lanes bowling alley on Jan. 11 .

www.ChicagoDukes.com
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Marching ROY.al Dukes
launch afumni chapter
BY DAN EVERARD (' 89)

Did you spend your JMU Saturdays
during football season on the field at
halftime entertaining the crowd? If so,
we are looking for you. Everyone knows
that JMU's Marching Royal Dukes are
"Virginia's Finest." It's time for MRD
alumni to get together. We're forming
the Marching Royal Dukes Alumni Band
Chapter. Pick up your horn, drum or flag
and send an e-mail to MarchingRoyalDukes@alumni.jmu.edu to get more
information or to volunteer to help with
the new chapter.

Metro Dukes Job Fair supports more than job seekers
BY ROBERT L. PARROTT (' 99)

Metro Dukes hosted the 7th-Annual
Job Fair in January and raised more
than $15,000 for the chapter's scholarship fund. Thanks to returning platinum
sponsor, Spherion, new gold sponsor,
Dunbar, and 54 local companies, the
Job Fair attracted more than 200
pre-event resumes and 200 walk-in
job seekers. The mixture of community
guests, local employers, alumni and students was the perfect reflection of the
Job Fair's mission to promote JMU, our
chapter and each other.
In every way, this Job Fair set a higher
standard for the chapter - raising
more money, attracting more diverse
employers, attracting more qualified

Above, Orlando alumni visit at a pre-game reception before the tip off of the Holiday Clas·
sic Basketball Tournament. Alumni Association Board of Directors President Elaine Toth
Hinsdale ('85) joins (1-r) Sonya Barsness ('95), Mike Lee ('92), Brendan Barsness, Duke
Club Director Scott Koskoski, Duke Club Associate Director John Locklier, Erin Huntley
('02) with daughter and Giovanni Taliaferro ('01). Below left, Chicago Dukes cheer on the
JMU football team in the playoffs at The Globe Pub on Nov. 23. Below right, Kelly Woodruff
('94) pays attention to every detail of Tidewater's annual Career Night.

candidates and offering a much more
accommodating space at the Marriott
Tysons Corner. This event runs smoothly
thanks to the dedication of committed
volunteers, like my co-coordinator Carolyn Adler. Other volunteers included
Shannon McOuary, Shelly Santos, Nate
Shaw, the JMU alumni relations staff,
and Student Ambassador volunteers
(all juniors) Robyn Graff, Steven Kulsar,
Kirsten McGlone and Chris Smarte.
The Job Fair is an opportunity to
help alumni, students and community
members network within the business
community. The next Job Fair is Jan. 4,
2008. www.jmu.edu/alumni/jobfair

Metro Dukes assist
Literary Council
BY CAROLINE CHIN (' 05)

Metro Dukes assisted the Literacy
Council of Northern Virginia in its mission to provide adults in the area with
a precious gift, the ability to read. On

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol30/iss2/1
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Dec. 17, alumni volunteers lent th eir
expert gift-wrapping skills in exch ange
for monetary donations at the Border's
in Pentagon Center. After nine hours
and a sea of packages, paper and
bows, more than $350 was collected
on behalf of the Literacy Council, which
assisted 1,800 adults last year.

Orlando alums host president and cheer Dukes
Orlando alumni visited at a pre-game
reception and cheered on the Du kes at
the Dec. 29 Holiday Classic Basketball
Tournament at the University of Central
Florida. Alumni Association Board of
Directors President Elaine Toth Hinsdale
('85) and association board member
Margot Knight ('7 4) also welcom ed JMU
President Linwood H. Rose and Jud ith
Rose to Orlando on Dec. 10. About 25
alumni and parents talked with Rose at
the Grand Bohemian Hotel. The president gave updates on campus growth
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{Chapter Awards}

2006 chapter awards honor
lop alumni volunteers
Alumni gather at Homecoming Gala to honor leaders
Most Improved
Chapter of the Year
New York/New Jersey
Alumni Chapter
Rocky Mountain Dukes show the true meaning of Christmas and help an area family.

and discussed a number of university
publications, including Madison, The
Breeze and the Be the Change video.

Rocky Mountain Santas"
adopt needy family
11

Rocky Mountain Dukes adopted a needy
family for Christmas 2006 through the
Denver Rescue Mission. Alumni provided a full dinner and gifts for a young
mother and her four children. Allison
Coffman Leking, chapter leader Sean
Harrington, Nick Sarli and Brandon Kacmarski organized the holiday program.
Karen Boxley and her boyfriend, Jeff,
provided stockings for each child. Kelley Beaudoin and her husband, Shane,
donated food, including a turkey and
all the fixings. Bryan Pigott, Stephanie
and Andy Vuong, Tracy Weise, Rebecca
Cowen and Joe Callaghan contributed
gifts and cash donations. Each family
member received much needed clothing, shoes and, of course, many fun toys.
Spanish major Rebecca Cowen acted
as translator, though, words were not
needed to make the Christmas delivery
special. One word, "gracias," warmed
the Rocky Mountain Santas' hearts.

Co-chairs: Mike Keown ('95)
and Jaclyn Marsano ('03)
The N.Y./N.J. Chapter
serves 1,500 alumni spread
over at least 500 miles.
Chapter leaders laun ched a
monthly newsletter in July
and have establi shed two
book scholarships for area
JMU students. Th e original
leadership in New Jersey
successfully recruited and
trained a strong leadersh ip
committee in New York
City to coordinate events
in that area.

Volunteer of the Year
Sean Harrington ('96)
Chapter leader, Colorado
Alumni Chapter
Sea n Harrington ('96) does
double duty for the alumni
association serving as a
chapter leader and member
of the association's board
of directors. Under his
leadership, the chapter
hosted its first-ever
fundrai ser to support a
book scholarship, raising
S200 in donations.

Harrington updates the
chapter's Web si te and
answers al l alumni e-mails
within 24 hours.

Chapter of the Year
Metro Dukes Alumni
Chapter Chapter leader:
Shelly Santos ('00)
The Metro Dukes hosted
th eir 11th annual CrabFest.
with a total reg istration of
675 people, and held seven
leadership meetings last
year. Th e chapter members
sponsored highly successful
events in the areas of
ca re er networking, social,
athl etic. scholarship. family
and co mmunity service.
Metro Dukes have raised
$80,000 of their $100,000
goal to en dow a scholarship
by the Centennial
Celebration in 2008.

Chapter Event of
the Year
Metro Dukes and
Richmond Alumni
Chapter CrabFests
Volunteers: Mike Jones ('94) ,
M etro Dukes; Sam ('91) and
Mary Jones ('91), Richmond
The Metro Dukes and
Richmond CrabFests have

become marquee events of
the JMU Alumni Association.
The Jones families are
responsible for making
these events so successful.
They have committed more
than a decade to these
family friendly JMU events.

Distinguished Alumni
Chapter Award
Black Alumni Chapter
Chapter leader: Vanessa M.
Evans ('93, '97M)
The Black Alumni Chapter
has set a new standard for
providing a wide variety
of methods for alumni to
co ntinue to have an impact
on JMU. Th e chapter
coo rdinates a number
of programs including
a student mentoring
program partnered with
the Centennial Scholars
program and vario us
fundraisers to further the
endowment of the Black
Alumni Chapter Scholarship.
Th e chapter also hosts a
number of Homecoming
events and hosts Black
Alumni Reunion Weekend in
conj unction with CHOICES
Weekend to help bridge the
gap among past. present
and future Dukes.
ffl
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Tidewater career night a hit
Tidewater alumni hosted Career Networking night Oct. 3. More than 30 Dukes
attended and shared professional business expertise and professional information. Kelly Woodruff ('94) organized
the event and alumni were greeted by
potential employers and received goody
bags courtesy of Spherion. Many selfemployed alums took advantage of the
opportunity to promote their services or
offer advice to budding entrepreneurs.
The event was helpful to the chapter in
engaging recent graduates.

wwwJmu.edu/alumni/chapters/tidewater
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{My Madison}

Balance is the key
Guidance from CE O alum mentor helped me find my career path
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BY CHRI S

Wo o o ( ' 07)

t is not typical for most JMU students to have the opportunity to
meet the CEO of a fast-growing multimillion-dollar technology company.
Yet during my junior year, I got the
chance to do just that. I was fortunate enough to have Ken Bartee ('83) , CEO
and president of McDonald Bradley, as my
mentor. Bartee has worked for large companies, started small companies and has a wealth
of knowledge, which I was eager to explore.
When I came to JMU, I enjoyed playing
with computers and the stock market. So my
decision to pursue majors in computer information systems and finance was no surprise.
However at the time, I didn' t know how to
turn my passion into a career. Mr. Bartee instilled in me the importance of an internship
at a company where I would like to work full
time - internships typically turn into fullChris Wood ('07) says his CoB mentor, Ken Bartee ('83), helped him turn his passion into a
time offers of employment.
career. The president of McDonald Bradley (above) helped Wood find the perfect internship.
Mr. Bartee chairs the College of Business
Executive Advisory Council. This prestigious group ofJMU alumni based in Denver. It didn't take long for me to realize I had made
and friends come from all walks of life, live all over the country and the right choice. Since Mr. Bartee and I kept in regular contact,
provide long-term strategic guidance to the college. Council mem- he was able to review the numerous employment documents I had
bers speak to classes and enlighten students to career possibilities. to sign when I started working in May 2006. Also, having started
companies, he knew the kinds of things I needed to be aware of
Some members like Mr. Bartee also mentor CoB students.
I first met Mr. Bartee in 2005 at John Grisham's Katrina relief when working for a small company. Three months into the interncharity golf tournament at Wintergreen Resort. Just like me, he en- ship, one of the company's partners offered me a full-time position.
joys golf. While we didn't have much time to talk, I was looking After consulting with Mr. Bartee and my parents, I accepted the
offer and will begin full-time employment after I graduate.
forward to finding out how he had gone from JMU to CEO.
Balance is one of greatest lessons Mr. Bartee taught me. He has
As I began my senior year at Madison, I was asked to find stumanaged to run one of the fastest-growing companies in Washing- dents for the mentoring program. My mentoring relationship with
ton, D .C., while maintaining a family and lifestyle balance.
Mr. Bartee works well, because we make time to talk. It would be
When it came time to look for an internship, I followed Mr. Bar- difficult to have a beneficial mentoring relationship without consistee's advice and began to ex- tent communication. The program looks for students who are examine companies as if I were cited about the possibility of having an EAC mentor. I worked with
applying for a full-time posi- EAC-member Terry Bandy ('80) to find members excited about the
tion. In interviews, I asked possibility of becoming mentors.
about the company's personalEach mentoring relationship is different, some are informal while
ity, core values and how it had others are much more formal . Mr. Bartee and I talk about once a
achieved success. Mr. Bartee month, some students talk to their mentor once a week.
also put me in contact with
I am confident that without Mr. Bartee's guidance, I would have
several executives at some of interned with a company that would not have been a good fit. His
the companies I was research- guidance helped me avoid the worry of interviewing with compaing. Consequently, I learned nies this semester. Right now the possibilities for a CIS major are
that one of the best ways to numerous. I am glad that I had Mr. Bartee's guidance. Finding a
get to know a company is by job was easy. Finding a job I liked that was a good fit proved to be
talking to those who run it.
slightly more difficult.
ffl
After talking to several of
Interested in becoming a mentor? Contact Joyce Guthrie,
the larger firms in D.C., I associate CoB dean for student services, at guthrijw@jmu.edu.
accepted an internship at a Students interested in having a mentor should contact Guthrie
CHRIS Wooo ('07)
small financial software firm or Chris Wood at woodcw@jmu.edu.

'Balance is one
of the greatest
lessons Mr. Bartee taught me.
He has managed
to run one of the
fastest-growing
companies in D.C.,
while maintaining
a family and lifestyle balance.'
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{Back In the'Burg}

Visiting scholar is
counlerlenorism expert

Madison Events

Mike Tucker talks to students about American
strategies in Iraq BY KATIE O'Do w o ('07)

CAA Women's Basketball
Tournament

e are the
problem
in Iraq,"
counterterrorism
scholar
and author Mike Tucker
('82,'99M) cold students on
a visit to campus Oct. 9. The
former U.S. Marine Corps
infantryman outlined a victory strategy for Iraq and the
international war on terrorism
during his lecture in JMU's
Visiting Scholar's Program.
Tucker was attached to
Marines and the Iraqi Army
in Fallujah and western Counterterrorism scholar and author Mike Tucker
('82,'99M) traveled back to the 'Burg to talk to students
Iraq from September 2005 about American strategies in Iraq.
to April 2006. He was also
embedded with U.S. Army light infantry, in Iraq. "There is no reason we can't win.
paratroopers and Special Forces in north- We've been here before, but this is a far
ern and western Iraq and with Kurdish more diabolical enemy."
freedom fighters and Kurdish Democratic
Tucker supports a draft in the United
Party military intelligence.
States for all men 18 to 30 years old. Con"Democracy is not the answer in Iraq be- scientious objectors could serve the councause there is no history of unity in the Mid- try in other areas. "A nation in history chat
dle East," said Tucker, who earned his B.A. does not stand together is a nation chat
in history and an M.A. in English. "There is loses together," Tucker said.
The author documents his experiences
no solution out of the Bush administration
because they refuse to acknowledge Iraq is following American troops during urban
a map, not a country. We're fools to chink warfare in his 2005 book, Among Warriors
democracy will work in Iraq."
in Iraq: True Grit, Special Ops and LockAmerican forces failed to reach out and-Load Raiding in Mosul and Fa!lujah.
to Kurds, added Tucker, whose strat- Tucker also wrote Hell is Over: Voices ofthe
egy would allow the Kurds to infiltrate Kurds After Saddam, which was a finalist in
mosques, which are often terrorise centers, the Publishers Marketing Association 2005
and reduce the number of American troops Ben Franklin Award.
ffl

MARCH 7-10

Newark, Del.

www.Jmusports.com

MARCH 12-16

James Madison Week
Centennial Celebration Kickoff, fames Madison
Day ceremony and Madison Cup Debate

www.Jmu.edu/birthday

MARCH 31

Art Auction
at The Homestead
APRIL 3

Emeriti Faculty Reception
Alumnae Hall

www.Jmu.edu/emeriti

'f....

APRIL 12

El

Greater Madison Sports
Hall of Fame

1:1

Banquet

www.jmu.edu/greatermadison

APRIL 20-22

s

Bluestone Reunion Weekend
www.jmu.edu/reunions

APRIL 25

Kennedy Center
Music Serles
www.kennedy-center.org/tickets/

MAY 5

Commencement
Bridgeforth Stadium

www.jmu.edu/commencement
For more detailed information on any of
these events, please call the JMU Office
of Alumni Relations, toll free 1 (888) JMUALUM, or visit the online calendar at
www.jmu.edu/alumni/calendar/index.html

Would you like your alumni chapter
event tiighlighted in Madison?
Get a magazine stajf OK(540) 568-2664. Start planning early six weeks in advance of
the event. Provide digital images at least 300 dpi resolution and 3x5-inch dimensions
minimum. Cover the story. Tap the journalism, PR or communications grad in your chapter
to be your reporter. Submit all materials by deadline. Go co www.jmu.edu/MadisonOnllne
to find more helpful in-depth information about getting your chapter event featured.
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{Madison Legacies}

Can you beat this?
Freshman follows footsteps of 17 family members to Madison
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heir family crest should be purple and gold.
"Anybody who knows us, knows that we bleed purple and gold," says Gary Butler ('73). "All nine of my
grandchildren know that my favorite color is purple."
Madison is more than a college choice for the Butlers, it's a family tradition. With 17 extended family
members who have graduated, attended and currently attend Madison, the Butler family is living testimony of what an impact Madison has made on their lives.
Freshman Jessica is the newest Butler to attend Madison. She has
followed in the footsteps of her great-grandmother, Helen Bradley
('27), the first family member to attend and a Harrisonburg Normal
School graduate. "I cannot remember there ever being a time when
JMU was not a part of my life," says Jessica. "The Duke Dog has
flown outside my window on a flag for as long as I can remember. "
Roy G. Butler ('49) was the second Butler to attend Madison and
was one of the first 15 men admitted when World War II ended and
the governor of Virginia opened the doors of state-supported schools
to veterans. Roy made his own mark on Madison by being the first
male president of the Student Government Association and a founding
father of Sigma Delta Rho, which is now TKE. Roy is married to Elizabeth Burnside Butler, who attended Madison from 1948 to 1949.
Knowing that his mother, father, grandmother and brother enjoyed
the Madison Experience created a desire for Gary Butler to become a
Duke." I remember hearing stories of how my mom and her classmates
used to eat family style in the cafeteria," says Gary, the second son of
Roy and Elizabeth Butler. "Other Madison stories, like swimming in
the cold mountain water at the Blue Hole, painted a picture for me."
Roy and Elizabeth's oldest son, Marc, attended Madison during
the summer of 1967 before being drafted into the U.S. Army. Even
though Marc was enrolled for only a summer, he says that the bonds
made at Madison last a lifetime. His roommate Richard Hinnant is
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still, after 40 years, one of his
closest friends. Marc is one of
the founding members and
current president of the Fredericksburg Duke Club and
was named the 2006 Chapter
President of the Year.
After his stint in the Army,
Marc spent a great deal of Above, 11 of the 17 Butler fam ily
rime at Madison watching his and extended family members
gather for a Madison portrait durbrother, Gary, play basketing a fam ily wedding. Front row
ball. "Even though he was a (1-r) are Carrie Mills ('01), Heather
year and a half younger than Eustace ('03), Jessica Butler ('10)
me, Gary was pretty much and Jon Butler ('07). Second row
my best friend," says Marc. (1-r): Lee Eustace ('76), Barbara
Fagleston Eustace ('74), Deborah
"When he went to M adison, Eustace Britt ('83) and Phill Britt
I migrated back up there on ('82). Back row (1-r): Carol Eustace
most weekends. I don't chink Butler ('73), Rebecca Eustace
I missed but a handful of bas- Mills ('69) and Marc Butler ('67).
Duke Dog welcomes JMU's largest
ketball games in four years."
legacy family to the 2006 Leg acy
Marc is married ro Carol Luncheon in August. Marc ('67)
Eustace Butler ('73) . They are and Carol Eustace Butler ('73)
the parents of current students brought their freshman daughter,
Jessica ('10), to campus this fall.
Jessica ('10) and Jon ('07).
She joins her brother, Jon ('0 7).
Gary, who is still the career
average rebound record holder, said the biggest factor that brought
him to Madison was basketball. He was at first considering Ohio
University, the University of Richmond and Campbell College, but
Madison was going to have its first NCAA varsity basketball team
in 1969-70. "I felt I could be a part of building something new,"
says Gary. "Dr. Phil Huntsinger and Dr. John Rader helped me
decide to come to Madison. I definitely made the right decision."

DUK E DOG PHOTOGR APH BY DIANE ELLIO TT ('00)
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When you walk into

Sports events are some of the most memo1
rable Madison times for the Butlers. Marc
fondly remembers the 2004 National Championship football game. "One of the things
that will always be my favorite memory was
being able to take Jon to that game, and being able to share that magical experience
with him. That was a great event for JMU,
and our family, as I met several of our family members at Chattanooga for the weekend.
The memories will be with us forever."
For Jon ('07), an active member of the Student Duke Club, all of his first memories of
JMU are centered on athletics. He attended
football and basketball games with his dad
JESSICA BUTLER (' 10)
and grandpa when he was younger. "And the
2004 championship was special. It meant a lot
Gary has sponsored the Marching Royal
to me to be able to share those moments with
Dukes and brought them to King George
my family because they've been there since the to march in the Fall Festival, and though he
beginning," he says. "I was lucky enough to now lives near Jacksonville, Fla., and is not
see something in my sophomore year that a able to attend games like he once did, he follot of people won't see their entire lives."
lows the Dukes closely and supports them
The Butlers show their love and support financially. "The pride I've had through the
for Madison in many different ways. Marc years as an alumnus equals the great times I
has held season tickets for football and bas- had as a student," he says.
More fami ly members who attended
ketball since they first started offering them.
"I have hosted most of our coaches, past and Madison are Carol Eustace Butler's brother,
present, at my home over the years during sisters, nieces, in-laws and cousins. These legour D u ke C lub chapter golf outings," he acies include Lee Eustace ('76), Barbara Fasays. 'Tm proud of the way JMU sports have gleston Eustace ('74), Rebecca Eustace Mills
grown over the years with the facilities and ('69), Deborah Eustace Britt ('83), Phil! Britt
('82), Heather Eustace ('03), Carrie Mills
qualiry of the teams."

my grandmother's living room on Christmas
morning, there is a sea
of JMU sweatshirts,
coffee mugs and Madison conversations.
We are a James Madison family.'

('01), former golf team member the late Burt
Simmons ('80) and Ross Sullivan ('78).
Madison has changed and expanded over
the years, and for Jon and Jessica it is fun to
look at old pictures of Madison. "I have a yearbook from when my great-grandmother attended," says Jessica. "So much of the scenery
has changed. The campus has grown up and
the school has turned from a small women's
school to a large co-ed universiry." Yet, Jon
and Jessica agree that one thing has remained
the same - the pride that can be found in any
JMU student. "You'd be hard-pressed not to
have a good time at JMU," says Jon.
Jon believes that his family's legacy at
Madison is fairly close to the overall image of
Madison itself. "Every member of my family
has been able to succeed in a different area,"
he says. "We've had teachers, scientists, athletes and representatives. If JMU offers it,
we've probably done it."
As Jessica continues her academic career at
Madison, her family will be by her side, supporting her and remembering all the great
times as students and as alumni. 'There is not
one person in my family that JMU has not affected. When you walk into my grandmother's living room on Christmas morning, there
is a sea ofJMU sweatshirts, coffee mugs and
Madison conversations. We are a James Madison family," she says. "I believe that JMU has
my family's footprints all over it."
m

ALUMNI RELATIONS PROGRAM NOW INCLUDES TWO MAJOR EVENTS

Bluestone Reunion Weekend

Fall Reunion Weekend

Classes of 1932, 1937, 1942, 1947, 1952, 1957. April 20-21
(Register by April 13)

Classes of 1962, 1967, 1972, 19n, 1982, 1987, 1992,
1997, 2002. Sept. 7-9

This spring fete still honors alumni from the Madison College era and those
celebrating their 50th reunion. Don't miss the campus tours, luncheons, the
Bluestone Induction Ceremony and the infamous Madison Confessional.

Cheer on the Dukes at the first home football game (against UNH),
enjoy Fall Tailgate and reconnect with classmates and friends.

Want to help organize your reunion, write about your campus visit for Madison magazine, or register for a reunion weekend?
Contact the alumni relations staff at 1-(888) JMU·ALUM, or e-mail alumniJink@jmu.edu/.
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{Alums in the Lab}

Strong chemistry
Alums credit chemistry department for Los Alamos jobs
he very name Los Alamos conjures up images of
secrecy, government cover-ups and excracerrescrial
beings. Even its founding was mysterious. In early
1943, J. Robert Oppenheimer, the newly named
director of the as-yet-unbuilt nuclear weapons
design laboratory at Los Alamos, had to recruit a
scientific staff for a purpose he could nor disclose, at a place he
could not specify, for a period he could nor predict.
Adding co these ambiguities was the status of the staff - Brig.
Gen. Leslie Groves wanted a military laboratory where scientists
served in uniform, a stipulation to which Oppenheimer originally
agreed, bur soon learned chat most of the scientists who were recruited were reluctant to don uniforms. Although soldiers would
play a role in its work, the laboratory was never militarized. Instead, it became an outpost of academia.
Tucked in the mountains of New Mexico about 35 miles from
Santa Fe, the 46-square-mile laboratory thrives and serves as the nucleus for the small town of Los Alamos. It also serves as the workplace
for a number of JMU graduates - Scott Brewer ('99), Jeff Cross
('98), Andrew Dattelbaum ('95), Dana McGraw Dattelbaum ('96)
and Wendy Vogan McNeil, among others. Robert Atkins ('96) recently lefi: for the University of Wisconsin. JMU professor of chemistry Gina McDonald did her pose-doctorate work at Los Alamos.
"These are just the graduates we know about," Dana Dattelbaum says. "There are about 14,000 employees here, so it's hard to
know if there are others."
The miracle here is chat JMU grads even connect at all in chis behemoth workplace. Dattelbaum met and married Andrew Dattelbaum before coming to Los Alamos. They've run into ocher Dukes
by happenstance. Rob Ackins happened to live on the same street in
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BY SANDE SNEAD

('82)

town. Jeff Cross overlapped Dana McGraw Dattelbaum ('96),
with Dana at both JMU and Scott Brewer ('99), Jeffrey Cross
at the University of North ('97) and Andrew Dattelbaum ('05)
stand behind one of Los Alamos
Carolina where they both National Lab's two two-stage light
completed graduate work. gas guns. The gun is used in shock
Dana ran into Wendy Mc- and detonation physics experiNeil at an electrical safety ments at LANL and is capable of
shooting projectiles at velocities
training class at the lab.
up to 3.4 kilometers per second.
"I saw her and she said,
'You look familiar,' and we just figured it out," Dattelbaum says.
The graduates work in a wide variety of scientific fields - Andrew Dattelbaum in material science, Cross in chemistry, McNeil
in physics and Dana Daccelbaum in dynamic experimentation.
"We don't work together, and we are all in different sciences,"
Dana explains.
Cross says chat is one of the greatest things about the Los Alamos
National Lab. "There is so much going on here," he says. "There's
so much opportunity for collaboration with ochers outside of your
field of specialization. You can do anything you want to do."
Part of the reason chat the lab can claim this group of JMU
graduates is because of the school's strong chemistry program.
"JMU offers a solid base in chemistry," Cross says. "You get a
strong background at the undergraduate level in chemistry char
you normally wouldn't get until grad school."
Another reason JMU grads are drawn to Los Alamos is because
the lab is similar to a university setting. The lab affords opportunities for collaboration and careers in cutting-edge research. Also,
both JMU and the Los Alamos National Laboratory are leaders in
their fields. "It's great to work on projects that have national importance and in a place chat has national significance," Dana says. fl1
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Sharing mother's legacy
Family heirloom is a window into Madison College lzfe

BY KATI E

O'Dowo ('07)

~
El
....
=

Vetrovec and her mother both majored in
home economics education and went on to teach
high school. She remembers her mother telling
her about "The Practice House," where home
economics education students lived together and
ran the house themselves - budgeting, cooking,
cleaning, entertaining, sewing and studying.
Vetrovec, who lives in Richmond, says that
Massie and her sister-in-law, Vergilia Pollard
Duggins ('37), took their children to many
Madison functions like Homecoming and May
Day. "That all seemed like a fairyland to aspire
passed away Dec. 8, shares her
to when I was 12 years old," Vetrovec says. "My
of Madison memorabilia to JMU for the Cen- Madison College scrapbook
tennial Celebration that begins this month.
with her daughter, Mary Massie Aunt Vergilia is a niece of Betty Cleveland for
"My sisters and I always enjoyed looking at Vetrovec ('67). Inset: Duggins'
whom Cleveland Hall is named."
mom's scrapbook when we were growing up," senior photo.
Although the heirloom scrapbook reminds
says Massie's daughter, Mary Massie Vetrovec ('67). "It was al- Vetrovec of her own college experience, she says it was an easy
ways difficult for us children to believe she had a life prior to be- decision to agree to share it with the university. "This is a woning a mom. Now, I realize that her scrapbook is a little window derful way to share my mother with the Madison community.
into an era of college life that has not existed for many years."
Mom passed away on Dec. 8 at age 91. Madison is one of the
Massie's scrapbook contains handmade invitations to join most beautiful places in the bank of my family's memories. Madcampus clubs and groups, programs from plays and dance recit- ison in the fall was magical - seeing everyone's new wool skirts
als, keepsakes from date nights in Harrisonburg and even small and sweaters, those crisp days and the colors of the mountains.
gifts from classmates.
ffl
There is nowhere more beautiful."
picture says a thousand words but scrapbooks tell a whole story.
Like many students, Rose
Duggins M assie ('37) kept a
scrapbook during her four years
at Madison College, documenting her academic and life experiences and
campus life in the mid-l 930s. Massie filled
her scrapbook with memorabilia from campus
functions, church services, clubs, programs, art
events and dates. Lucky for the Madison community, Massie decided to donate her scrapbook Rose Duggins Massie ('37), who

•s

SCRAPBOOK PHOTOGRAPH BY DIANE ELLI OTT ( ' 00); MASSIE WITH DAUGHTER
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Stay tn touch) get involved and be Mad cool

43

Ti! Horn Purnell and her
husband, Lewis "Skip,"
have moved co Free Union co be
closer co their daughter.

60

Dorothy Johnson Housden ('88M) is enjoying
retirement and three grandchildren. She is a charter and active
member ofAlpha Delea Kappa,
Beta Nu Chapter. She lives in Luray
and volunteers in county schools.
The Shenandoah Chapter of
the Association ofFundraising
Professionals recognized Judith
Shreckhise Strickler in November
for her "outstanding philanthropic
pursuits and for demonstrating
exceptional civic and charitable
responsibility." Nominations for
the awards are solicited from the
greater Harrisonburg community,
including businesses, nonprofit and
civic groups, as well as individuals. Strickler and her late husband,
Charles 0. "Chip" Strickler ('60),
were recognized as "Individual
Philanthropists of the Year." Chip

*

'

Strickler was the president and
CEO of Rocco Enterprises Inc. He
started the Charles 0 . Strickler
Transplant Center at the University
ofVirginia Medical Center. Judith
serves on JMU's Board ofVisitors.
The Scricklers donated "extensively" to Rockingham Memorial
Hospical, JMU, the United Way,
the American Heare Association,
the March of Dimes, the Multiple
Sclerosis Society, the Harrisonburg
Children's Museum, Salvation
Army, the Shenandoah Valley
Children's Choir, the Virginia
Quilt Museum, WVPT, Harrisonburg Downtown Renaissance,
First Night Harrisonburg, Valley
Fourth, Court Days Festival and
many ocher local organizations.

64

Betsy Thomas, who played
basketball and field hockey
for Madison, was selected co the
Lafayette High School athletics hall
of fame. Thomas spent more than 30
years working for the WilliamsburgJames City School system, where

'.

'

I

she coached award- winning tennis
teams at Lafayette High School.

67

Jacqueline Hill Jurgens
retired from Chesterfield
County after 39 years of reaching.
She looks forward to traveling,
spoiling grandchildren and working on home improvement projects.
Carla Daniels Schutte retired
after 39 years in education. She
celebrated her retirement with a
I 0-day Mediterranean cruise and
now enjoys crafts, long walks with
her dog and painting.

*
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Linden Jean Miller Bolen
('72M) retired from Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools after
35 years. She and Gary relocated to
Stanfield, N.C. Barbara Anne
Eastep Kincaid retired from Fredericksburg City Public Schools
after 36 years as a librarian.

*

Ellen Harold Brodersen
was named co Virginia
Business magazine's annual list of
"Super CPAs." Brodersen is one of
450 CPAs in 12 practice categories
selected to the Super CPA list. She
is a member of the taxation and
estate-planning department at
Clark & Bradshaw PC, a Harrisonburg law firm. She is also president
of Starker X Led., a firm specializing in tax-deferred exchanges.
Virginia Business magazine and
the Virginia Society of Certified
Public Accountants polled more
than 6,000 CPAs across the scare co
determine chose considered the best
at their craft.

78

Major General Raymond
V. Mason, a College

Karen E. Caper Marlowe
('78M) retired after reaching for 35 years in Clarke County.
She and her husband, Stephen, live
in Pennsylvania and celebrated
their 27th anniversary. Margaret Estelle Vorous ('75M) accepted
the position oflibrarian/media
specialist at Bedington Elementary
in Berkeley, W.Va. She passed the
real estate exam and works pare
rime as a real estate agent.

of Business graduate and one of
the first cadets in JMU's ROTC
program, is
commanding
general of the
U.S.Army's
19th Sustainment Command
(Expeditionary).
Mason has served
Brig. General
the Army for
RaymondV.
27 years, and in
Mason ('78)
December he was
promoted to the rank of major general. He is the only known cwo-scar
general amongJMU alumni.
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*

Carolyn Muller Brennan
is an office manager for
Springfield Youth Club where she
has been employed for 13 years.

75

Barbara Carroll Rosecrans received a National
Catholic Educational Association
Distinguished Graduate Award
as graduate of Our Lady of Good
Counsel School in Vienna.
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Joe Showker earned a
Children's Champion
Award for his work with Virginia's
Web Wise Kids program. Congressman Bob Goodlarce presented the
Montevideo Middle School instructional technology resource teacher
with the award. Web Wise Kids is a
nonprofit organization chat works
with community partners including
teachers, law enforcement and com-

STR ICKLER PHOTOGRAPH BY TOM COGILL
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become the Samuel Miller Senior
Housing Community.

81

Kevin C. Jones accepted
the position of director for
corporate tax at Watkins, Meegan,
Drury & Co. LLC located in
Bethesda, Md. His son Todd, is a
freshman atJMU.

83

Melissa Grubbs Blankenship is director-sales and
marketing for Friendship Industries
in Harrisonburg. Christine
Thuot Ross, executive director of
the Falmouth Chamber of Commerce, earned a master's degree
in marketing, summa cum laude,
from the University of Maryland
University College. Ross completed
her coursework exclusively through
UMUC's Web-based education
program in order to juggle a fulltime job, continuing education and
raising three sons. She completed
coursework in nonprofit management in 2004 and received the
IOM designation from the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce's Institute
for Organizational Management.
David R. Wire, an account
executive with Automotive Aftermarket Division, was featured
in the 3M Stemwinder for his
involvement in the development of
supplies for racing.

*

Rep. Bob Goodlatte presents Joe Showker with a Children's Champion Award for his work with the Web Wise Kids program. Through
Showker's presentations, thousands of Virginia parents, teachers
and children have learned strategies for safe Internet use.

munity youth leaders co teach and
develop strategies for safe Internet
use and the detection and deterrence of online predators. Showker
is a member of WWK's advisory
board and has been instrumental
in expanding the scope of the organization by teaching thousands of
parents, teachers and children in the
commonwealth about safe Internet
use. "Joe Showker is an excellent
teacher and his enthusiasm and
energy for his work are admirable,"
said Goodlatte. "Joe's work with
the Web Wise Kids educational
program is a shining example of
his dedication to education and
protecting our children from online
predators .... Joe is arming Virginia
children and teens and those who
care for them with the knowledge
and cools needed co better detect
and deter online solicitation. I
applaud his efforts and look forward
co continuing co work with him co
m ake sure children can safely access
th e Internet."

80

Dr. K. Shannon Davis
was appointed associate
dean for undergraduate programs
in the College of Management at
North Carolina State University
at Raleigh. In addition co her
new administrative role, Davis
will remain in her current position as a tenured professor of
human resource management in
the Department of Management,
Innovation and Entrepreneurship
at N.C. State. Davis has taught for
more than 15 years at the university
level, including both graduate and
undergraduate courses, and was
named an Alumni Distinguished
Undergraduate Professor at State
in 2006. Brian Hochheimer
joined the EMMES Corp. located
in Rockville, Md., as vice president
and chieffinancial officer. * David
Ritt is executive director for Presbyterian Homes & Services. He
merged the Samuel Miller Christian Retirement Center with Presbyterian Homes & Services Inc. co

*
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Wayne Preston Creed
published a new novel,
Fisher Lotus, which takes place in
Harrisonburg and on the JMU
campus. Thomas E. Utz is currently an instructor of criminal
justice at TES ST College ofTechnology's Towson, Md., campus.

*
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PR News, the leading
trade publication among
communicators, namedJMU

Alumni Association Board President Elaine Toth Hinsdale as the
2006 Internal Communications
Professional of the Year. Hinsdale
was honored at
the National
Press Club in
Washington,
D.C., in November. A commun ication arts graduate, Hinsdale is
communications
director at LockElaine Toth
heed Martin.
Hinsdale ('85)
than
200
More
public relations professionals
attended the annual PR People
Awards luncheon co salute the
leading communications pros. "PR
professionals often work behind
the scenes, sometimes without
the 'thanks' and accolades they
so deserve," says Diane Schwartz,

SCHOLARSHIP
THANKS
Dear Tim Williams:
Thank you for supporting the
Norm Kuhl Memorial Scholarship.
This scholarship truly helps me
attend]MU and gives me a reason
to keep my academic achievements
as high as possible. I'm a senior
accounting/finance double major
fro m Annapolis, M d. I choseJMU
because ofits amazing business
school. I will be the first in my
father's family to earn a four-year
degree and the second in my mother's
(she graduated with an English
degree at age 37). I have accepted a
position with a regional accounting
firm in Northern Virginia and will
begin this August. Thank you again,
Elizabeth Young ('07)
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It's all about sales

S

I
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By Sande Snead (' 82 )

oon after Jim Gould ('88) and Sam Parker ('87) graduated
from Madison, they began a ritual of meeting every other
Friday to talk about business and their careers over bagels
and coffee. Over the years, Gould seemed to talk about a
variety of topics, but Parker was intent on one idea. He wanted
to produce radio
programming
focused on sales
tips and motivational talks for
salespeople to
listen to in their
cars. He talked
about this idea for
five years.
Finally, Gould
asked, "What if
we do it online?"
And justsell.com
was born.
"We made a
concrete decision Justsell.com entrepreneurs Sam Parker
to do it in October ('87) and Jim Gould ('88).
1997," Parker
says. "We bought our domain name and raised enough capital
for me to go full time within four months."
The Web site provides sales training, professional development tips and ideas to sales executives and their teams. The
company sends out electronic newsletters about 20 days per
month to nearly 140,000 e-mail subscribers. The site also features sales quotes, wall-paper downloads, sales tips and sales
prospects. Revenue comes solely from advertising by companies
like WebEx, Circuit City and Oracle.
The JMU buddies have an office in Richmond's west end with
about a dozen employees. A third of their staff drives revenues
and another third compiles, writes and e-mails the newsletters.
Gould kept his job selling on line banking services to banks for
a while before going full time with justsell.com. Parker was selling
credit-card transaction software to banks, but he jumped into
the venture headfirst. "I'm a risk taker," Parker says. "I've been an
entrepreneur since my JMU days. A friend and I had a successful
T-shirt business. We made the first Madison shirts. Until 1987,
there were shirts that said, 'JMU,' but none that said 'Madison.'
U.Va. had a shirt with a big Von it, so we made a shirt with a big M.
We made enough money to travel to Australia after graduation."
Gould and Parker each had more than 10 years of sales and management experience when they started justsell.com. "We write the
newsletters with the least fluff possible," Parker says. "These are
the Cliff Notes on what needs to be done to make the sale. It's not a
300-page book on time management. We have an extremely popular motivational quote newsletter with 82,000 subscribers."
Gould says he was inspired to be an entrepreneur in part
because of his involvement with Delta Sigma Pi, JMU's professional business fraternity. "I was exposed to speakers and trips to
companies," he says. "That's when I began taking a real interest
in being in business."
Gould visits JMU twice a year to talk to marketing classes. "It's
great fun to go back because I have a lot of good memories. JMU
is where I met my wife."
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vice president and publisher of PR
News. "The winning PR people
stood apart for their leadership,
creativity and results-driven activities during the 2005 calendar year
judging period." The awards were
judged by a blue-chip panel that
includes PR executives from corporations, agencies, nonprofits,
associations, leading educators and
industry consultants.
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Elizabeth "Beth" Kesler
Williams, who raised
awareness about breast cancer by
fighti ng the disease in the public
spotlight, died of cancer Nov. 5,
2006. She was diagnosed with
breast cancer in 1997 while she was
pregnant. She and her husband, C.
James Williams III, decided not
to terminate the pregnancy, which
was a common outcome for cancer
patients in years past. Instead, she
underwent a partial mastectomy
and chemotherapy while she was
pregnant and hoped for the best.
She went public with her story, hoping to educate other young women
about breast cancer and ways to
confront it. She was the subject of
an article in the Richmond TimesDispatch on Sept. 9, 1997. Two
months later, a healthy Matthew
McElvie Williams was born. The
Williamses permitted the CBS
newsmagazine 48 Hours to videotape his birth, and she was interviewed by journalist Paula Zahn. In
recent years, she lobbied on behalf
of those diagnosed with breast
cancer, working with a number of
organizations, including Virginia
Commonwealth University's
Massey Cancer Center.

87

Mark C. Pratt is the
regional director ofgovernment relations for Anthem
Blue Cross Blue Shield. He lives in
Richmond with his wife, Marielend,
and their two children, Kristina and
Andrew. Shawn Rollins Thompson returned to teaching after working as a stay-at-home mom for 10
years. She teaches at New Covenant
Christian Schools in Lynchburg
where her three children attend.

*
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Michelle Caddi.gan was
promoted to assistant
athletics director/senior women's
administrator at Wingate University. T he Bulldog's softball coach
won her 300th game in March
2006. In 10
Wingate seasons,
Caddigan has
compiled a 336160-2 overall
record. The Bulldogs set a new
school single-seaMichelle Cadson win record at
digan ('90)
47-11, and the 47
wins included two victories in the
NCAA Division II South Atlantic
Regional tournament. Caddigan
earned her M.S. from Madison in
kinesiology with a concentration in
athletics administration. At JMU,
Caddigan was a player/coach and
president of the softball club from
1986 to 1989. Vince Cash, who
has 10 years of banking experience,
is the manager of Planters Bank &
Trust Co. ofVirginia's newest Harrisonburg branch at South High St.
The 3,100-square-foot facil ity is
Planters' fourth branch in Harrisonburg and Rockingham County.

*
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Denise Hall Badaruddin
earned a Ph.D. in clinical
psychology. She is a psychologist in
a private practice located in Louisiana. * Jay W. File was promo red to
junior marketing consultant with
Chick-Fil-A Corp. He lives in Georgia with Nicole Soldovere ('92)
and their three chi ldren, Brandon,
Brianna and Bridget. * Norman

Joe Mulllns ('93)
also creates skull
reconstructions to
answer questions,
help solve cases
and allow families
to find closure.

Andrew "Andy" Sydnor ('94M)
was promoted to info rmation systems campus liaison at Cali forn ia
State Un iversity at Long Beach.

93

Dr. Timothy Persons was

honored by the Director of
National Intelligence as one of 10
ON! Fellows in December. Persons
is technical director a nd chief scientist for rhe Disruptive Technology
Office at the Nationa l Security
Agency. A $200,000 research grant
is awarded to each DNI fe ll ow to
perform government intelligence
technology research. DNI fe llows are nomin ated by the science
and technology organizations of
the intelligence community and
selected ann ually by the Office of
the Associate Director of National
Intelligence for Science and Technology. They a re chosen for their
outstand ing technical contributions, the expectation of significant
technica l advances based upon their
track record of achievement, a nd
the potential for the fe llowship to
facilitate subsequent technica l work
and collaboration across the intelligence community.

SCHOLARSHIP
THANKS
Dear Melvin Will Jr.:
I want to take the time to thank
you for your generosity in providing
the Melvin Will Jr. Scholarship.
Through your gift, I am able to
adequately pursue my education in
speech and language pathology. During the next two years I will be working on earning my master's degree in
this field. I hope to concentrate my
studies in the area ofspeech and language needs ofspecial needs children.
Due to the remarkable education
offered by ]MU and your generous
support, I will be able to make a difference in those children's lives.
Thank you again,
Mae Condon (' 07)

Forensic artist on the case

J

By Katie O'Dowd ('07)

oe Mullins' ('93) job description sounds like an episode of CSL The forensic imaging specialist works for the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children in Alexandria. The
center's forensic imagi~g unit does age progressions and facial reconstructions of missing
children. Since the unit s founding in 1990, more than 700 cases have been resolved with the
help of age progression technology. The process, Mullins explains, is more technique than
technology. Imaging specialists refer to photos of a child's parents to pick out any shared biological characteristics. " Ideally we want to see pictures of mom and dad at the age the child would be

today, " Mullins says.
Pictures are scanned into Adobe Photoshop and manually manipulated, while maintaining the
child 's unique facial identity. " We're not going to produce a portrait of the child because the face
is just too unique for that." he says. "As long as we're in the proverbial ballpark, and the right person sees the image, we're certain that the child will be recognized .... The work can drag you down,
but we stay positive and focus on the happy endings and answers we can provide to families."
Cases must be two years old before they are processed because a child's face doesn't change
significantly in that amount of time. Images are updated in two-year increments until the child
turns 18 - when growth rates diminish. After that. photos are updated every five years.
" We've got some cases where the child would be in their mid-40s, but we continue to update
those images, because there's always hope that we'll be able to bring them home," Mullins says.
Mullin's high-profile work has been featured on CNN, NBC, Fox News, the Discovery Channel,
America 's Most Wanted and Dateline. Mullins has also presented his work in front of the House
Judiciary Committee and in cities nationwide. "His work increases the chance that a child will be
recognized, which can provide closure to a family or hopefully bring that child home," says Lauren Maguire ('05), a training and education coordinator at the NCMEC.
" The job is important because I'm helping find lost children, helping law enforcement arrest the
bad guys and helping put a name with the victims," Mullins says. "I wouldn't have gotten my foot
in the door of this field without my degree. The skills I learned in fine arts and graphic design from

my talented professors helped me get where I am today."
Mullins relives JMU days with four Dukes who work at the center. "It's nice to have a few other
alumni here to talk about the good times in the 'Burg," he says. Kelly Bellino ('04) is a senior call
center specialist. Jennifer Cordero Stanco ('00) is a supervisor at the call center, and Alyson
Wells Walty ('93) is a development coordinator.
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From Dukelles lo big dreams
and back again

W

I i

I,

B y Karie Fir zGe r al d (' 0 7)

ith fake la shes securely glued
and lips covered with blood-red
lipstick, Suzanne Wogisch Trow
('00) waits in the wings, mentally
reviewing the steps one more time before making
her stage entrance. The music begins, and she
awaits the cue. As the curtain rises and si lence
falls, butterflies work overtime in her stomach.
Two years have passed si nce Trow performed professionally, but it is this sense of excitement that
she re-creates in her Harrisonburg dance classes.
"There is nothing like that feeling you get when
you first step on a stage," she says.
The dance and theater major and former
Dukette auditioned two weeks after graduation
and landed a part
in Pokemon Live! at
Radio City Music Hall.
This first job turned
into the national
Pokemon Live! tour
and sold out arenas nationwide. She
also performed on
many other Actor's
Equity Tours (Broadway National Tours)
and lived in Branson,
Mo., while serving
as dance captain for
Mississippi Love. Trow
moved to England
for the international
tour of Pokemon Live!
which she directed
and choreographed.
"This was a turning
point in my life," she
says, "i t showed that I
could do more."
After performing
worldwide for four
years, Trow began the
newest chapter in her
life - coaching JMU's
Dukettes and sharing her passion for
musical theater with
students at Dance
and Company in Harrisonburg.
While her students
warm up, the tunes of
Jack Johnson resound
off pastel-colored
walls. The girls imitate
Trow sitting in the
splits position. She

bends her head down to the floor with ease (from
24 years of dance experience). With smooth,
fluid moves, Trow is more flexible than most of
her students.
She claps her hands to focus the students. They
are about to improvise a skit making only expressions and gestures. An xious waves shoot through
the room as the girls divide into groups. "I know
it's not always comfortable doing improv;" says
Trow, "but I want them to learn not to think, to just
jump up there and see what happens. That is the
only way to learn." After performing and hearing
Trow 's uplifting critiques, the girls are all smiles.
"Suzanne uses a professional approach while being
very demanding of high standards," says Marching
Royal Dukes Director
Patrick Rooney, who
has worked with Trow
this past year.
"I am very particular about the things I
do, about what I put
my name on," says
Trow. "I didn't want to
always be just a chorus girl, so I ended up
taking other jobs that
gave me more opportunity as a performer,
to work in my chosen
craft as consistently
as possible and actually make it a career."
Senior Dukette
Sara Buckheit says,
"Suzanne has a great
balance of fun and
optimism while sti ll
maintaining respect
and instilling a serious
work ethic. She has
a lot of experience,
which allows her to
have a lot of perspective and crea tivity with
our dance team."
Trow says the 6year-olds make her
love teaching: "How
can you not enjoy it
when you get to share
your passion and give
yourself to a kid? "
Suzanne Trow ('00)
portrays Buffy in
Andrew Lloyd
Webber's rock-opera
Starlight Express.
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David L. Coleman j oined
Norfolk Southern C orp.'s
law department. He and his
wife, Carrie McGranahan ('96) ,
moved to Norfolk from Penn sylvania. They have rwo sons, James
and Ol iver.

97

Leann Parker of Lewis
Center, Ohio, is associate
director of Ohio State Athletics Communications. She says,
"When the fami ly gathered during
Thanksgiving weekend, we made
sure to watch the JMU football
team take on Yo ungstown Seate.
We had ro take a picture of everyone dressed in their purple and
gold ready ro cheer on the Dukes!"

0I

Kevin Douglas Hoch
earned a master's of education in higher education admini stration in 2005 from North
Carolina Seate University. He i s a
program manager for Cross Con tinent MBA program at Duke's
Fuqua School of Business.

02

Carly Isaac accepted a
position as public affairs
speci alist at Datatel Inc. in Fairfax.
Carole Denise Jones starred in
the title role ofElro n John's musica l Aida. T he Media Theatre's
October 2006 production is
Philadelphia's first professional

*

The Parker Purple and Gold
Team root on the Dukes. (Back
row, 1-r) are Sall ye Parker ('93M)
and G. Edgar Parker (former
mathematics professor). (Front
row): Leann Behrens Parker,
George "Eric" Parker ('97) and
Future Duke Devin Parker (born

Oct. 28, 2006).
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productio n of the Tony-win nin g
musical. Aida fo llows the love triangle between a N ubian Princess,
an Egypt ian
captain, and the
captain's fu tu re
wife. T he sco re
includes severa l
powerhouse
ballads, and
Aida ca ptured
the hea rts of
Broadway theater
Carole D.
patrons. Jones, a
Jones ('02)
musical theater
major, has appeared in Soon ofa
Momin' at the New York Musica l
Theatre Festiva l and Festival ofthe
Lion King at Wair D isney Wo rld.
She has worked with Faith Prince
and Ca rl A nderson in Faith In
Christmas an d also appeared in a
production of Chicago. Kathleen
Hunt Rustin relocated to Bristow
with Ma rk. She wo rks at an autism
magnet school in Prince Wi lli am
County and is enjoy ing decoratin g
her new home.

*

03

Kristin Cilento is an
associate in O ber Kaler's
Hea lth Law Gro up in Baltim ore.
Amanda Wattenmaker ea rn ed
a mas ter's in public health from
the De partm ent of Ep id emiology
and Commun ity H ea lth at Vir-

*

ginia Commonwealth University/
Med ica l College ofVirgin ia. She
is a faculty member at Virginia
Commonwealth Un iversity.

04

Megan E. Angevine
earned a master's in
anth ro pology from George Washington U ni versity in May.

Os

Ami r Abyaneh was
accepted to the Pennsylvania College of Optometry's Doctor of Optometry program. One
of 17 accredited optometry progra m s in the natio n, PCO graduates 90 percent of the pract icing
optometrists in Pennsylvania and
20 perce nt nationw ide . Chris
Babb, who completed his M .A .
in education at J MU in 2006, has
hiked the entire
Appalach ian
Tra il. T he Monrovia, Md., resi dent says he has
always enjoyed
the outdoors,
rriath Ions and
mountain biking. * Jessi ca
Chris Babb ('05)
Goins joined
th e Greater R ichmond C hap ter
of the American Red Cross as
d isas ter se rvices progra m d irector.
After graduation Go ins se rved

*

Get involved inMadison magazine

Professors You Love
Tell us about those special Professors You Love. This series, written by
Pat Bruce, Pro·
alumni and students, has won four
fessor You Love
straight CASE District III awards
Winter 2007.
for feature series writing. Keep those
top-notch submissions coming. The magazine staff will
help with editing. Send your entries to madisonmag@
jmu.edu or Madison magazine, 220 University Blvd.,
MSC 3610, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
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Second Iraqi lour
1 feels right'

U

B y K a t e l y n Wysz n s ki (' 0 7)

.S. Arm y officer and ROTC program graduate Jeffrey Farmer
('88) says his career is "constantly changing. One minute
I'm a high-school athletics director, the
next I'm in Iraq as a program manager."
The physical education major earned a
Bronze Star for his 2005 work supporting Operation Iraqi Freedom. The medal
was for exceptionally meritorious service
planning and executing facilities for the
Ministry of Defense Armed Forces. "I've
always enjoyed building as a hobby," says
Farmer, whose first construction experi- JJIII /
ence was working at a camp in Madison
County as a student. At first, the work
was frustrating , but some encourage- Jeffrey Farmer ('88)
ment from good friend and NASA engi- is recognized with the
neer Louie Gonzales motivated him to Bronze Star for mericomplete the job, return to campus and torious service in Iraq.
put his new work ethic to use in ROTC.
Growing up in Alexandria, Farmer was familiar with the military
lifestyle. He played ba seball and football at Fork Union Military
Academy. "I came to JMU to play football but enjoyed the military
discipline I received at FUMA . ... I took an orienteering class with
Capt. Kench, who told me about the ROTC scholarship program. I
applied, and the rest is history. ROTC paid for school and I had a
job waiting after graduation."
Farmer met his future wife, Pamela, a fellow ROTC member,
when she lost her student ID. " When I met her at the police station to return her ID, I dropped it while handing it to her. We both
reached down to pick it up, and we bumped heads ... I think that 's
when cupid hit us. We got married a year later."
After graduation, Farmer served as a highway construction
inspector for VDOT. He then completed an engineer officer basic
course and went into education . "I've been in public education for
almo st 20 years as a coach, teacher, athletics director, assistant
principal, and principal. I feel like I have done it all. I've coached in
state champion ships and administered schools with the best SOL
scores in the state," he says. Farmer also teaches ROTC as an
assi stant military science professor at JMU, VMI and U.Va. (where
he received hi s ma ster 's in education). He was mobilized and
deployed in 2005 from Hot Springs, Va., where he was working
as an athletic s director, teacher and coach at Bath County High
School. "Working with kids was a lot of fun and rewarding but
sometimes you get called to a higher mission. You watch the war
news at home, and then you come to Iraq and see it for yourself."
Back in Iraq for a second tour, Farmer says, "I feel I'm in the right
place doing the right thing. "
Working 10- to 14-hour days, seven days a week, Farmer is
program manager for the Multi-National Security Transition
Command 's Southern Police Station. He checks on new and renovated Iraqi police station con struction and helps develop new
projects. He also visits a school in Baghdad at least once a month
to deliver much-needed school supplies. "I enjoy what I'm doing,
and hopefully next year I can be back home with Pamela and our
three daughters [Whitney, Cameron and Aubrey] and return to
public education ."

_J
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AmeriCorps , where she was part
of the National Preparedness &
Response Corps at the Greater
Richmond Chapter of the American Red Cross. * Minu Shah
was accepted to the Pennsylvania
College of Optometry's Doctor
of Optometry program. * April
Steward joined a training program for an AIDS marathon. She
ran the half marathon in January.

06

Leanne Desmond is
a nurse at Children's
National Medical Center in Washington, D.C., in the Medical Care
Unit. * Lynn Michelle Moonan
accepted a position in Seattle with
Americorp-City Year. * Amy
Rhodes completed a Church of
the Brethren Volunteer Service
assignment with the Church of the
Brethren Youth and Young Adult
Miniseries in Elgin, Ill. * Rachel
Weber completed a Church of the
Brethren Volunteer Service assignment with World Student Christian
Federation in Budapest, Hungary.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

07

The Chicago Fire selected
Mark Totten during
the Major Soccer League 2007
Supplemental Draft, held Jan. 18,
amongst the league's 13 teams. The
four-round
supplemental draft
follows the
MLS Super
Draft,
which was
held in
Indianapolis on Jan.
12. Totten,
Mark Totten ('07)
a midfielder
from Chalfont, Pa., was the eighth
choice in the first round. He was
a four-year starter and a former
All-South Atlantic Region and
All-CAA selection. He finished his
career ranked 12th on JMU 's assist
list (21). In 2006 he was second on
team in goals (6) and points (15)
and third in assists. In 2003 he was
the Colonial Athletics Association
Rookie of the Year.

Weddings
1970s

Karen Kerwath ('79) to William Lukianoff('79), 10 / 17/04

1990s

Kelly Floyd ('93, '97M) to Gregory Troxell ('87) ,

7/08/06

* Sean McCrae ('96) to Letitia McNulcy, 8/19/06 *
* Melanie

Maria Georgeadis ('97) to Josh Muldner, 8/26/05

Hooyenga ('97) to Ibis Avila, 8/26/06 * Tara Burkholder ('98)
to Reynolds Saunders, 8/05/06

* Tricia McGoldrick ('99) to

Matthew Sheehan, 9/30/06

2000s

* Kimberly
* Angela Prandi

Amy Clark ('OO) to Keith Grace, 7/13/06

Macleod ('OO) to William Luke, 7/22/06

('OO) to Steven Hanlon, 9/02/06 * Andrea Polizzi ('OO) to Paul

* Kelly Wheaton ('OO) to Marcus Barton
* Bryan Chojnacki ('01) to Jennifer Wuko,

Nicolosi, 7 /30/06

('03), 8/20/05

8/19/05 * Dorris Carneal ('02) to Stephen Sanders, 4/22/06
* Sarah Jones ('02) to Matthew Sampson ('01), 8/05/06 *Jill

Masimore ('02, '05M) to Benton Gills Jr., 10/08/06 * Michelle
Poland ('02) to Sean Devlin, 6/17/06
to Benjamin Polk, 5/20/06

Carhart ('99), 7/15/06
('03), 5/20/06

* Kristin Poland ('02)

* Emily Thomas ('02) to Jonathan

* Lauren Brooks ('03) to Craig Johnson

* Mary Beth James ('03) to Sean Scramaglia,

* Jennifer Lemley ('03) to Stephen Shepard ('03),
9109/06 * Katie Thomas ('03) to Jason Sitterson ('99), 4/29 / 06
6/24/06

* Lauren Palmeroy ('04) to Brandon Beach ('05) 7/14/06 * Tara
Spicer ('04) to Aaron Barcolain, 6/10/06
Noah Goodall, 6/26/06

('03), 4/01/06

* Robin Walker ('04) to

* Crystal Munson ('05) to Joshua Jones

* Danielle Pauly ('05) to Matthew Merrill ('02) ,

8/17/06 * Diane Schlundt ('05) to Joshua Barnes ('05), 7/15/06

Don't
liangup
When the Madison
Connection telefund
calls, there is a JMU
student on the line
hoping to make your
acquaintance. By
investing in JMU,
you' re investing
in them.

Future Dukes
1980s

Timothy Michael McConville ('86) and Amy, a son,

Ronan Michael, 8/25/06 .

1990s

Laura Leddy Farrell ('90) and Nick ('90), a son,

Thomas Patrick, 2/25/06 .

* Bonnie Heer Franklin ('90) and

Rhett ('90), a son, Cade Everett, 7/20/06.

* Elaine Little Oakes

('90) and Lynn ('91), a son, Lleyton Perry, 10/21/05.

* Jeneanne

O'Hara Cahill ('91) and Troy ('91) a son, Samuel Thomas,

* Angela Crotts Gill ('91) and David, a daughter,
* Margaret "Meg" A. Logan ('91)
and John Chambers, a daughter, Mary Clare, 7 /24/06 . * Jen9/05/06.

Katherine Averett, 7 /06/06.

nifer Riggs Pate ('92) and Russell, a daughter, Kylie Katherine ,
9/15/05.

* Lori Alexander Woodruff ('91) and Troy, a son,

Troy Alexander, 8/07/05.

* Sarah Wampler Bergh ('93) and

Geff, a daughter, Mackenzie Grace, 3/28/06.

* Claire Polizzi

Briggs ('93) and Tony, a daughter, Rosalie Christina, 8/07/06 .

* Wendy Miles DuRocher ('94) and Edward ('94), a daughter,
Hailey Rose, 4/04/05.

* Tom Hamilton ('94) and Heather, a

son, Jackson William, 1/ 18 / 06 . * Mary Lee Sokolow ('94) and
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Ke vin , twins, son , Gavin , daughter, Kendall Hollee , 1/15/06 .

Pettengill ('98) a nd Matthew, a daughter, Aver y Rein, 3/17/06 .

* Susan Greer Strohlein ('94) and Frank, a son, Jacob Gustav,

* Kimberly Matthews Robertello ('98) and Steve, a daughter,

9/08/06.

* Christine Landry Aguayo ('95) and Luis ('95), a

daughter, Isabella Sofia , 12/17/05. * Julie Reed Leader ('95) and

Ava , 4 / 26 / 06 . * Jennifer Malone Sulanke ('98) and Geoff('98),
a son, Geoffre y Adam, 3/ 18/06. * Chelsea Wildt Taft ('98) and

Keith, a daughter, Ava Marilyn Frances, 4/16/06. * Paula Simp-

Beau , a son , Noah Robert, 7 / 19 / 06. * Andrea Moser Atkinson

* Carrie McGranahan Coleman ('96) and David ('95), a son ,

('99) and Andy, a son , Samuel James, 6/17/06 . * Melissa Dawn
Carter Feazell ('99) and Kevin , a son , Career Harding, 1/06/06.

Oliver Sanders , 5/16/06. * Elaine Fullerton Gleaton ('96) and

* Danielle Musco Gaucher ('99) and Gino , a son , Aidan Sebas-

I son Mosby ('95) and Gary, a daughter, Margaret Jane 5/ 06 / 06.
Mark, a daughter, Alexa Lynette, 3/27/06 .

* Katie Goodman

tian , 5/ 15 / 06. * Carrie McCabe Halpern ('99) and Michael

Le ('96) and Quoc Le ('95), a daughter, Brianna Kim, 4/25/06.

('99) , a son , Jackson Charles , 9/ 21/06 . * Sarah Pleacher Hard-

* Patricia Reader Phelps ('96) and Lin, a son, Sterlin Rylee

ing ('99) and Eric ('98) , a son, Benjamin Robert, 7/21/06 . *

Pa rker, 8/01/06 . * Michelle Stockunas Spangenburg ('96) and

Susan Pulju Kraft ('99) and Jesse, a daughter, Molly Catherine,

Es pen, a son, Quincy Anderson, 6/12/06. * Lellie Swords ('96)

8/04/06. * Elaine Taoras Schlegel ('99) and Edward ('99) , a

and Kyle, a son, Ryanne Taylor, 10/19/05.

* Amber Rosenberg

son, Augustus Edward, 10/25/05. * Emily Henrich Swenson

Badgley ('97) and Andrew ('97), a son, Nathan Alex, 9/01/06.

('99) and Chris ('OO), a daughter, Charlotte Leigh, 7/29/06.

* Melissa Asuncion Coker ('97) and Lorillard ('95), a daughter,

2000s Melanie Maynard Bowen ('OO) and Keith ('98), a

Sienna Elizabeth, 12/02/05 . * Kim Hayslett Gajan ('97) and
Raymond, a daughter, Audrey Ruch , 2/17/06.

* Jeffrey "Jeff"

Kaminski ('97) and Siobhan, a daughter Madison, 10/15/05 . *
Tracie Campana Meadows ('97) and Mark ('98), a son, William
James, 8/24/06. * Amy Fazio Smith ('97) and Conor ('98) , a

daughter, Cassandra Lee, 3/31/06. * Jenna Wills Easton ('00)
and Chris, a son, Collier George , 10/04/06 .

*

Jennifer E.
McMinn ('OO) and Joseph ('OO), a daughter, Lillianne Grace,

9/ 13/05. * Kristen Chingenpeel Ramsey ('02) and Christian
('98), a daughter, Avery Christabelle , 7/26/06. * James Wood

d a ughter, Nina Ellen, 6/01/06. * Molly Mitchell Snow ('97)

('02) and Natalie Smith, a daughter, Callie Elizabeth, 7 /05/06.

and Neil , a son, Jack Wesley, 6/09 / 05. * Jocelyn Potts Baroody

* Kristy Alexander Malik ('03) and Osama ('03), a daughter,

('98) and Pete ('99), a daughter, Marin King , 6/15/06. * Angela

Hana Sitara , 9/04/06.

n

i

Krum Drakulich ('98) and Petar ('98), a daughter, Helena
Jean , 7 /01/06. * Andrea Root Ginty ('98) and Kevin ('98) ,
twins, son , Jack Sullivan, daughter, Layla Annabelle, 6/07/06.
* Melissa Miller Jenkins ('98) and Brad ('99), a daughter, Lela
G race, 8/20/06. * Jessica Steelberg Kelly ('98) and Kip ('96),
a son , Joseph Finnean, 5/10/06. * Susan Palmieri Kipp ('98)
and Michael ('91), a son, Jackson Paul, 11/7 /05. * Tara Perilla

In Memoriam

f
f

('41) ofLeesburg, 11 /29/ 0 6.
('48) ofAppalachia, 6/29/06.
ELIZABETH KESLER WILLIAMS ('86) ofRichmond, 11 /5/06.
LISA MARIE MCGARV EY PORTER ('94) of Woodbine, Md., 4129/06.
MELANIE BETH KNUCKLES JOYCE ('95) ofMartinsville, 5/15/06.
HELEN M. JOHNSTON

AUDREY DORIS YOUNG

HOMECOMING 2007

0 CT OBER 2 6 - 2 7 See
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www.jmu.edu/homecoming
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Associate Vice President for Multicultural
Awareness and Student Health Marsha
Mays-Bernard ('88M), Special Assistant to
the President Daniel Wubah, JMU President
Linwood H. Rose, Vice President for Student
Affairs Mark Warner ('79,'81M,'85Ed.S.) and
Center for Multicultural Student Services
graduate assistant Latasha Smith lead JMU
officials, students and community leaders on
a campus march during Martin Luther King Jr.
Week. The theme of JMU's celebration focused
on "The Strength of a Word, the Passion of a
Dream, Be the Change by Living His Vision."
Princeton University professor, and author of
the book Race Matters, Cornel West delivered
the keynote speech. The annual campuswide
commemoration also included a Unity Day
celebration, the movie Citizen King, a speak·
ut, Web casts, a faculty-student breakfast
te
ack and Remember Forum.
and
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The official drink
of cramming.

Coca-Cola is a proud sponsor of James Madison University.
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T h e alumni office welcomes news for class notes that is no more th an a year old. Please submit news of personal
and career achievements and service online at www.jmu.edu/alumni/classnote or use this form and mail news to :
Class Notes, Office of Alumni Relations, Leeolou Center, 2002 Alumni Dr., MSC 4402, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807

Full Name (include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Class Year _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ______ College/Major - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Home Address _________________________________________
City_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP_ _ _ _ __
E-mail Address

Home Phone - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Employer
Job Title - - - - - - - - - - - - - Spouse Name (include maiden) ______________________ JMU Class Year _ _ _ _ __
News ___________________________________________~

It can take up to six months, or two issues, for your class note to appear in Madison. We appreciate your patience.
SC 2418
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As a graduating senior, Linia Duncan knows it's never too early to start giving back. Helping JMU increase in diversity through organizations such as Students for Minority Outreach is a priority. "This student organization is the reason I came to JMU. It's a haven
where we can come together and work on a problem but also have fun," she says. "As soon as I got here, I got involved because I felt
like I had to give back after feeling so welcomed." Now, as president of Students for Minority Outreach, Duncan heads up many of
the organization 's events including Take-A-Look Day, a srndent-run event targeted at recruiting minority students.
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